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Abstract

Spacecraft operation requires a crucial and robust control scheme to accom-
plish their missions. Hence, sliding mode control (SMC) is one of the ro-
bust control approaches capable of fulfilling the spacecraft control operation
requirements. Classical SMC, however, produces chattering in the control
inputs, which can cause wear and tear in the moving mechanical parts, for
instance, actuator. Thus, many researchers introduced modifications in the
SMC to attenuate the chattering drawbacks. SMC control development can
be divided into two groups; low-order sliding mode control (LOSMC) and
high-order sliding mode control (HOSMC). In details, HOSMC requires a
sophisticated control algorithm compared to the LOSMC but with a more
significant dynamics response. Thus, a new LOSMC is required, producing
similar results as HOSMC but less complexity in the control algorithm. Sev-
eral selected SMC approaches are evaluated on the spacecraft’s attitude and
orbit control subsystem (ACS) applications; spacecraft attitude and orien-
tation model (SAOM) and spacecraft rendezvous and docking manoeuvres
(SRDM). This analysis is a vital medium for evaluating the existing SMC
techniques, strengths, and weaknesses for a new LOSMC control develop-
ment. First, the proposed LOSMC is analysed on the SAOM and SRDM,
where the outcomes are compared to the HOSMC. Then, an optimisation
technique (particle swarm optimisation (PSO)) is implemented on the new
LOSMC and HOSMC. The PSO helps the SAOM and SRDM improving the
transient trajectory. The new LOSMC is designed and can perform as the
HOSMC with a low complexity algorithm. Finally, this will provide helpful
SMC information of the SMC control strategies with their performances on
the SAOM and SRDM.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A spacecraft is a vehicle travels in outer space to accomplish a variety of
missions and purposes such as communications [8], Earth observation [9],
meteorology [8], navigation [10], planetary colonisation [11], and transporta-
tion of humans and cargo [12]. The development of human crewed or auto
manoeuvring spacecraft has and continues to have a significant impact on hu-
man civilisation [13]. Generally, a spacecraft made of six subsystems which
attitude and orbit control subsystem (ACS) is among them [14]. The ACS
provides, for instance, payload and antennas achieved stability and coarse
pointing accuracy in the spacecraft missions [15]. Furthermore, the ACS is
also stabilising and de-tumbling the spacecraft angular velocity while gath-
ering the orbit and attitude information [16]. Therefore, a spacecraft needs
a crucial control scheme to complete the missions with existing challenges in
space such as solar storm and sun and moon gravitational force [17]. Thus,
many researchers have proposed various control algorithms to achieve the
precision and optimisation of the ACS.

A few typical specifications for assessing these strategies, especially for
small spacecraft operation, have been robustness, energy efficiency, minimum
maintenance, and weight reduction [18]. Among the possible robust con-
trol schemes, sliding mode control (SMC) attributes such as low complexity,
computer-implementable, less weight, and low-cost control make this is the
suitable approach to be implemented as the ACS controller [19–21]. Hence,
it is essential to understand the range of limitations of these SMC approaches
before further improvements can be made. Therefore, this research will ex-
plore various SMC control algorithms on ACS applications.

SMC is a particular type of variable structure control systems (VSCS)
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family were characterised by a suite of feedback control laws (switching sur-
face) and decision rule (switching function). The advantages of the VSCS
are insensitive towards the disturbances and uncertainties, and the dynam-
ics behaviour potentially follow the switching surface particular design [22].
There are two stages in designing the SMC; the switching surface design
(continuous) and the control law (discontinuous) [23]. The continuous part
drives the state trajectories of the controlled system to the designed transient
performance requirements, while the discontinuous feature will help maintain
the state on robust condition. Unfortunately, using just the basic concept
of SMC, chattering is the main drawback produced by the high-frequency
switching due to the un-modelled dynamics in the switching function that can
cause wear and tear, for instance, to the actuator. Thus, many researchers
proposed SMC algorithms to suppress the chattering phenomena in the clas-
sical SMC while maintaining the robustness and control outputs accuracy,
where can be categorised as low-order sliding mode control (LOSMC), [24]
and high-order sliding mode control (HOSMC) [25].

The HOSMC requires a complex control algorithm compared to the LOSMC
(for double integrators case) but attributes to evaluable at the finite-time
convergence which guarantees of the all-dimension chain of integrators [26].
Besides that, HOSMC offers better control output accuracy. Thus, the pri-
mary focus of this research study is to develop a new LOSMC technique
comparable to HOSMC performances.
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1.1 Thesis Outline

The thesis structures outlined as below:

• Chapter 1 introduces the research topic and purposes of this thesis.
Next, the thesis outline and key contributions are explained for each
chapter. Furthermore, the relevance of the author’s publications is
listed at the end of this chapter.

• Chapter 2 reviews the ACS structures and applications. Following,
the general spacecraft challenges in space are presented. Some of the
published papers focus on the SMC algorithms on the ideal spacecraft
scenarios are reviewed, including the strengths and weakness.

• Chapter 3 elaborates on the SMC fundamental design concepts, devel-
opments and general control techniques. Existing LOSMC and HOSMC
characteristics are presented.

• Chapter 4 reproduces some of the technical paper results using HOSMC
approaches for simulation technique skills validation.

• Chapter 5 analyses the existing SMC on the SAOM for LOSMC and
HOSMC technique. The controller parameters are manually adjusted
to tailor SMC for a spacecraft instead of ’theory’ development.

• Chapter 6 introduced a new LOSMC to the SAOM where the con-
troller behaviour are carefully evaluated through simulations. Finally,
PSO tunes the new LOSMC and a HOSMC; then, the performances
are contrasted.

• Chapter 7 evaluates the SRDM using existing LOSMC and HOSMC.
First, the SRDM is well-derived from the fundamental structure. Then,
the developed LOSMC is implemented on the SRDM, where the charac-
teristics are compared to the HOSMC. Finally, PSO is injected into the
new LOSMC and the existing HOSMC for optimisation comparison.

• Chapter 8 gives a summary of the thesis and discusses future works.
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1.2 Key Contributions

Key contributions of this thesis are highlighted below:

1. A survey of SMC techniques is undertaken, including an evaluation of
strengths and weaknesses. A particular novelty of this thesis is that
the presentation focuses on the potential applications to spacecraft.

2. Following a careful evaluation of the performance of conventional SMC
techniques on some ideal spacecraft scenarios, modifications to the
boundary layer technique in SMC and implementation of an optimi-
sation method are proposed to improve behaviour for spacecraft. The
efficacy of the proposed algorithms is demonstrated with simulations.

3. A vital information about the common existing SMC characteristics
on spacecraft classical scenarios throughout simulations are carefully
validated and presented. A potency LOSMC algorithm is developed
over the findings.

4. A new LOSMC is proposed, including the analysis of the controller
characteristics. The designed controller behaviour on the possible space-
craft scenarios is presented and contrasted to a HOSMC method. The
efficiency of the developed method is validated with simulations.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

Spacecraft applications need robust and energy efficiency control methods to
produce a-high-accuracy outputs for the system. Furthermore, the system
needs an optimisation technique to maximise the performances in term of
state trajectories and power consumption. Thus, this chapter reviews, elab-
orate, and concludes the definition of spacecraft with its structures, space-
craft’s applications, and existing optimisation control algorithms for the ap-
plications. Finally, the possible optimisation control methods on SAOM is
proposed for further investigation and analysis.
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2.2 Earth’s Orbits and Challenges

In space, the scientist categorise three orbits relative to the Earth; low Earth
orbit (LEO), medium Earth orbit (MEO) and high Earth orbit (HEO). The
definition of these orbit is shown in Table 2.1 [27].

Table 2.1: Orbits Distance From Earth.

Orbit Distance from the Earth’s surface

Low Earth Orbit (LEO) 2000 km

Medium Earth Orbit
(MEO) 2000 km to 20350 km

High Earth Orbit (HEO) over 20350 km
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Kepler’s laws widely used to explain the planetary or object motion in
these orbits. In total, there are three Kepler’s laws explain about the plane-
tary motion [3].

1. The first law said that the planets follow elliptical paths around the
sun. The interaction between these two-body orbits mostly referred to
as Keplerian orbits.

2. The second law stated that equal areas are swept out in similar times.

3. The third law said that the period of a planet is proportional to three-
halves power of its semi-major axis.
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2.2.1 Earth’s Orbits

Each orbit attributes to specific spacecraft operations. The most common
and vital spacecraft applications, for instance, weather forecast, communi-
cation, broadcasting, surveillance of a pre-selected region, military purposes,
global positioning satellite (GPS), gather and distribute information daily
for human uses. Hence, the correct spacecraft location in orbit, attitude and
orientation are the keys to the success of a task.

Firstly, in LEO, the travel speed of the object orbiting the Earth must
be greater than 8 kms−1 to avoid the object enter the Earth atmosphere
because of gravity. Because of the high speed, the object can orbit the Earth
as much as 50 times a day. The well-known International Space Station (ISS)
and Hubble space telescope are located in this orbit. The speed of these
objects can be reduced by the atmospheric drag, a type of uncertainties,
in this region, although the amount is minimal. Thus, a robust attitude
and orientation controller is required to fix this error. Furthermore, the
nominated controller also helps the spacecraft to maintain its position long
enough in any pre-specified region while orbiting at high speed around the
Earth.

Next, in MEO, the objects travel twice a day around the Earth. MEO
operation, such as GPS navigation, provides and coordinates the human
location on the Earth surface. Four GPS navigation satellites are needed to
produce an accurate position on Earth.

Finally, HEO, also known as the High Altitude Geostationary region, is
suitable, such as weather forecast, communication, and broadcasting satellite
operations. In this orbit, objects maintain their position relative to a point
on the Earth at all time. Thus, for instance, a television antenna can always
point in the same direction since the satellite location does not change relative
to the television antenna.

In conclusion, the position of a satellite or a spacecraft (both of them
named as spacecraft) is essential to make sure the missions are successful, al-
though there exist uncertainties and disturbances produce by either internal
of the spacecraft or space phenomena. Hence, a robust attitude and orien-
tation control must complete the spacecraft missions and bring benefits to
human needs.
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2.2.2 Spacecraft Challenge in Space

Multiple factors contribute to spacecraft performance degradation across
time. One of the reasons is the external disturbances and uncertainties im-
pacting the spacecraft when orbiting the Earth. For example, ISS requires
re-boosting several times each year. In addition, the ISS attitude is decreas-
ing about a kilometre every 12 days because of the atmospheric drag in LEO.
This phenomenon occurs because the upper atmosphere heated by the solar
storms that are increasing the ISS drag and accelerates the orbit decay [28].
Thus, spacecraft experience low aerodynamic torque indeed.

A most potent solar storm happens when particles that are thrown out
send coronal mass ejection (CME) and consider the most violent and ener-
getic that can disturb the interplanetary magnetic field and planetary magne-
tospheres [29]. Previously, the significant gravitational impact on spacecraft
only considers on Earth gravitational (see section 2.2 for details [30]). How-
ever, if the position is not appropriately chosen, the sun and the moon gravity
can influence the spacecraft performance [17]. Therefore, insensitive control
strategies need to encounter these problems to ensure the spacecraft position,
attitude, and orientation are guaranteed. Table 2.3 summarised the typical
type of disturbances and uncertainties and the effect towards spacecraft in
space [17].

Table 2.2: Gravitational Acceleration due to the Earth and the Sun.

Location Earth Sun

Earth’s Surface 9.81 ms−2 6× 10−6 ms−2

LEO 9 ms−2 6× 10−6 ms−2

200000 km from the Earth 10× 10−6 ms−2 6× 10−6 ms−2

6 million km from the Earth 10× 10−6 ms−2 6× 10−6 ms−2
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Table 2.3: Typical Disturbances and Uncertainties in Space.

Disturbance/Uncertainties Affect to the spacecraft

Solar radiation

Ultraviolet (UV) light from the sun will
darken the solar panel and ultimately reduce
the efficiency and thus power output pro-
duced by the solar panel. Hence, the space-
craft must be energy efficient to counter this
degradation.

Solar storm

The solar wind consists of energetic parti-
cles, protons and electrons. The particles
put pressure on spacecraft (this phenomena
also creates aurora). The most powerful so-
lar storm is sending CME that has a signifi-
cant impact on the earth magnetic field. The
CME’s speed can varies between less than
100kms−1 to greater than 1200kms−1 [31].
This phenomenon causes the spacecraft to
lose its attitude control [32].

Atmosphere drag in LEO

The spacecraft attitude will change due to
the atmospheric drag slowing the speed.
Thus in LEO, the spacecraft consumes high
power to counter the gravitational Earth field
to maintain altitude and speed by using their
thrusters.

Sun and moon gravitational force

The gravitational forces of the sun and the
moon cause periodic variations in all of the
orbital elements, but only the right ascension
of the ascending node, argument of perigee
and mean anomaly experience secular varia-
tions.

In real case scenarios, the value of these disturbances and uncertainties
can be seen as in Table 2.4 [4] where shows the comparison between two
different satellite sizes. FireSat II can be categorized as a very small satellite
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and orbiting the earth. On the other hands, Supplemental Communications
System (SCS) is a small Earth-pointing spacecraft.

Table 2.4: Disturbances and Uncertainties Value of FireSat II and SCS [4].

Disturbance/Uncertainties FireSat II SCS

Solar radiation 9.6x10−7Nm 6.6x10−6Nm

Solar storm 2.1x10−5Nm 4.6x10−7Nm

Atmosphere drag in LEO 3.7x10−7Nm 8.7x10−12Nm

Sun and moon gravitational force 1.5x10−6Nm 3.0x10−7Nm
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2.3 Spacecraft’s Subsystem

The internal spacecraft system generates the next element that contributes
to the spacecraft out-performance. Generally, the spacecraft is built by six
subsystems as follow [33–35]:

1. A structural subsystem.

2. A telemetry subsystem.

3. A power subsystem.

4. A thermal control subsystem.

5. A communication payload subsystem.

6. An attitude and orbit control subsystem.

Thus, this thesis focus on the sixth subsystem, which is the attitude and
orbit control subsystem (ACS). In ACS, there are two control parameters
involved: the attitude and orbit of the other satellite subsystems and the
payload. Attitude control consists two main aspects [36]:

1. Firstly, the orientation of a spacecraft referred to reference objects, for
instance, earth, sun, moon and stars.

2. Finally, the dynamic of a spacecraft is required since they must change
the orientation time-to-time according to the needs. This task can be
done by controlling the rotation and rotation rate in ACS.

Then, ACS functions about maintaining or obtaining the spacecraft at
a target orbit. Besides that, ACS also used to avoid collisions with other
objects. The connection between these parameters can be represented in
Figure 2.1.

The actuator receives the control commands from the onboard control
unit. The control command decisions are based on the nominal values and
deviations from the sensors. The sensors inputs are the angles, spin rates,
or position measurements which translate in data form. The actuator will
apply the necessary torques or forces to re-orient the spacecraft to the desired
attitude according to the deviation between desired orientation and current
position, as detected by sensors until the variation is equal to zero [37]. This
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Figure 2.1: ACS Components and Control Cycles [1].

process is simplified in Figure 2.2. The standard type of actuators used in
ACS is reaction wheels and magnetic torquers. The spacecraft models derived
in linear and non-linear systems where the controller’s design based on these
actuators. A common challenge for researchers is the practical consideration
and rejection of the disturbances and uncertainties which exist in space and
on the spacecraft and how as shown in Table 2.3 and 2.5. On the other
hands, the orbit control performs the orbit correction manoeuvres task.

Figure 2.2: Attitude Control Block Diagram Process.
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2.3.1 Reaction Wheels

Reaction wheels (RW), also known and operated as a momentum wheel, con-
sist of a rotating mass attached to an electric motor; devices on a spacecraft
are aligned on X (roll), Y (pitch) and Z (yaw) axis (Figure 2.3). Some-
times, the RW has the fourth device which is used for redundancy purpose.
The pointing accuracy of RW can achieve up to 0.0010 precision [38]. Un-
fortunately, RW suffers from degradation, for example, loss of effectiveness
(LOE), stuck fault (lock-in unknown time (LIUT) and failure for a period of
time (FFPT) [39]. One of the malfunctions to an RW happened to the Mars
Odyssey spacecraft in 2012. The Mars Odyssey detected one of its three
RW, which are used to control orbiter orientation in space produces unusual
readings. Then, the spacecraft has to enter the safe mode before the recovery
actions are taken. The orbiter carries a spare RW on-board, in case one of
the three in use fails. Besides that, RW is heavy and thus require substantial
space inside the spacecraft. Moreover, they have low power efficiency, require
high energy to operate and also are unsuitable for small satellites. Further-
more, flywheels or batteries are required to supply the power to RW during
an eclipse. Nevertheless, researchers have developed spacecraft using RW as
the main actuator in MEO and HEO since, in these orbits, the interaction
between a spacecraft and the Earth magnetic field is low.

Figure 2.3: Reaction Wheels Direction.
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2.3.2 Magnetic Torquer

Magnetic torquers (MT), also known as magnetorquers, utilise an electrical
current run around a piece of metal (torque rods with an iron core or air
coils [40]), that creates an electromagnet. Within space in LEO, this electro-
magnet will be subject to a force causing it to align itself along the Earth’s
magnetic field and thus generate a torque on the spacecraft. These magnetic
controls are relatively light but low accuracy (10) [41]. They can also can
be used to compensate for the natural magnetic effects of satellite compo-
nents [38]. A MT is available as long as sufficient electric power is available.
With the advantages of smaller size, less weight and energy, and negligible
degradation due to no moving parts, MT are widely used for small satellites
in LEO. Nevertheless, MT requires more complex control design since vari-
ous uncertainties exist such as non-clean magnetic fields inside the spacecraft
that interfere with the magnetic interaction between the spacecraft and the
Earth [42]. The use of MT also introduces challenges, for example the system
is only controllable in two axes at any time. The axes being perpendicular
to the local geomagnetic field vector [43].

2.3.3 Summary of between Reaction Wheels and Mag-
netic Torquer Actuator

Based on the description of both actuators, it can be said these actuators have
advantages and disadvantages. The selection of actuator type when designing
the spacecraft is dependent on their missions, for example considering the
reliability, accuracy and location in space. A summary of spacecraft actuator
characteristics is shown in Table 2.5.

Furthermore, the typical performance range of these attitude actuators
can be summarised in Table 2.6 [4].

2.3.4 Actuators Challenges in Space

There are several issues which from challenges for an attitude controller.
Some actuators made from mechanical moving parts and one primary com-
ponent is motor. A motor will degrade in time thus affecting spacecraft
attitude performance. Fault-tolerant strategies to cope with scenarios such
as LOE, LIUT and FFPT may come at the price of a significant disruption
to a spacecraft’s performance [44]. Besides that, internal noise from sources
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Table 2.5: Characteristics Summary of Reaction Wheels and Magnetic Tor-
quer Actuators.

Actuator Reaction Wheels (RW) Magnetics Torquers (MT)

Characteristics

RW has a high pointing ac-
curacy of 0.0010. The RW,
however requires high en-
ergy consumption, large size
and needs a separate power
source (flywheel or battery)
during an eclipse event.

The MT is small, low weight
and consumes low power
but low accuracy (10). It
also free of degradation due
to having no moving parts.
The control design for MT,
however is complex.

Orbit

The RW have been im-
plemented on spacecraft in
LEO, MEO and HEO but is
unsuitable for small space-
craft due to the size require-
ment.

The MT is only suitable
for spacecraft in LEO since
near to the Earth, there
is a large enough magnetic
field compared to MEO
and HEO to determine the
spacecraft orientation and
position.

Challenges
The RW degrades over time
(LOE, LIUT, FFPT) since
it uses moving parts.

The MT produces non-clean
magnetic fields generated
by current flowing inside the
actuator that can cause in-
terference.

within a satellite will have an impact similar to a disturbance torque form.
For magnetic actuators, the magnetic fields generated by the coil will be af-
fected by the material within the MT since non-clean magnetics exists where
the currents are flowing, for instance in the harness, solar panels, permanent
magnets and solenoid valves can lead to unwanted disturbances to the space-
craft’s attitude [3]. This problem will be a massive challenge for spacecraft
to maintain their attitude and orientation.
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Table 2.6: Typical Performance of RW and MT.

Actuator Performance Mass (kg) Power (W)

RW

Maximum torques: 0.01Nm
to 1Nm
Practical momentum stor-
age capacity: 0.4Nms to
3000Nms

2 to 20 10 to 100

MT 1Am2 to 4000Am2 0.4 to 50 0.6 to 16

2.4 Sliding Mode Control

VSCS earliest work was introduced by Emel’yanov and Barbashin from Soviet
Union in the late 1950s [45–48]. However, Itkis and Utkin introduced VSCS
to the world by publishing a book [46] and a paper [47] in the mid-1970s.
VSCS contains a set of continuous subsystems with suitable switching func-
tion where the ’control law’ of the subsystem is intentionally changed by some
external factors with rules applied [47, 49]. VSCS is designed to make sure
the states drive and lie around a switching surface by utilizing a high-speed
switching control law, wherein this region; a controlled system is robust-
guaranteed [22,49]. VSCS holds two main advantages. Firstly, the switching
function selection determines the dynamic of the compensated system. Then,
the closed-loop controlled system becomes insensitive or robust towards to
disturbances and uncertainties [22]. Nowadays, VSCS with sliding mode,
known as sliding mode control (SMC), widely introduced into many critical
application models, for instance, faults tolerant control on piloted simulator
evaluation [50], a nonlinear longitudinal model of Boeing 747-100/200 [51],
and damaged aircraft [52].

SMC is well-known as one of the robust controllers; capable of handling
high-order nonlinear dynamic systems with high complexity. Some of the
SMC’s major contribution features are low sensitivity towards plant parame-
ter variations and disturbances, low cost, low computational burden, proces-
sors with energy efficiency and low complexity [53–55]. SMC design consists
of two crucial components; switching function design and control law design.
The switching function is designed based on the output requirements while
the control law selection will make the switching function converge to the
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plant state [22, 49].
In SMC, however, the major challenge is the chattering effect produces by

high-switching frequency which were negelected in system outputs [56–58].
The chattering can cause, for example, law control accuracy, wear and tear
to the mechanical parts, which contributes to the hardware’s maintenance
or replacement, and high heat losses in power circuits [19, 58]. Thus, many
researchers introduced modification approaches in SMC to improve the clas-
sical SMC deficiency such as boundary layer technique [19, 59–61], SMC
hybrid with other control methods [62–65], and higher-order sliding mode
control [5, 66, 67].

The proposed approaches can eliminate the chattering while maintaining
the accuracy of the outputs, but they also have pros and cons to the compen-
sated systems. Then, some SMC essential criteria are set to make sure the
SMC algorithms are suitable to be implemented on small spacecraft appli-
cations. The SMC characteristics on the chosen small spacecraft operations
must be simple mathematical operators, required low computational load,
robust, high outputs accuracy, energy efficiency and low cost.

2.4.1 A Review of Sliding Mode Control Approaches

Many criteria must be taken into account when designing an attitude control
system: computational time, control power consumption, the robustness of
the intended control towards internal and external disturbances and uncer-
tainties, accuracy of the output, improvements from previously compensated
attitude control system and capability of the spacecraft to process the de-
signed controller. By considering all these criteria, it is possible to ensure
the spacecraft can accomplish its mission for long periods and also to en-
sure the appropriateness of the designed attitude control systems for specific
spacecraft characteristics.

Sliding mode control (SMC), Fuzzy SMC, Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF)
(an improvement of Kalman Filter and Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)) and
adaptive control are examples of spacecraft attitude controllers. The perfor-
mances and capability of these controllers are reviewed here to compare and
contrast their efficiency. These controllers tested with linear and non-linear
spacecraft models with various types of disturbances and uncertainties.
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2.4.1.1 Modification in Sliding Mode Control

Sliding mode control (SMC) is well-known as one of the robust control strat-
egy which is relatively insensitive towards disturbances and uncertainties.
SMC officially introduced in a survey paper year 1977 [47]. Since then,
SMC triggers the researcher interest to apply the control algorithm in both
fundamentals and system applications. Interestingly, SMC is easy to im-
plement and has low computational costs. Due to these advantages, SMC
is convenient for small spacecraft in LEO, but it suffers from a chattering
phenomenon which is a drawback. The chattering causes wear and tear on
the actuator in spacecraft application. In response, researchers proposed
Fuzzy SMC (FSMC), Minimum Sliding Mode Error Feedback (MSMEFC),
Adaptive Non-Singular Terminal SMC (ANSTSMC), Adaptive Fuzzy SMC
(AFSMC) and Integral SMC (ISMC) as alternatives to suppress this prob-
lem and improved overall performance, including transient response, effec-
tiveness and accuracy. The modified approaches have been implemented on
RW [39, 44, 65] and MT [55]. Modified SMC has been shown to give good
precision, effectiveness and convergence to the required position infinite time,
in the presence of various disturbances and uncertainties.

AFSMC [65] and ANSTSMC [39] can produce robust and high-efficiency
attitude and orientation spacecraft output. Both methods, however, need
high computational burden to eliminate the chattering in SMC. Thus, AF-
SMC and ANTSMC are unsuitable for implementing on small spacecraft.
Originally, AFSMC was introduced because of fixed fuzzy rules contribute
to a non-robust system. The AFSMC is divided into two components where
equivalent control terms are used to deal with the uncertainties while hitting
control is used to achieve the attitude precision. The equivalent control term
is the approximation of the control law to produce zero steady-state value.
Moreover, hitting control functions act as the chattering remover. Due to the
high computational load, AFSMC limits the on-line spacecraft application.
Finally, based on the result [65], the AFSMC is able produced precise atti-
tude control subject to fewer disturbances and uncertainties. The AFSMC
needs some modifications to tackle the spacecraft system with an enormous
challenge. Hence, MSMEFC [44] is one of the solutions for ANSTSMC in
term of computational load. In MSMEFC, the uncertain disturbances are
offset by an equivalent control error to improve the control performance.
A cost function contains all the information of sliding mode error, and the
equivalent control error is derived to estimate the optimal equivalent control
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error where this estimation will feedback to the conventional SMC to produce
the MSMEFC result. As a result, the MSMEFC not only computes in energy
efficiency but also robust towards faults inside the actuator (LOE, LIUT and
FFPT) and perturbations. The MSMEFC have not considered the orbital
manoeuvres inside the analysis because sometimes orbital manoeuvres re-
quired due to the severe perturbations such as debris avoidance [68]. The
AFSMC, MSMEFC and ANSTSMC analysed on RW actuator base model.

On the other hands, most researchers considered MT as the spacecraft’s
actuator to produce small spacecraft size, weight and less energy consump-
tion. An ISMC [55] used purely magnetic attitude control with realistic
non-linear parameters. The control torque vector at the output of the con-
troller acts on the spacecraft after successive manipulations. As the result,
the disturbances, however can’t be fully eliminated because of the difference
between the control torque vector generated by the controller and the applied
control torque vector (control torque error).

2.4.1.2 Unscented Kalman Filter

Some researchers introduced an UKF controller [62] as an improvement on a
Kalman Filter (KF) and EKF [63] for spacecraft attitude state and parameter
estimation. The development has been made since KF is used to estimating
a linear system while EKF limited estimating up to first-order terms for non-
linear systems by neglecting higher-order terms. Ignoring the higher-order
terms can lead to instability. Based on the result, UKF was able to converge,
despite poor initial estimates of the parameters, through numeric simulation;
using simulated noisy measurements bring better convergence characteristics
and greater accuracy than the EKF [62]. Furthermore, UKF is also easier to
implement because this control method is derivative-free [69]. EKF computes
the output by using a Jacobian; the Jacobian leads to more complexity and
computational demand. Compared to UKF, this method approximates the
state/measurement estimate and the associated uncertainty by a statistical
linear regression through a well-chosen set of a set of samples determined
from the apriori mean and covariance of the state known as ”sigma points”
and thus is less complex [70].

This thesis, however, focused on several SMC algorithms implement on a
few spacecraft applications. Hence, the maintenance and replacement are un-
suitable and challenging to apply for these and also for general applications.
Then, in this chapter, the solutions for the problem with advantages and dis-
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advantages are discussed where the objectives are to relate SMC approaches
with spacecraft applications.

Next, among the essential rules in SMC such as system’s stability, robust-
ness conditions, optimal parameters selection and reachability conditions in
SMC will be investigated and elaborated in this chapter. The main objec-
tive of this review to explore, select and enhance the suitable SMC con-
trol algorithms with core requirements being low cost, robustness, precision,
high efficiency and low computational load on several spacecraft operations.
However, in this review, the SMC control approaches are specific on general
small-spacecraft-task-models where operate in low Earth orbit (LEO). Some
of the must-do-missions are spacecraft attitude and orientation (SAOM), and
spacecraft rendezvous, and docking manoeuvres (SRDM).

2.4.1.3 Comparison Between Spacecraft Attitude Controllers

Table 2.7 elaborated the comparison between spacecraft attitude controllers
based on existing strategies. The comparison are based on the advantages
and the disadvantages with the room of improvements to utilise the optimum
spacecraft attitude and orientation outputs.

Table 2.7: Comparisons between existing Spacecraft Attitude Control Strate-
gies.

Controller Advantages Disadvantages Improvements

SMC

The SMC is a low complex-
ity, low computational bur-
den, less weight and low
cost control method. The
SMC also a robust con-
trol strategy where the out-
put can converge in finite
time with sufficient preci-
sion. Hence, the SMC is
suitable for various type of
the attitude and orientation
spacecraft control.

The SMC
produces a chat-
tering effect to
the system. It
caused wear
and tear to the
actuator.

A modifica-
tion in SMC
switching func-
tion is required
to suppress
the chattering
drawback.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.7 – Continued from previous page
Controller Advantages Disadvantages Improvements

AFSMC

Fixed fuzzy rules lead to
limited robustness which
makes the system be-
come unstable. However,
it solved the chattering
phenomena caused by the
switching function in SMC.
Then, adaptive fuzzy rules
are introduced not only
to counter instability but
also produced the precise
attitude of the spacecraft.

The AFSMC is
a complex fuzzy
parameter which
leads to a high
computational
load. As such,
the AFSMC is
unsuitable to use
in small space-
craft. Besides
that, it only
robust towards
to minimum dis-
turbances and
uncertainties in
space and the
spacecraft.

To use in small
spacecraft, a
modification
inside switch-
ing function of
SMC is pro-
posed instead
of combine the
SMC with the
other controller
methods, such
as Fuzzy. The
modification can
minimise the
computational
burden of the
spacecraft.

MSMEFC

The MSMEFC is an en-
ery efficiency and robust
control method suitable for
realistic disturbances and
uncertainties generated by
the spacecraft and in space.
The MSMEFC contains a
cost function which is used
to offset the disturbances
and uncertainties to im-
prove control performance.
Hence, the MSMEFC is
suitable for small space-
craft.

The MSMEFC
considered fault
actuator as
uncertainties
but sometimes
there are serious
perturbations
happens in
space.

One of the ways
to reject the
serious pertur-
bations effect
is intoducing
orbital ma-
noeuvres with
minimum energy
consumption to
the spacecraft.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.7 – Continued from previous page
Controller Advantages Disadvantages Improvements

ISMC

The ISMC is implemented
on a magnetic actuator.
This controller has small
size, weight and low energy
consumption, thus is suit-
able for small spacecraft.

The ISMC is
influenced by
the disturbances
and uncertain-
ties because
the variance
of the control
torque and the
applied control
torque vector
which resulting
impreciseness
output.

More research
on fundamen-
tal problem
specific to the
purely magnetic
attitude con-
trol problem
is required to
overcome the
disadvantages.

UKF

The UKF is able to con-
verge and estimate higher-
order non-linear parameter
which bring better converge
characteristics and greater
accuracy than the EKF al-
though with poor initial es-
timates. Furthermore, the
UKF is easy to implement
since it uses no derivatives
This control method has
low computational require-
ments and low complexity.

The UKF has
not been tested
with real case
perturbations in
space and the
spacecraft.

The UKF can
be tested with
the real case
of disturbances
and uncertain-
ties such as
fault-tolerant in
actuator.
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2.4.2 Conclusion

Table 2.7 summarises the strengthens and weaknesses of common approaches
to spacecraft attitude control and hence gives insight to where improvements
would be beneficial. SMC is robust but it has chattering as the drawback.
One proposed alternative of Adaptive Fuzzy requires an additional cost func-
tion inside the SMC thus increasing complexity and computational load more
than is allowable. Integral SMC cannot adequately eliminate disturbances
and uncertainties which bring to the impreciseness output of the spacecraft
attitude. According to the MSMEFC advantages, this method is suitable
to be implemented for both small and huge spacecraft due to the energy
efficiency and high robustness. This can be achieved because the MSMEFC
do modification inside the SMC algorithm by adding cost function without
compound with another type of controllers. As such, in order to minimise
the size, low the complexity and optimize the small spacecraft performance
with greater accuracy, modification in SMC algorithm is one of the ways to
achieve the objectives while implement on magnetics actuator.

Overall, some of the control strategies discussed in this chapter manage
to control the linear and non-linear attitude and orientation of spacecraft
systems. The controllers must be robust against the disturbances and uncer-
tainties which exist in space and the spacecraft. Besides that, the spacecraft
attitude and orientation outputs must be precise, effective and can converge
to the desired position infinite time while being efficient with the spacecraft’s
power consumption. A low computational process load, small size, and ease
of implementation must also be considered when designing a controller, es-
pecially for the small spacecraft. Based on Table 2.7, the MSMEFC and
UKF demonstrate these criteria better than the alternative controllers. Nev-
ertheless, although the results shown by both methods give precise attitude
output, these methods also can consider serious perturbations and how to
maintain the desired attitude and orientation in space. Hence, one of the
possible methods to resist serious perturbations by using orbital manoeuvre.
The orbital manoeuvre required a control method to achieve a precise new
desired attitude using minimum energy consumption. One of the solutions
is using the state-dependent boundary layer method of SMC.
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Figure 2.4: Flow Chart of the SMC Characteristics and Solutions.

The SMC control methodology summary is shown in Figure 2.4, where
the controller development can be divided into two parts: sliding surface
design and switching surface design. The designer can develop the slid-
ing surface σ(t) in SMC either using states (σ(t) = sx(t)) or state errors
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(σ(t) = ė(t) +λe(t)) where σ(t) is sliding surface, s and λ are refer to sliding
surface coefficients, x(t) denotes to state variables (for example, roll, pitch
and yaw orientation) and e(t) attributes to state variables error value. The
sliding surface is the characteristic equation to determine the controlled sys-
tem transient performance, depending to s and λ values.

On the other hand, the switching surface design used to force the system’s
state variables, containing along the sliding surface with existing bounded
disturbances until the system achieve the equilibrium condition. The draw-
backs of this advantage are chattering phenomena in controller input. Hence,
some of the existing algorithms attenuate this problem by modifying the
switching surface or hybridising the SMC with other controllers. From the
literature, examples of modification in SMC by introducing boundary layer
technique and an adaptive SMC. Furthermore, for the hybrid SMC method,
the researcher introduced the AFSMC method. However, the hybrid SMC
method requires high computational load, high power consumption and slow
computational output, which is unsuitable for small spacecraft operations.
Thus, modification in the switching function is proposed in this research.

Modification in SMC also have drawbacks where the system only robust
when the state variables start hitting the sliding surface. The literature sug-
gests using ISMC, dynamic sliding mode contrl (DSMC), and HOSMC to
avoid this condition for improvement. Thus, in this research, the SMC con-
troller development focus is implementing modification in switching surface
design where the sliding surface structure is developed using states and states
error.
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Chapter 3

Existing Sliding Mode Control
Formulation

3.1 Introduction

SMC is one of the VSCS approaches. VSCS is a viable high-speed switching
feedback control [22, 49]. This control law provides a practical and robust
means of controlling non-linear systems. Hence, this chapter elaborated the
classical SMC formulation design, which is in the low order form. SMC,
however, range to higher-order methodologies such as super-twisting sliding
mode control (STSMC) and DSMC. Later, the formulation of higher-order
SMC concepts are reviewed with STSMC and DSMC methods considered
in the spacecraft’s control design including the classical SMC approaches.
Beforehand, the outputs of these algorithms are reproduced to make sure
the simulation techniques are validate justify where STSMC referred to the
paper [2] while DSMC attributed to the paper [5].

3.1.1 Sliding Mode Control

The main purpose of the SMC algorithm is to compute the double integrator
of the state variables or errors is equal to the inputs [22]. However, in this
section, state variables (ẍ(t)) as in Eq. 3.1 is used to define the SMC con-
trol input development. In the end, the relationship between state variables
(x(t)) and its dynamic (ẋ(t)) is obtained to show that the controlled system
able to achieve equilibrium condition where in this research, the state vari-
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ables represent by spacecraft orientation parameters (roll, pitch and yaw) in
angular form and spacecraft relative positions (x, y and z axis).

ẍ(t) = u(t). (3.1)

Consider the uses of feedback control law applied on the scalar inputs (u(t))
in Eq. 3.2.

u(t) = −kx(t), (3.2)

where k is a control input feedback gain that can influences the system’s char-
acteristic and strictly positive scalar to ensure stability. Then, substituted
Eq. 3.1 into Eq. 3.2 and becomes

ẍ(t) = −kx(t), (3.3)

Next, multiplying Eq. 3.3 with ẋ and produces Eq. 3.4. The integration of
Eq. 3.4 as in Eq. 3.5.

ẋẍ = −kxẋ, (3.4)

∫
ẋẍ = −

∫
kxẋ.

ẋ2 + kx2 = r,
(3.5)

Eq. 3.5 generates a circle graph with
√
r as radius with origin as the cen-

ter when k = 1. In other words, r is a constant value, generates from the
integration, also known as initial conditions and strictly positive to produce
a circular direction around the equilibrium point for state variables trajec-
tory direction. However, from Eq. 3.5, with the different k values selection,
the state variables trajectories around the equilibrium points can be ellipse
direction and illustrated in Figure 3.1 where 0 < k1 < 1 and 1 < k2. The
range of k1 and k2 values determine the controlled system transient perfor-
mance. Hence, to optimum the system trajectories, consider a control law
below which is combination of k1 and k2 condition in Figure 3.1.

u(t) =

−k1x(t), if xẋ < 0.

−k2x(t), otherwise.
(3.6)
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Figure 3.1: The ellipse graph of ẋ(t) against x(t) based on Eq. 3.5 with
0 < k1 < 1 and 1 < k2.

Based on the control law, the phase portrait between ẋ(t) against x(t) is
illustrated in Figure 3.2, produces a spiral converging to the origin and an
asymptotically stable motion results. On the other hands, it also can math-
ematically be proven by considering the Lyapunov function (V (x, ẋ)) in Eq.
3.7 and its dynamic in Eq. 3.8.

V (x, ẋ) = ẋ2 + x2, (3.7)

V̇ (x, ẋ) = 2ẋx+ 2ẍẋ,

= 2ẋ(x+ u) =

2xẋ(1− k1), if xẋ < 0,

2xẋ(1− k2), if xẋ > 0.

(3.8)

The energy is always negative towards time refer to how the gains are con-
structed. The distance of the states trajectory is always decreasing from the
origin which is similar as illustrated in Figure 3.2. However, the system us-
ing control law in Eq. 3.6 (state planes of linear structures control law [71])
needs more time to achieve equilibrium points. Then, a more significant vari-
able structure law is introduced in Eq. 3.9 [22, 49] to improve the system’s
performance which is comparable to a sign function as in Eq. 3.10. Eq. 3.9
used to robustly control the perturbed higher order systems [72].
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Figure 3.2: Phase portrait of the system in VSCS.

u(t) =

−1, if s(x, ẋ) > 0.

1, if s(x, ẋ) < 0.
(3.9)

u(t) = −sgn(σ(x, ẋ)) = −
|σ(x, ẋ)|
σ(x, ẋ)

. (3.10)

where the σ(x, ẋ) is the switching surface as in Eq. 3.11 and sgn(.) is the
sign function.

σ(x, ẋ) = mx+ ẋ. (3.11)

where m is a positive gain used to determine the control structure is in use
at any point in the phase plane.

To guarantee the trajectory of the states for a system converges to the
origin, obtains the dynamics of the Eq. 3.11 and becomes
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σσ̇ = σ(mẋ+ ẍ) < 0,

= σ(mẋ− sgn(σ)) < 0,

= |σ|(m|ẋ| − 1) < 0.

(3.12)

or similarly can be written as

lim
σ→0+

σ̇ < 0 and lim
σ→0−

σ̇ > 0. (3.13)

As the result of m|ẋ| < 1 property, the system trajectories on either side
of the sliding surface line point towards the sliding surface line [22]. Figure
3.3 illustrates the effect of this property and also the effect when σ(x, ẋ) = 0.
Eq. 3.12 also used to determine the reachability condition.

Figure 3.3: Phase portrait when m|ẋ| < 1 and σ(x, ẋ) = 0.
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3.1.2 Sliding Control Laws

In this section, the basis development of the conventional SMC control input
law is elaborated and discussed. Beforehand, consider a linear time invariant
(LTI) system below.

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) + f(t, x, u). (3.14)

where A ∈ <nxn represents the system matrix, B ∈ <nxm with 1 ≤ m < n
refers to the input matrix. Matrix B can be assumed has full rank. x(t) is
state variables, u(t) ∈ <mxm is input of the system and f(t, x, u) is unknown
parameter uncertainty or non-linearities in the system but bounded by some
known functions of the state.

A control law used to force the states return to the origin from any initial
conditions although there are uncertainties acted on the system [22]. Thus,
in SMC, the sliding control laws expression is presented in Eq. 3.15 where in
the end, Eq. 3.1 is obtained. The control input laws (usmc(t)) consist of two
main parts; equivalent control (ueq(t)) and switching function (un(t)). ueq(t)
is a linear static output feedback component while un(t) is the non-linear and
discontinuous about the sliding surface [73].

usmc(t) = ueq(t) + un(t). (3.15)

The equivalent control was proposed by Utkin [47] where used to maintain
an ideal sliding motion on switching surface [22]. The switching surface can
be designed using two approaches:

1. State-variables Switching Surface (SVSS)

2. State-errors Switching Surface (SESS)

3.1.2.1 The ueq(t) Design using State-variables Switching Surface

The SVSS as in Eq. 3.16, then, the dynamics as in Eq. 3.17.

σ(t) = Sx(t), (3.16)

where S∈ <mxn is a set of the switching surface coefficients.
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d

dt
(σ(t)) = S

d

dt
x(t),

˙σ(t) = S ˙x(t),

(3.17)

Replaced Eq. 3.14 to Eq. 3.17 produces Eq. 3.18.

S ˙x(t) = S(Ax(t) +Bu(t) + f(t, x, u)) = 0. (3.18)

The equivalent control is derived by considering the system states hitting
the sliding surface (Eq. 3.19) with its dynamic in Eq. 3.20 and ideal sliding
motion takes place [74].

σ = Sx(t) = 0, (3.19)

σ̇ = Sẋ(t) = 0, (3.20)

Replaced Eq. 3.14 with f(t, x, u) = BDζ(t, x) that is assumed to satisfying
the matching condition into Eq. 3.19 and produces Eq. 3.21.

Sẋ = SAx(t) + SBu(t) + SBDζ(t, x) = 0, for all t ≥ tss. (3.21)

where tss is the system states starting time hitting the sliding surface. Thus,
the ueq of the sliding control laws as in Eq. 3.22.

ueq(t) = −(SB)−1(SAx(t) + SBDζ(t, x)). (3.22)

Then, substituting Eq. 3.22 into Eq. 3.14 gives Eq. 3.23.

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +B(−(SB)−1(SAx(t) + SBDζ(t, x)))) + f(t, x, u),

= Ax(t)−B(SB)−1SAx(t)−B(SB)−1SBDζ(t, x)) +BDζ(t, x),

= (I −B(SB)−1S)Ax(t) + (I −B(SB)−1S)BDζ(t, x),
(3.23)
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with I ∈ <nxn is an identity matric. However, the property of (I−B(SB)−1S)B =
0. Hence, Eq. 3.23 becomes

ẋ = (I −B(SB)−1S)Ax(t). (3.24)

Based on Eq. 3.24, the uncertainties contribute by BDζ(t, x) are rejected
by the equivalent control. Thus, the sliding mode control clearly insensitive
or robust to the matched uncertainties [75].

Finally, substitute Eq. 3.22 and 3.10 in Eq. 3.15. Thus, the control laws
in SMC as in Eq. 3.25.

usmc(t) = −(SB)−1SAx(t)− ρ(t, x)
|σ|
σ
. (3.25)

where ρ(t, x) is a positive gain that determines the signum function’s ampli-
tude where is greater than the size of the bounded uncertainties value in the
system to eliminate the perturbations.

3.1.2.2 The ueq(t) Design States-error Switching Surface

Using SESS (Eq. 3.26) to design the ueq(t), hence the error and error dy-
namics are presented in Eq. 3.27.

σ(t) =
d

dt
(e(t)) + λe(t),

= ˙e(t) + λe(t),

(3.26)

e(t) = x(t)− xd(t),

d

dt
(e(t)) = ˙x(t).

(3.27)

where xd(t) is desired states and consider xd(t) is constant and λ contributes
to switching surface gradient that influenced the state trajectories perfor-
mance. Thus, ˙xd(t) = 0. Next, replaced Eq. 3.27 into Eq. 3.26 and produces
Eq. 3.28 (sliding surface and sliding surface dynamics).
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σ(t) = ˙x(t) + λx(t)− xd(t),

d

dt
(σ(t)) = ¨x(t) + λ ˙x(t).

(3.28)

Sliding surface dynamics is set to zero (σ(t) = 0) to ensure the robustness
can be achieved and with states identity (Eq. 3.29), then Eq. 3.28 becomes
Eq. 3.30.

x(t) = xn(t), with n = 1, 2, 3

˙x(t) = xn+1,

¨x(t) = ˙xn+1,

(3.29)

˙σ(t) = ˙xn+1 + λxn+1 = 0. (3.30)

where n denotes the system’s order. Replaced Eq. 3.14 into Eq. 3.30 and
get Eq. 3.31.

Ax(t) +Bueq(t) + f(t, x, u) + λxn+1 = 0, (3.31)

Hence, the sliding surface (ueq(t)) using states error as in Eq. 3.32.

ueq(t) = −(B)−1Ax(t)− (B)−1λxn+1(t)−B−1f(t, x, u). (3.32)

3.1.3 Reachability Condition in Sliding Mode Control

In SMC, the control input design can be analysed at two phases (Figure 3.4):

1. States trajectory at finite-time reaching phase (σ(x, ẋ) 6= 0 where 0 <
t < tss).

2. States trajectory around the sliding surface (σ(x, ẋ) = 0 where t ≥ tss).

where tss is the states trajectory finite-time hitting the sliding surface.
The control input, usmc(t) is designed to make sure that the so-called

reachability condition is satisfy [22, 47, 75]. The reachability condition is a
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Figure 3.4: The finite-time reaching phase in SMC is the system states tra-
jectory between the initial condition and sliding surface.

sufficient condition to ensure that at each time instant, the system state tra-
jectories will move towards the sliding surface (referred as finite-time reaching
phase in Figure 3.4 [76]). This criteria can be achieved if a controlled system
satisfy Eq. 3.12 conditions. However, with the appearance of external dis-
turbances and uncertainties, Eq. 3.12 can be represented into Eq. 3.33 and
Eq. 3.34 (for multi-input systems).

σσ̇ ≤ −η|σ|, (3.33)

σT σ̇ ≤ −η‖σ‖. (3.34)

where η is a positive design scalar ensuring the sliding mode achieved in finite
time.

Eq. 3.34 can be demonstrated by substituting Eq. 3.25 into Eq. 3.14.
Then replaced the expression into Eq. 3.19 and get Eq. 3.35.

σ̇ = S(Ax(t) +B(−(SB)−1SAx(t)− ρ(t, x) + f(t, x, u)),

= SAx(t)− SB(SB)−1SAx(t)− SBρ(t, x)(SB)−1
‖σ‖
σ
.

(3.35)
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Chapter 4

Higher-order SMC: Simulation
Skills Validation

4.1 Introduction

HOSMC is introduced to produce a smooth control that capable maintaining
the originality of the SMC, such as, chattering attenuation, insensitive to the
disturbances and uncertainties, and fast dynamic response [2,77,78]. HOSMC
was introduced in 1996 [79], and since then, the methodology is expended
by the researchers. However, the HOSMC requires a complicated algorithm
compared to the LOSMC [78], where the LOSMC approaches is discussed
in Chapter 4. Thus, in this chapter, there are two types of HOSMC are
presented per below:

1. Super-twisting sliding mode control (STSMC).

2. Dynamic sliding mode control (DSMC).

The purpose of this Chapter is to reproduce the existing HOSMC methods
to validate the author simulation skills. This is an essential step before fur-
ther simulation and analysis are made across the study. HOSMC is selected
due to the complexity algorithm, hence, suitable to confirm the simulation
techniques.
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4.2 Dynamic Sliding Mode Control Design

DSMC is one of the HOSMC family. In this section, the DSMC is imple-
mented on a system in Eq. 4.1.

ẋ = A(x, t) +B(x, t)u. (4.1)

where x ∈ <n denotes the state-variables, u ∈ < refers to the scalar input,
A(x, t) and B(x, t) are vector fields represent the system’s dynamic and input.
The switching function is defined in Eq. 4.2.

σ = σ(x, t), (4.2)

Then, consider a sliding dynamics of a system in (4.3) [5]:

σ̈ = f(t, σ) + u. (4.3)

with f(t, σ) = 2σ2 − σ− 2sin(2t− 0.5) and u = −Kkdsgn(Jkd). The term of
−2sin(2t− 0.5) is generated by a tracking signal.

For DSMC, there are two non-linear sliding surfaces (χkd and Jkd) are
constructed [80] below.

χkd = akd|σ|0.5sgn(σ)− bkd|χkd + σ|0.5sgn(χkd + σ),

Jkd = χkd + σ.
(4.4)

where akd > 0, bkd > 0 and akd 6= bkd. The Jkd and σ are the sliding dynamics
implemented on the system (Eq. 4.3). akd and bkd value are determined using
theorem below.

|Jkd(0)| ≤

(
bkd

akd

)2

|σ(0)|. (4.5)

In [5], the parameters in Eqs. 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 are set in Table 4.1. The
simulation used to investigate the DSMC performance on a system with a
tracking signal.
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Table 4.1: Parameter setup in [5].

Parameter Value

Jkd(0) 0.1

σ(0) 1

σ̇(0) 0.5

akd 1

bkd 2

4.2.1 Results

Figure 4.1a shows the literature results [5] while Figure 4.1b illustrates the
author’s simulation results with akd 6= bkd. On the other hand, the compar-
isan between literature (Figure 4.2a) and author’s simulation (Figure 4.2b)
is presented in Figure 4.2 with akd = bkd condition.

There is slightly different for the akd 6= bkd result. This happens due to
the initial condition of the paper [5] is different to the simulation setup as
suggested in Table 4.1. The literature [5] set the σ(0) = 1, but the Figure

4.1a(a) shows the sliding function (σ(0)) start at 2. Similarly to the ˙σ(0),
the literature is set to 0.5 while the Figure 4.1a(c) illustrates almost 0.

On the other hand, in Figure 4.2, for akd = bkd condition, the literature
and current results produced similar graph pattern for all parameters. In
conclusion, the simulation technique for the DSMC is validated. However,
for akd 6= bkd, the variant happens due to the intial condition setup.
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(a) Literature: Sliding dynamics response with discontinuous con-
trol with akd 6= bkd [5]. (a) Sliding function, σ (b) Sliding function,
J (c) Sliding dynamic, σ̇ (d) Discontinuous control, u.
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(b) Current: Sliding dynamics response with discontinuous control with akd 6=
bkd.

Figure 4.1: Literature and current results using DSMC with akd 6= bkd.
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(a) Literature result: Sliding dynamics response with discontinu-
ous control with akd = bkd [5].
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(b) Present result: Sliding dynamics response with discontinuous control with
akd = bkd.

Figure 4.2: Literature and current results using DSMC with akd = bkd.
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4.3 Sliding Mode Control: A Tutorial

This paper consider a simple second-order scaled pendulum (4.6) imple-
mented on a super-twisting controller.

ÿ = −a1sssin(y) + uss, (4.6)

where y denotes the angular position and ÿ refers to angular acceleration of
a scaled pendulum. The a1ss > 0 is a scalar while the a1sin(y) is a bounded
uncertainty. The control or torque applied to the suspension point represents
by uss. For compensated system, however, uss is represented by (4.7).

uss = ueqss + ust. (4.7)

with ueqss is the equivalent control while ust is the discontinuous control part.
On the other hand, consider a sliding variable dynamics (4.8).

σ̇ = φ(σ, t) + γ(σ, t)ust, (4.8)

where the cumulative disturbance term is assumed bounded, |φ(σ, t)| ≤ Φ,
and the positive constant of an unknown smooth function, 0 ≤ Γm ≤
γ(σ, t) ≤ ΓM [81]. Thus, the super-twisting controller algorithm design is
elaborated in Eq. 4.9 until Eq. 4.11.

ust = ˙u1ss + u2ss, (4.9)

with

˙u1ss =

−ust, if |ust| > Uss.

−Wsssgn(σ), if |ust| ≤ Uss.
(4.10)

and

u2ss =

−λu2ss|s0|
0.5sgn(σ), if |s| > s0.

−λu2ss|s|0.5sgn(σ), if |s| ≤ s0.
(4.11)
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with s0 is boundary layer width around the sliding surface and Uss is the
maximum control input. In (4.10) and (4.11), the Wss and λu2ss are constant
and can be computed based on Eq. 4.12.

Wss =
Φ

Γm
,

λu2ss =
4Φ

Γ2
m

ΓM(Wss + Φ)

Γm(Wss − Φ)
.

(4.12)

Finally, the constructed super-twisting algorithm is implemented on a
simple scaled pendulum system to validate the controller performance. The
system’s output expected to be chattering free sustaining the advantages of
the classical SMC [82].

4.3.1 Controller design on a simple scaled pendulum

The sliding surface using states-error for the system (Eq. 4.6) as in Eq. 4.13:

σ = ė+ λsse, (4.13)

with error of the scaled pendulum, e = y−yd. yd denotes the desired angular
pendulum output. Thus, the sliding dynamics of Eq. 4.13 as in Eq. 4.14
until Eq. 4.16:

σ̇ = ë+ λssė, (4.14)

but

ė = ẏ.

ë = ÿ.
(4.15)

Replaced Eq. 4.15 and Eq. 4.6 into Eq. 4.14, thus produced Eq. 4.16:

σ̇ = −a1sssin(y) + λssẏ + u, (4.16)

Then, the equivalent control of Eq. 4.16, when the states hitting the sliding
surface (σ̇ = σ = 0) as in Eq. 4.17:
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ueqss = a1sssin(y)− λssẏ, (4.17)

Substituted Eq. 4.8 into Eq. 4.16 produces Eq. 4.18:

ueqss = a1sssin(y)− λssẏ, (4.18)

Then, replaced Eq. 4.18 and Eq. 4.7 into Eq. 4.16 and becomes

σ̇ = −a1sssin(y) + ust. (4.19)

In [2], the paramater are set as in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Paramater in [2].

Paramater Value

λss 1

a1ss 1

Uss 10

s0 0.01

[y(0), ẏ(0)] [1, 0.1]

Thus, Eq. 4.19 becomes

σ̇ = −sin(y) + ust. (4.20)

Compare Eq. 4.20 with Eq. 4.8 to compute the Φ, Γm and ΓM value as in
Table 4.3. Finally, the sliding dynamic parameters for the simulation skills
validation represents in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: The sliding dynamic parameters in [2].

Paramater Value

γ(σ, t) 1

φ(σ, t) 1

Γm 0.9

ΓM 1.1

Φ(σ, t) 1.1

Wss 1.3

λu2 8.92

4.3.2 Results

This section compared the result in [2] with current results. Figure 4.3 (cur-
rent result) and Figure 4.4 (literature result) show that both results are
identitical. Therefore, this can be concluded that the simulation technique
is verified.

Figure 4.3: Literature result: Phase plane potrait of a simple scaled pendu-
lum using STSMC [2].
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Figure 4.4: Present result: Phase plane potrait of a simple scaled pendulum
using STSMC.

4.4 Conclusion

Two existing HOSMC controllers (DSMC and STSMC ) have been simulated
to validate the simulation skills before further evaluation and analysis were
made using SMC on space applications. The DSMC is implemented on a
system with a tracking signal, while the STSMC is simulated on a simple
scaled pendulum system. The simulation outcomes are compared to the
results in [5] for DSMC and [2] for STMC.

In [5], there are two conditions for the results: akd = bkd and akd 6= bkd.
The akd = bkd shows that the literature and simulation results are comparable
for the sliding function (s), sliding dynamic ((̇s) and Jkd) and discontinuous
control (ukd) parameters. However, the comparison shows that there is a
slightly variant for akd 6= bkd condition. Initially, Table 4.1 shows the intial
setup ontained from [5]. For instance, s initial value is 1 but from the result
(Figure 4.1a) illustrates that the σ(0) = 2. Hence, this is the main reasons
for the difference.

For STSMC, the phase plane portrait result in [2] (Figure 4.3) is mostly
comparable to the simulation (Figure 4.4). There is a slight difference for the
minimum peak were less than −0.8 rads−1 for the simulation but oppositely
for [2]. In this case, further investigation on the difference can not be made
because of insufficient information in [2]. Nevertheless, this comparison is
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acceptable.
Therefore, this can be concluded that the simulation technique is verified.

Hence, the development of the SMC approaches on space applications can
proceed.
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Chapter 5

Spacecraft’s Attitude and
Orientation with Sliding Mode
Control Techniques
Formulation, Results and
Analysis

5.1 Introduction

ACS is essential for a spacecraft operation. ACS supply information, such
as, coarse pointing accuracy and also payload and antenna stability for a
spacecraft mission. Thus, this chapter elaborates the fundamental and a
basic application in the ACS which is SAOM. Thus, the chapter is divided
into several portions:

1. Formulation of spacecraft’s attitude and orientation which involved the
spacecraft’s position, velocity and acceleration between moving-frame
(spacecraft) and fixed-frame (ECI). The formulation includes the devel-
opment of rotational motion for a body in space using Euler’s equation
and equations of rotation motion. In the end, the model presented in
a state-space model.

2. Feasibility study of SMC’s switching function approaches (SFD) for
a SAOM with state-variables and state-errors switching surface. The
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SFD is chosen among the most common in SMC which used to at-
tenuate chattering in the conventional SMC. This topic covered the
switching surface formulations, SFD designs and results.

3. Introducing a new decaying boundary layer and switching function
method thorough error feedback (DBLSF) for SMC which categorised
as LOSMC. The DBLSF implemented on the developed SAOM model
to eliminate the chattering drawbacks in SMC. This method is designed
using state-errors switching surface, and then, controlled outputs are
compared to the existing SFD approaches. Then, a PSO is introduced
to the SAOM to enhance its performance.

4. A HOSMC (STSMC) introduced to the SAOM. The results of this tech-
nique are compared to the DBLSF (LOSMC). Then, PSO is enforced to
the STSMC. At the end, the comparison on both methodolgies (DBLSF
and STSMC) are evaluate of strengths and weaknesses.

The performance of LOSMC (SFD approaches and DBLSF) and HOSMC
(STSMC) are presented, designed and analysed on the SAOM model. Then,
PSO is implemented on DBLSF and STSMC where the attractive point of
this chapter is to evaluate and compare the performance between DBLSF
(developed method) and STSMC with and without PSO.
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5.2 The Formulation of Position, Velocity and

Acceleration between Moving-frame and

Fixed-frame

In this section, the formulation of position, velocity and acceleration between
moving-frame (ECI) and fixed-frame (spacecraft) is constructed. Figure 5.1
shows the relationship vector between P (a point on the spacecraft) and A
for SAOM formulation. The symbols for the modelling as in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Inertial and Moving Axis Reference.

Later, any vectors that relate w.r.t. fixed-frame (A) will refer as absolute
vector w.r.t. moving-frame (B) will be known as relative vector. The total
vector distance between P and A is in Eq. 5.1.

rPA = rBA + rPB. (5.1)

The velocity (vPA) of Eq. 5.1 represents in Eq. 5.2 between P in a moving
rigid-body frame and A. Thus, P generates angular velocity. Finally, the
acceleration of P w.r.t. A (aPA) in Eq. 5.3.

d

dt
(rPA) =

d

dt
(rBA) +

d

dt
(rPB),

vPA = vBA + ω×rPB.
(5.2)
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Table 5.1: Inertial and Moving Axis Reference.

Parameter Symbol

Fixed-frame Origin A

Moving-frame Origin B

A point on Moving Frame P

Fixed-frame Axis XY Z

Moving-frame Axis xyz

Vector distance at B from A(absolute distance) rBA

Vector distance at P from B(relative distance) rPB

Vector distance at P from A(absolute and relative distance) rPA

where vBA is the velocity between B and A.

d

dt
(vPA) =

d

dt
(vBA) +

d

dt
(ω × rPB),

aPA = aBA +
d

dt
(ω × rPB) + ω ×

d

dt
(rPB).

(5.3)

where aBA is the acceleration between B and A.
Lets, ω, the angular velocity vector, which points along the instantaneous

axis of rotation and its direction is given by the right-hand rule below:

ω = ωxî+ ωy ĵ + ωzk̂. (5.4)

Hence, the derivative of the moving-frame in Eq. 5.4 as in Eq. 5.5.

d

dt
(ω) =

d

dt
(ωxî) +

d

dt
(ωy ĵ) +

d

dt
(ωzk̂)

+ωx
d

dt
(̂i) + ωy

d

dt
(ĵ) + ωz

d

dt
(k̂).

(5.5)

But, the
d

dt
(̂i),

d

dt
(ĵ) and

d

dt
(k̂) are the derivative of moving-frame xyz. Hence,

the results of these vectors are as in Eq. 5.6.
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ωx
d

dt
(̂i) = Ω× ωxî,

ωy
d

dt
(ĵ) = Ω× ωy ĵ,

ωz
d

dt
(k̂) = Ω× ωzk̂.

(5.6)

where Ω is the angular velocity of moving-frame xyz. Thus, Eq. 5.3 becomes

aPA = aBA + α× rPB + ω × (ω × rPB). (5.7)

where α=
d

dt
(ω) + (ω × ω) is the angular acceleration of moving-frame.

5.2.1 Equations of Rotational Motion

Figure 5.2 illustrates the fundamental model to derive the equations of ro-
tational motion (EORM) for a mass element position vectors from crucial
several reference points. The purpose of the derivation is to obtain the mo-
ment about P (MP )of the forces on a mass element (dm) as in Eq. 5.8.
Later, the moment will act as inputs to the spacecraft.

dMP = r × dFnet + r × dfnet. (5.8)

Hence, the total moment at P as in Eq. 5.9.

MPnet =

∫
m

(r × R̈)dm. (5.9)

where
∫
m
r× dfnet = 0 since there is no force between the molecules within a

rigid body and dFnet = R̈dm.
On the other hands,

d

dt
(r × Ṙ) = ṙ × Ṙ + r × R̈,

r × R̈ =
d

dt
(r × Ṙ)− ṙ × Ṙ,

(5.10)
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Figure 5.2: A Mass Element Position Vectors from Several Key Reference
Points.

and

r = R− rPA,

ṙ = Ṙ− ˙rPA,
(5.11)

But, from Eq. 5.10 and Eq. 5.11, thus,

ṙ × Ṙ = (Ṙ− ˙rPA)× Ṙ,

= Ṙ× Ṙ− ˙rPA × Ṙ,

= − ˙rPA × Ṙ,

(5.12)

Eq. 5.12 is replaced into Eq. 5.10 produces Eq. 5.13.

r × R̈ =
d

dt
(r × Ṙ) + rPA × Ṙ, (5.13)
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Hence, Eq. 5.13 is substitute in Eq. 5.8 and finally, the total moment about
P in term of rPA and R as in Eq. 5.14.

MPnet =
∫
m

(
d

dt
(r × Ṙ) + ˙rPA × Ṙ)dm,

=
d

dt

∫
m

(r × Ṙdm) + ˙rPA ×
∫
m
Ṙdm.

(5.14)

The relationship between HP and HB can be derived as in Eq. 5.15 to
Eq. 5.19. From Eq. 5.14,

HP =

∫
m

(r × Ṙdm), (5.15)

But,

r = rBP + ς, (5.16)

where ς is the distance between point B and P (see Figure 5.2). Eq. 5.16
replaced in Eq. 5.15 and produced Eq. 5.17.

HP =
∫
m

((rBP + ς)× Ṙdm),

= rBP ×
∫
m
Ṙdm+

∫
m
ς×Ṙdm,

(5.17)

From Eq. 5.17, the total moment about point B is

HB =
∫
m
ς×Ṙdm,∫

m
Ṙdm = mva,

(5.18)

where Ṙ = vB. Replaced Eq. 5.18 to Eq. 5.17. Thus, angular momentum
at any P point (Eq. 5.19) can be calculated using HB (moment of inertia at
the fixed-frame). For example, the inertia value of ISS (HB) in Table 5.2 [6].

HP = HB + rBP ×mvB. (5.19)
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Table 5.2: Moment of Inertia in ISS [6].

Parameter Value Unit

Jx 127538483.85 kgm2

Jy 201272329.17 kgm2

Jz 106892554.98 kgm2

5.2.2 Euler’s Angles and Euler’s Equations

The spacecraft attitude and orientation have three rotation angles along roll,
pitch and yaw (Figure 2.3) [6]. Hence, the relationship between the orienta-
tion of a rigid body relative to an inertial frame Figure 5.1) can be represented
using Euler angles. Figure 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 are the Euler’s angle transforma-
tion from XY Z (I ′J ′K ′) axis to xyz (̂i′ĵ′k̂′) axis. Eq. 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22
are the rotations along axis X (roll), Y (pitch) and Z (yaw) about ψ, θ and
φ respectively according to Figure 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5.

Figure 5.3: Rotation about ψ along X axis (roll).

RX(ψ) =

1 0 0

0 cosψ sinψ

0 −sinψ cosψ

 , (5.20)

RY (θ) =

cosθ 0 −sinθ
0 1 0

sinθ 0 cosθ

 , (5.21)
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Figure 5.4: Rotation about θ along Y axis (pitch).

Figure 5.5: Rotation about φ along Z axis (yaw).

RZ(φ) =

 cosφ sinφ 0

−sinφ cosφ 0

0 0 1

 . (5.22)

Thus, the rotation matrix with sequence RX(ψ)−RY (θ)−RZ(φ) denoted as
Q as in Eq. 5.23.
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Q = RZ(φ) ∗RY (θ) ∗RX(ψ),

=


cosφcosθ cosψsinφ+ cosφsinψsinθ sinψsinφ− cosψcosφsinθ

−cosθsinφ cosψcosφ− sinψsinφsinθ cosφsinψ + cosψsinφsinθ

sinθ −cosθsinψ cosψcosθ

 ,

=


cφcθ cψsφ+ cφsψsθ sψsφ− cψcφsθ

−cθsφ cψcφ− sψsφsθ cφsψ + cψsφsθ

sθ −cθsψ cψcθ

 .
(5.23)

where c and s denoted as cos and sin respectively. Later, Eq. 5.23 used as
the rotation sequence in SAOM design.
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On the other hands, Euler’s equations used to determine the inertia of a
rigid body.

5.2.3 Spacecraft Attitude and Orientation Model De-
sign

In this section, the angular velocity of spacecraft’s attitude is modelled and
presented in state space form. Figure 5.6 shows a rigid body spacecraft,
orbiting the earth with respect to an ECI at an angular velocity, ωo with
three rotational degrees of freedom.

Figure 5.6: Spacecraft’s attitude in moving frame B with respect to an or-
biting reference frame O and both are moving in ECI.

The dynamic equations, concerning the effects of forces on the motion of
the spacecraft [83], proven in section 5.2.2 as in Eq. 5.24.

Jω̇ = Jω×ω + τ. (5.24)

where J= diag(Jx, Jy, Jz) is the constant inertia matrix in the body-fixed
frame, ω is the spacecraft angular velocity orbiting around the Earth and
τ= diag(τx, τy, τz) is applied torque. The kinematics of the rigid body (Figure
5.6) using Euler’s angles (Eq. 5.3, 5.4, 5.5), where the angular velocity of
each axis is denoted by ψ̇ (roll), θ̇ (pitch) and φ̇ (yaw) (see Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.7: Sequence of Euler’s angles, (Rx(ψ)→ Ry(θ)→ Rx(ψ)), according
moving frame B orientation relative to an orbiting frame O.

The absolute angular velocity, ωB of mowing frame presented in Eq. 5.25.

ωB = ωBOzyx + ω′O, (5.25)

where ωBO is the angular velocity of B with respect to O, and ωO is the
velocity of O concerning ECI. ωBO [17] depends on the sequence of rotations
(Euler’s angles sequence), wherein this case, the rotation follows Eq. 5.23.
Thus, the ωBO mathematical model as in 5.28 referred to frame B.

ωBOx =

1 0 0

0 cosψ sinψ

0 −sinψ cosψ

 =

ψ̇0
0

 , (5.26)

ωBOyx =

cosθ 0 −sinθ
0 1 0

sinθ 0 cosθ


ψ̇θ̇

0

 =

cθψ̇θ̇
sθψ̇

 , (5.27)

ωBOzyx =

 cosφ sinφ 0

−sinφ cosφ 0

0 0 1


 cθψ̇

θ̇

sθψ̇ + φ̇

 =

sφθ̇ + cθcφψ̇

cφθ̇ − cθsφψ̇
φ̇+ sθψ̇

 , (5.28)

However, ωO is in frame O, thus must be expressed in body coordinates
as in Eq. 5.29 using sequence in Eq. 5.23.
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ω′O = Q

 0

0

ωO

 =

(sψsφ− cψcφsθ)ωO
(cφsψ + cψsφsθ)ωO

cψcθωO

 , (5.29)

With a small angle displacement assumption between B and O, the following
parameters can be linearised into cψ=cθ=cφ'1 and sψ=sθ=sφ'0. Thus,
Eq. 5.25 becomes

ωB =

ψ̇ − ωOθθ̇ + ωOψ

φ̇+ ωO

 , (5.30)

Finally, Eqn. 5.30 substituted into Eqn. 5.24 and produces Eq. 5.31.

Jxψ̈ = (Jy − Jz)ω2
Oψ+(Jx + Jy − Jz)ωOθ̇ + τx,

Jyθ̈ = (Jz − Jy − Jx)ωOψ̇ − (Jz − Jx)ω2
Oθ + τy,

Jzφ̈ = τz.

(5.31)

In conclusion, Eq. 5.31 can be represented in state space form as in Eq. 5.32.



ẋ1(t)

ẋ2(t)

ẋ3(t)

ẋ4(t)

ẋ5(t)

ẋ6(t)


=



0 1 0 0 0 0

h 0 0 i 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 j k 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0





x1(t)

x2(t)

x3(t)

x4(t)

x5(t)

x6(t)


+



0 0 0

τx

Jx
0 0

0 0 0

0
τy

Jy
0

0 0 0

0 0
τz

Jz



ux1ux3

ux5

 , (5.32)

where
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h =

(
Jy − Jz
Jx

)
ω2
O; i =

(
Jx + Jy − Jz

Jx

)
ωO;

j =

(
Jz − Jy − Jx

Jy

)
ωO; k = −

(
Jz − Jx
Jy

)
ω2
O;

[
x1(t) x2(t) x3(t) x4(t) x5(t) x6(t)

]T
=

[
ψ ψ̇ θ θ̇ ψ φ̇

]T
,[

ẋ1(t) ẋ2(t) ẋ3(t) ẋ4(t) ẋ5(t) ẋ6(t)
]T

=
[
ψ̇ ψ̈ θ̇ θ̈ φ̇ φ̈

]T
.

Converting the model in state-space form is importance before implemen-
tation of the SMC. There are three inputs supplied to the SAOM at ẋ2(t),
ẋ4(t) and ẋ6(t) denote the roll, pitch and yaw angular velocity, respectively.
Besides that, the angular outputs are measured at x1(t) (ψ), x3(t) (θ) and
x5(t) (θ). Finally, futher analysis can be done on the SAOM.
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5.3 Feasibility Study of Switching Function

Approaches in LOSMC for a SAOM with

State-variables and State-error Switching

Surface

It is important to understand the range of limitations of SMC methods before
further improvements can be made. Hence, the main novelty of this study
is to design and investigate the LOSMC control law with a focus on the
SFD characteristics and capabilities with two switching surface designs for a
SAOM. In Chapter 3, the SFD can be designed using either state-variables
or state-errors switching surface. Thus, this topic implementing the common
SFD techniques on these switching surfaces for chattering attenuation pro-
duced by the classical SMC. A notable part of the chosen approach is that
some of the gains can be manually tuned based on the designed character-
istic equation while satisfying some mild conditions to ensure the existence
of a sliding mode. This technique, however, did not produces an optimum
output performances. Ideally, the discontinuous switching function must pro-
duce chattering due to a fast switching mechanism and discontinuous control
accross the switching surface. Then, the characteristics such as chattering in
the control inputs and transient reponse in the outputs are observed. The
most common SFD methods are chosen for chattering elimination as per
below:

1. Relay with state dependent gains (RSG).

2. Linear feedback with switched gains (LFSG).
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5.3.1 State-variables Switching Surface Design on a
SAOM (Continuous Control Law Design)

There are various approaches to design the continuous part (swicthing sur-
face) using the state-variables such as regular form and reduced order dynam-
ics, method of hierarchy and diagonilization methods [49] for a multi-input
multi-output (MIMO) system. This design, however, will use the reduc-
tion of order method (ROOM). The rationale for this is that in the ROOM
method, the switching surface coeeficients can be chosen flexibly and thus
looser assumptions can be made as long as the characteristic equation of the
compensated system is comparable to the design criteria.

The switching surface equation using state-variable (σv(x)) and its dy-

namics ( ˙σv(x)) as in 5.33 and 5.34 where S is the switching surface coeffi-
cients.

σv(x) = Sx = 0, (5.33)

σ̇v(x) = Sẋ = 0, (5.34)

The spacecraft’s attitude model is a multi-input (three inputs) and multi-
output (three outputs) system. Hence, three set of switching surface coeffi-
cients (S1, S2, and S3) are required for the SAOM:

S =

S1

S2

S3

 =

s11 s12 s13 s14 s15 s16

s21 s22 s23 s24 s25 s26

s31 s32 s33 s34 s35 s36

 . (5.35)

It is appropriate to have the characteristic equation at λ3 + 6λ2 + 11λ+ 6
with poles at −1, −2 and −3; the selection of the characteristic equation
is made in order to allow the spacecraft’s attitude converge to the zero less
than 100 seconds [84]. Thus, some assumptions on the switching surface
coefficients (sij) are needed to ensure this characteristic equation is achieved.

Consider the general form of a nonliner system in state-space as in 5.36.

ẋ(t) = f(t, x) +B(u(t) + d(t)), (5.36)
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where x(t) ∈ Rn is a set of state variables, f(t, x) ∈ Rn is a nonlinear
function, B ∈ Rm×n matrix of system’s inputs, u(t) ∈ Rm is a set of inputs
and d(t)∈ Rm is the disturbances.

The switching surface design using ROOM is as follows. Firstly, (5.36) is
replaced in (5.34) and produces

Sẋ(t) = S(f(t, x) +B(ueq + d(t))) = 0, (5.37)

Now, u(t) become control law Ueq (the continuous part). Hence:

ueq(t) = −(SB)−1(Sf(t, x) + SBd(t)), (5.38)

Then, (5.38) is substituted into (5.36) and produces:

ẋ(t) = [I −B(SB)−1S]f(t, x), (5.39)

In ROOM, assumptions can be made on the sij values and can be chosen
flexibly. Firstly, define SB.

SB =

s12 s14 s16

s22 s24 s26

s32 s34 s36

 , (5.40)

The determinant of SB can be set to any value as long as |SB| 6= 0
and sij ≥ 0. To simplify the design process, assume |SB| = 1. One of the
combinations to set |SB| = 1 is to let s12 = s14 = s22 = s26 = s32 = s34 =
s36 = 1, s24 = 2 and s16 = 0. Thus, based on these selections, then:

(SB)−1 =

 1 −1 1

0 1 −1

−1 0 1

 , (5.41)

Next, substitute Eqs. 5.32, 5.35 and 5.41 into 5.39 so the dynamic model
is reduced to:
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ẋ1(t)

ẋ2(t)

ẋ3(t)

ẋ4(t)

ẋ5(t)

ẋ6(t)


=



0 1 0 0 0 0

0 a 0 b 0 c

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 d 0 e 0 f

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 h 0 i





x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6


, (5.42)

where
a = s21 − s11 − s31; b = s23 − s13 − s33;
c = s25 − s15 − s35; d = s31 − s21;
e = s33 − s23; f = s35 − s25;
g = s11 − s31; h = s13 − s33;
i = s15 − s35;

Finally, using (5.34) and (5.42), the reduced order model of the space-
craft’s attitude system is:

˙̂x(t) =


˙̂x1(t)

˙̂x2(t)

˙̂x3(t)

 =

a b c

d e f

g h i


x̂1(t)x̂2(t)

x̂3(t)

 , (5.43)

where ˙̂x1(t) = ẋ2(t), ˙̂x2(t) = ẋ4(t) and ˙̂x3(t) = ẋ6(t).
In this design, the characteristic equation of (5.43) is matched to λ3+6λ2+

11λ+6, in order to achieve zero steady state error less than 100 seconds [84].
Hence, the expanded characteristic equation of (5.43) is given as:

∆( ˙̂x(t)) = λ3 + (s11 − s15 − s21 + s23 + s31 − s33 + s35)λ
2

+(s11s23 − s13s21 − s11s25 + s15s21 + s13s25
−s15s23 − s11s33 + s13s31 + 2s11s35 − 2s15s31
−s13s35 + s15s33 − s21s35 + s25s31 + s23s35
−s25s33)λ+ (s11s23s35 − s11s25s33 − s13s21s35
+s13s25s31 + s15s21s33 − s15s23s31),

(5.44)

and the implied constraints on the values sij are given as:
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s11 − s15 − s21 + s23 + s31 − s33 + s35 = 6,

s11s23 − s13s21 − s11s25 + s15s21 + s13s25
−s15s23 − s11s33 + s13s31 + 2s11s35 − 2s15s31
−s13s35 + s15s33 − s21s35 + s25s31
+s23s35 − s25s33 = 11,

s11s23s35 − s11s25s33 − s13s21s35
+s13s25s31 + s15s21s33 − s15s23s31 = 6,

(5.45)

Then, some of the coeeficients defined as s13 = 0.5, s15 = 4, s23 = 3,
s25 = 2, s31 = 1 and s35 = 2 and then use these values in combination with
(5.45) to solve for the remaining coefficients sij. Thus:

s11 − s21 − s33 + 2 = 6,
5s11 + 1.5s21 + 2s33 − s11s33 − 11.5 = 11,
6s11 − s21 − 2s11s33 + 4s21s33 − 11 = 6,

(5.46)

Solving (5.46), then s11 = 5.5303, s21 = 0.0623 and s33 = 1.468. Finally,
the switching surface design of (5.35) is given as follows:

S =

s1s2
s3

 =

5.5303 1 0.5 1 4 0

0.0623 1 3 2 2 1

1 1 1.468 1 2 1

 . (5.47)

In conclusions, using the ROOM approach there are eighteen coefficients
which have to be selected to define the switching surface design using state-
variables, thus, gives flexibility to the designer. In principle one can meet the
required dynamics for the sliding mode by choosing fifteen coefficients and
then solving for the remaining three to ensure sure the compensated system
meets the design criteria.
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5.3.2 State-error Switching Surface on a SOAM (Con-
tinuous Control Law Design)

In this section, the switching surface designed refer to the SAOM model
(5.32) using state-error as in Eq. 5.48 .

σe(t)i =
d

dt
(ei(t)) + λiei(t), (5.48)

ei(t) = xn(t)− xd(t)n, (5.49)

d

dt
(ei(t)) = ˙xn(t) = xn+1(t), (5.50)

d2

dt2
(ei(t)) = ˙xn+1(t). (5.51)

with i = 1, 2, 3 and n = 1, 3, 5. ei(t) (5.49) is the deviation between the
measured output (xn(t)) and the input reference of the system (xd(t)n) while
d

dt
(ei(t)) (5.50) and

d2

dt2
(ei(t)) (5.51) or later known as ˙ei(t) and ¨ei(t) are the

deviation dynamics. λi > 0 is the constant sliding slope. For the SAOM
control input design, consider (xd(t)n) is constant. Thus, ˙(xd(t)n) = 0.
Taking the first dynamic of Eq. 5.48 produces Eq. 5.52. Hence,

˙σe(t)i = ¨ei(t) + λi ˙ei(t). (5.52)

Replaced (5.50) and (5.51) into (5.52) computes (5.53)

˙σe(t)i = ˙xn+1(t) + λixn+1(t). (5.53)

However, Eq. 5.32 can be presented into a general form (5.54). Furthermore,
switching surface dynamics are set to zero (σe(t)i = σ̇e(t)i = 0) to ensure the
robustness can be achieved.

ẋn(t) = f(t, xn) +B(un(t) + dn(t)). (5.54)

with n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Next, replaced (5.54) into (5.53) becomes (5.55)
where un(t) = ueq(t)i.
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f(t, xn+1) +B(ueq(t)i + dn+1(t)) + λixn+1(t) = 0. (5.55)

Hence, the SMC continuous control law as in Eq. 5.56.

ueq(t)i = −B−1(f(t, xn+1) + λixn+1(t))− dn+1(t). (5.56)

where i = 1, 2, 3 and n = 1, 3, 5.
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5.3.3 Switching Function Design (SFD) Approaches for
Discontinuous Control Law Design, UN(x)

Classical SMC is well known for producing chattering in the control inputs.
Hence, some modifications are required in the switching surface to eliminate
the drawbacks. There are three popular modification techniques of low-order
sliding mode control for SFD (relay with constant gains (RCG), RSG and
LFSG) discussed in this section. The general form of RCG, RSG and LFSG
are shown in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Existing Switching Function Control Algorithm.

SFD Algorithm Condition

RCG UiN(x) =

{
αisgn(σi(x)),

0

σi(x) 6= 0

σi(x) = 0

RSG UiN(x) =

{
αi(x)sgn(σi(x)),

0

σi(x) 6= 0

σi(x) = 0

LFSG UN(x) = −Lσ(x)

L is symmetric

positive definite

constant matrix

These variants must be proven stable by implementing the Lyapunov
stability criterion before applying it to the SAOM.

5.3.3.1 Relays with constant gains (RCG)

The rules to meet the sufficiency condition for the designed SMC is σσ̇ =
αiσi(x)sgn(σi(x)) < 0, if σi(x) 6= 0. αi is a constant tuning gain (||αi|| ≤
D̄, D̄ is upper bound of matching uncertainties) where the value must be
negative αi < 0. The stability condition for RCG is:
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σi(x)σ̇i(x) = αiσi(x)sgn(σi(x)) < 0,

= αi
σ2
i (x)

|σi(x)|
.

Let, αi < 0.

Then, σi(x)σ̇i(x) = −αi
σ2
i (x)

|σi(x)|
.

< 0.

(5.57)

Thus, the switching surface is meet the sufficiency conditions for the
designed SMC.

5.3.3.2 Relays with state dependent gains (RSG)

The stability rules for the RSG controller are σσ̇ = αi(x)σi(x)sgn(σi(x)) < 0,
if σi(x) 6= 0. αi(x) is a variable states function where αi(x) = βi(σ

2k
i (x) + γi)

with βi < 0, γi > 0 and k is an integer number.

σi(x)σ̇i(x) = αi(x)σi(x)sgn(σi(x)) < 0,

αi(x) = βi(σ
2k
i (x) + γi).

Let, βi(x) < 0, γi > 0, k = positive integer.

Then, σi(x)σ̇i(x) = −βi(σi(x)2k + γi)
σi(x)2

|σi(x)|
.

< 0.

(5.58)

Hence, the stability rules are fulfill in term of sliding mode existence.

5.3.3.3 Linear feedback with switched gains (LFSG)

The stability condition for LFSG is σT (x)σ̇(x)=−σT (x)Lσ(x) < 0, if σ(x) 6=
0, L is a symmetric positive definite constant matrix, L ∈ Rm×m. Thus, the
LFSG in the SAOM, L is a 3× 3 matrix in (5.59).

L =

w y z
y w y
z y w

 . (5.59)
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5.3.4 Results

This topic presents the SAOM performances using SVSS and SESS design
(continuous control law) with variants SFD approaches (discontinuous con-
trol law). The perfomance evaluations including the SAOM controlled out-
puts and inputs, and phase plane potrait between the outputs (angle) and
its dynamics (angular velocity) where the results are compared to the ideal
switching surface condition (Figure 3.3). The comparison between SVSS
and SESS is a must before further improvements can be made where the
appropriate method is chosen based on the performances. Table 5.4 shows
summary of the SAOM evaluation criteria. There are three control inputs
designed based on the compensated system where uvsmc1(t), uvsmc2(t), and
uvsmc3(t) that are mapping to roll, pitch and yaw paramaters respectively.
Then, Table 5.5 shows the parameter setup for the SAOM model (Eq. 5.32).

Table 5.4: Summary of the SAOM Evaluation Criteria.

Switching
Surface

SFD
Control
Inputs

Control
Outputs

Phase
Potrait

SVSS and SESS

Classical SMC
uvsmc1(t)
uvsmc2(t)
uvsmc3(t)

φ(roll)
θ(pitch)
ψ(yaw)

φ̇ vs φ
θ̇ vs θ
ψ̇ vs ψ

RCG

RSG

LFSG
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Table 5.5: Numeric Parameters of the SAOM According to ISS [6].

Parameter Value Unit

ωo 0.0011 rads−1

Jx 127538483.85 kgm2

Jy 201272329.17 kgm2

Jz 106892554.98 kgm2

τx, τy, τz 1× 10−3 N

d(t) sin(t) N

5.3.4.1 Classical SMC Control Input Results

In this section, the classical SMC control law is implemented on the SAOM
where 5.60 and 5.61 referred to SVSS and SESS respectively. The numerical
values for Eq. 5.60 as in Table 5.6 while Eq. 5.61 refered to Table 5.7.

Table 5.6: Classical SVSS-SMC: Numeric Parameters Setup.

Parameter
Value

Condition 1 Condition 2

k1,2,3 0.1 0.5

s1 5.5303 1 0.5 1 4 0 5.5303 1 0.5 1 4 0

s2 0.0623 1 3 2 2 1 0.0623 1 3 2 2 1

s3 1 1 1.468 1 2 1 1 1 1.468 1 2 1

uvsmc(t) = −(SB)−1(Sf(t, x) + SBd(t))− ki
σv

|σv|
, (5.60)

uesmc(t) = −B−1(f(t, xn+1) + λixn+1(t)− d(t))− ki
σv

|σv|
. (5.61)
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Table 5.7: Classical SESS-SMC: Numeric Parameters Setup.

Parameter
Value

Condition 1 Condition 2

k1,2,3 0.1 0.5

λ1,2,3 2.6 1 0.8 2.6 1 0.8

where ρi > 0 and γi > 0 are the gains, ||d(t)|| ≤ D̄ and ||d(t)|| ≤ D̄ are the
bounded disturbances by a known constant D̄ for the SAOM system.
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The SAOM analysed using two ki conditions to investigate the effect of
the different gain values on the SAOM model with SVSS and SESS. Since
the SAOM using classical SMC, hence the chattering phenomena is expected
in the control inputs. Besides, the λ1,2,3 (Table 5.7) are tuning manually by
observing the output transient performances and s1, s2 and s3 (Table 5.6)
are based on Eq. 5.47.

Figure 5.8 and 5.9 illustrate the SAOM’s performances with classical
SVSS and SESS using ki = 0.1 and ki = 0.5 accordingly.

With ki = 0.1, slightly chattering can be observed on both SVSS and
SESS. The inputs are bounded within 1Nm. However, SESS angular outputs
converge to the desired outputs faster than SVSS (around 20s against around
70s). Similar to the switching surface, all state-variables hitting switching
surface at least at 15s for SESS compared to SVSS, which is 65s. On the other
hand, ki = 0.5 shows SESS performed better than SVSS in term of control
outputs performance. However, both control inputs produced chattering and
bounded more than 1Nm. In conclusion, the classical SESS-SMC on the
SAOM performed better than SVSS-SMC with ki = 0.1 is chosen. However,
the chattering can be seen in the control inputs as expected.
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Figure 5.8: Classical SVSS-SMC: The SAOM’s control inputs (a)(b), control
outputs (c)(d) and switching surface (e)(f) with ki = 0.1 and ki = 0.5.
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Figure 5.9: Classical SESS-SMC: The SAOM’s control inputs (a)(b), control
outputs (c)(d) and switching surface (e)(f) with ki = 0.1 and ki = 0.5.
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5.3.4.2 Relays with State Dependent Gains

In this section, the RSG control law is implemented on the SAOM. RSG
algorithm is shown in Table 5.3, and the details can be referred to in Eq.
5.58. Several conditions were selected for SVSS and SESS to investigate the
effect of βi and γi on the SAOM’s transient performance in Table 5.16. For
SVSS, the switching surface is in Eq. 5.33 while S coefficients in Eq. 5.47.
On the other hand, SESS used Eq. 5.48 for the switching surface where the
λi values in Table 5.9.

Table 5.8: SVSS-RSG and SESS-RSG: Numeric Parameters Setup.

Switching Surface Condition βi γi

SVSS

1

5.000

0.008

2 0.009

3 0.010

4

10.000

0.008

5 0.009

6 0.010

7

10.000

0.050

8 0.100

9 0.150

SESS

1 0.200

0.0802 0.350

3 0.500

4

0.350

0.050

5 0.100

6 0.150
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Table 5.9: SESS-RSG: Parameters setup for λi.

λi Value

1 2.60

2 1.00

3 0.80

Figure 5.10 (SVSS - condition 1, 2 and 3), 5.11 (SVSS - condition 4, 5
and 6) and 5.12 (SVSS - condition 7, 8 and 9) show the control inputs and
outputs of the RSG implemented on SAOM using SVSS as the switching
surface design. RSG ables to eliminate the chattering in the control inputs
for condition 1 to 6 only, but the transient outputs are varying throughout
the βi and γi values where presented in Table 5.11. βi value improved the
settling time around 30s when increasing from 5 to 10 (refer to condition 1
to 6) but bounded input slightly arises around 0.04Nm. On the other hand,
the settling time recorded at most 15s for condition 7 to 9. However, the
chattering can be observed in the controller input due to the large increment
of γi value. Thus, according to the results, condition 4 shows the best setup
for the RSG using SVSS method.
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Figure 5.10: SVSS-RSG: SMC Outputs on the SAOM where βi = 5.000 and
variable γi.

Figure 5.13 (condition 1, 2 and 3) and 5.14 (condition 4, 5 and 6) illustrate
the control outputs and inputs performance using SESS-RSG on the SAOM.
The result shows similar findings in SVSS-RSG, where the arises of βi and γi
value improved the transient performance and increased the control torque.
The minimum of the bounded input (1.86Nm) happens at condition 1, but
the settling time is more than 100s. Condition 4 produces 2.20Nm input
and 45s settling time which is the best setup for SESS-RSG on the SAOM.

In conclusion, this topic implemented RSG on the SAOM using two types
of switching surfaces; SVSS and SESS. Both methods capable of eliminating
chattering in the control input when the RSG parameters (βi and γi) are
correctly tuned. In SVSS-RSG, condition 4 computes the best setup for the
SAOM where the bounded input is 1.61Nm with the outputs settle around
63s. For SESS-RSG, condition 4 recorded at most 2.20Nm and 45s for
the control inputs and settle time respectively. Thus, the SVSS-RSG is
performed better than SESS-RSG when considering the input torque values
but differently on the outputs time convergence.
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Figure 5.11: SVSS-RSG: SMC Outputs on the SAOM where βi = 10.00 and
variable γi.

5.3.4.3 Linear Feedback with Switched Gains

In this section, Linear Feedback with Switched Gains algorithm (Table 5.3)
is applied on the SAOM where the algorithm explained in Eq. 5.59. The
purpose of this evaluation is to investigate the performance of the LFSG
on the SAOM with switching surface design using SVSS and SESS. The
simulation setup is shown in Table 5.12.

Figure 5.16 presents the result for the SVSS-LFSG on the SAOM. The
outcome of the analysis is summarised in Table 5.14.
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Figure 5.12: SVSS-RSG: SMC Outputs on the SAOM where βi = 10.00 and
variable γi.
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Table 5.10: SVSS-RSG: Result Summary.

Switching
Surface

Condition βi γi Chattering
Bounded
Input
(Nm)

Settling
Time
(s)

SVSS

1

5

0.008 No 1.57 105

2 0.009 No 1.61 92

3 0.010 No 1.65 85

4

10

0.008 No 1.61 63

5 0.009 No 1.65 58

6 0.010 No 1.69 52

7

10

0.050 Yes 3.36 15

8 0.100 Yes 5.44 12

9 0.150 Yes 7.52 9

Table 5.11: SESS-RSG: Result Summary.

Switching
Surface

Condition βi γi Chattering
Bounded
Input
(Nm)

Settling
Time
(s)

SESS

1 0.200

0.08

No 1.86 > 100

2 0.350 No 2.21 25

3 0.500 No 2.56 18

4

0.350

0.050 No 2.20 45

5 0.100 No 2.21 22

6 0.150 No 2.23 18
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Figure 5.13: SESS-RSG: SAOM Inputs and Outputs with variable βi and
γi = 0.08.

Table 5.12: SVSS-LFSG and SESS-LFSG: Numeric Parameters Setup.

Switching
Surface

Condition w y z

SVSS

1 0.16 0.08 0.08

2 0.32 0.16 0.16

3 0.64 0.32 0.32

4 1.00 0.50 0.50

SESS

1 1.00 0.50 0.50

2 1.25 0.65 0.65

3 2.00 1.00 1.00
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Figure 5.14: SESS-RSG: SAOM Inputs and Outputs with βi = 0.35 and
variable γi.

Table 5.13: SESS-LFSG: Parameters setup for λi.

λi Value

1 0.002

2 1.000

3 0.800
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Figure 5.15: SVSS-LFSG: SAOM Inputs and Outputs with variable of w, y
and z.
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Table 5.14: SVSS-LFSG: Result Summary.

Switching
Surface

Condition w y z Chattering
Bounded
Input
(Nm)

Settling
Time
(s)

SVSS

1 0.16 0.08 0.08 No 2.37 300

2 0.32 0.16 0.16 No 3.46 150

3 0.64 0.32 0.32 No 5.65 75

4 1.00 0.50 0.50 No 8.11 50

Table 5.15: SESS-LFSG: Result Summary.

Switching
Surface

Condition w y z Chattering
Bounded
Input
(Nm)

Settling
Time
(s)

SESS

1 1.00 0.50 0.50 No 1.21 60

2 1.25 0.65 0.65 No 1.30 45

3 2.00 1.00 1.00 No 1.54 25
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Figure 5.16: SESS-LFSG: SAOM Inputs and Outputs with variable of w, y
and z.
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Table 5.16: SVSS-LFSG and SESS-LFSG: Numeric Parameters Setup.

Switching
Surface

Condition w y z

SVSS

1

5.000

0.008

2 0.009

3 0.010

4

10.000

0.008

5 0.009

6 0.010

7

10.000

0.050

8 0.100

9 0.150

SESS

1 0.200

0.0802 0.350

3 0.500

4

0.350

0.050

5 0.100

6 0.150

5.3.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, SESS-SMC have advantages compared the SVSS-SMC. SESS-
SMC requires only three parameters to determine the SAOM output charac-
teristics. However, eighteen parameters are needed to develop the SVSS-SMC
switching surface where increasing the algorithm complexity. Among the ex-
isting SFD, LFSG produced the best performances in term of the control
torque range (|1.21Nm|) with the outputs settled at most around 63s. Be-
sides that, all SFD capable to force the state-variables to the desired value
and also compressed the chattering drawbacks if the switching surface pa-
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rameters are setted properly. Furthermore, the error of the controlled system
is converged to zero in finite time. Based on this findings, therefore, a new
LOSMC is proposed on the SAOM where the switching surface designed using
SESS-SMC. In addition, the new algorithm used a boundary layer technique
to eliminate the chattering in the control torque. Furthermore, the nov-
elty of this technique is the new LOSMC method used errors information to
auto-tuning the boundary layer width.
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Chapter 6

A New Algorithm: Decaying
Boundary Layer and Switching
Function Method Thorough
Error Feedback for Sliding
Mode Control on Spacecraft’s
Attitude Model

A boundary layer technique is one of the most popular methods for chattering
elimination in SMC. This technique strikes a trade off between invariance of
system trajectories and smoothness of control [61]. The boundary layer is
added inside u(t)n in u(t). In [59], three boundary layer techniques around
the sliding surface are introduced and discussed. The techniques are [19]:

• A constant boundary layer (CBL): CBL (Figure 6.1) is introduced to
overcome the chattering problem but the control accuracy is dependent
on the boundary layer width since the steady state error, ess = 0 if only
if the state trajectory lies on s = 0.

• A decaying boundary layer (DBL): Subsequently, DBL (Figure 6.2) was
developed and this method produced greater control accuracy when the
state trajectory lies on s = 0 but the chattering is only eliminated for
a short period.
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• A state-dependent boundary layer design (SDBL): Finally, for further
improvement of DBL, SDBL was proposed which produces chattering-
free and high control accuracy. However, SDBL requires a high com-
plexity algorithm.

Figure 6.1: Constant boundary layer concept in SMC.

Figure 6.2: Decaying boundary layer concept in SMC.

Hence, this topic proposes an alternative improvement method to the
DBL work in [59] on eliminating chattering using a DBLSF instead of using
SDBL. DBLSF has less complexity compared to SDBL in [59] but produces
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chattering-free and high control accuracy. The motivation to propose the
DBLSF due to the conclusions obtained from section 5.3 which are:

• The best option to develop a basic SMC on the SAOM by using state-
error switching surafce.

• The results show that the outputs error converge to zero throughout
the time although disturbances exist in the SAOM.

Originally, in the DBL design [59], the boundary layer width varies with
time. When the time approaches infinity, the boundary layer width becomes
zero and hence the chattering reappears. Then, an initial improvement tech-
nique is proposed to the DBL, a decaying boundary layer thorough error
feedback (DBLEF) [19]. DBLEF is proposed in order to introduce a bound-
ary layer concept where the boundary layer width is not dependent on time.
In this concept, boundary layer width will be generated every time when the
error between the actual output and the required output, |d0| > 0 to achieve
high control accuracy.

Finally, DBLSF is introduced. DBLSF is a method where the boundary
layer width and switching function are proportional to and depends upon
the |d0|. In DBLSF, the boundary layer width reappears every time |d0| > 0.
Hence, the control accuracy (|d0| = 0) can be guaranteed when the dis-
turbances and uncertainties reappear. Then, when |d0| = 0, the switching
function will be off in order to eliminate the chattering in the controller input.
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6.1 Decaying Boundary Layer and Switching

Function Thorough Error Feedback for

Sliding Mode Control

Algorithm DBLSF : The boundary layer and switching function in control
input will occur when |d0| > 0 (Eq. 6.3). When |d0| approach to zero, the
boundary layer will converge to zero (improving the control accuracy) while
switching function will decaying off (eliminating the chattering). Thus, the
DBLSF control development is presented in Eq. 6.1 to 6.2.

σdblsf = ėn + λnen,

σ̇dblsf = ën + λnėn,
(6.1)

udblsfsmc = udblsfeq + undbslf ,

= −B−1(Ax+ λnxn+1)− ρf3,
(6.2)

where f3 as in Eq. 6.3.

f3(s) =
σdblsf (t)e

−π
|d0|

|σdblsf (t)|+ ε0e
−π
|d0|

. (6.3)

Table 6.1 shows the parametric setup for the SESS-DBLSF analysis on
the SAOM model (Eq. 5.32).

Table 6.1: SESS-DBLSF: Numeric Parameter Setup.

Parameter Value
λ1,2,3 2.6 1 0.8
π1,2,3 0.05
ε01,2,3 0.0001
ρ1,2,3 0.1

Figure 6.3 illustrates the control torque and outputs of the SAOM using
SESS-DBLSF. The chattering in the inputs is attenuated by the algorithm
where bounded at 1.48Nm. The outputs converged to the desired condition
only around 25s while mantaining the control accuracy.
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Figure 6.3: SESS-DBLSF: SAOM outputs and inputs.
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6.2 Conclusion

In conclusion, the proposed DBLSF succeeded eliminate the chattering in the
SMC and also able force the state-variables hitting the switching surface in fi-
nite time (fast response). However, the control torque is 1.48Nm which is not
fulfill the actuator maximum specification, |1Nm| (refer to Chapter 2, Ta-
ble 2.6). Thus, the DBLSF requires an optimisation technique to make sure
the SAOM’s control inputs bounded at |1Nm| and also-tuning the switching
surface parameters using a cost function.
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6.3 Optimisation in the Decaying Boundary

Layer and Switching Function Thorough

Error Feedback for Sliding Mode Control

In this chapter, there are several existing SMC methodologies (classical SMC,
RSG, and LFSG) are evaluated on the SAOM. The techniques are designed
using two switching function approaches; SVSS and SESS. The comparison
results are simplified in Table 6.2 which focus on the chosen performance
between SVSS and SESS. The findings concluded that SESS have the ad-
vantages compared to the SVSS. As result, a new LOSMC which is DBLSF
is proposed and analysed on the ACS application using SESS switching sur-
face. Based on the performances, the DBLSF is better than the existing
SMC approaches (Table 6.3).

Table 6.2: The summary performance comparison between SVSS-SMC and
SESS-SMC on the SAOM.

SMC Technique SVSS SESS

Classical SMC - X

LFSG - X

Table 6.3: The existing SMC and the DBLSF summary performance.

SMC Technique Chattering
Bounded
Input (Nm)

Settling
Time (s)

Classical SMC Yes 1.50 20

RSG No 1.61 63

LFSG No 1.21 60

DBLSF No 1.48 23

On the other hand, throughout the simulation, the control torque us-
ing the classical SMC, RSG and LFSG are over than 1Nm and the sliding
mode parameters are tuning using outputs observation technique. Thus, a
cost function is required to optimize the outputs performance by adjusting
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the SMC parameters automatically while let the control inputs within 1Nm
range. Therefore, PSO is suggested to solve the drawbacks.

PSO is a straightforward concept, requires only primitive mathematical
operators and needs less memory and speed of computational load where
can be coded using only a few lines in the program code. Besides, PSO
also suitable implements on nonlinear functions [85]. In PSO, there are two
primary components used to determine the optimisation of the state, which
is particle and swarm. Each particle updates their coordinates referred to
the best solution (fitness) it has achieved so far, which known as pbest. On
the other hands, the swarm keeps tracking the best value and location so far
among all the particles in the population, known as (gbest).

Since SMC and PSO sharing similar important specifications (simple
mathematical operators, required low computational load and inexpensive),
thus, the combination of the PSO-DBLSF is suitable to implement on small
spacecraft operation.

6.3.1 Particle Swarm Optimisation

In this topic, the PSO concept is elaborated, and the control strategies for
PSO-DBLSF on SAOM is developed. In PSO, a swarm represents by a
population while a particle denotes by an individual [86]. Each particle
produces two parameters, which are position and velocity. The relationship
between the current position and next iteration position, and velocity as in
Eq. 6.4.

si(k + 1) = si(k) + vi(k + 1), (6.4)

where i is the particle number, k refers to the number of iteration, si(k + 1)
and vi(k + 1) represent the next iteration value for particle’s position and
velocity respectively and si is the current iteration for particle’s position.

Then, the vi(k + 1) term can be obtained using Eq. 6.5 [86].

vi(k + 1) = wvi(k) + c1r1(pbesti − si(k)) + c2r2(gbesti − si(k)). (6.5)

where w denotes the inertia weight for current particle’s velocity, vi(k) repre-
sents the current iteration for velocity of particle, c1, and c2 are the cognitive
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and social component which are known as learning factors and r1 and r2 are
random number between 0 and 1.

In this study, the objective function in the SAOM model is to minimise
the error value for each state (ψ, θ, φ). Hence, the PSO used the error values
from the simulation to tuning the λn (Eq. 6.2), which act as the particle to
improve the transient performance.

6.3.2 Results

In this topic, the spacecraft’s position model (Eq. 5.32) is analysed using
DBLSF and PSO-DBLSF [87]. Then, the transient performances and the
outputs accuracy for both approaches are compared. The numeric parame-
ters are set up for the SAOM, as shown in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4: Numeric parameters of the spacecraft’s attitude system and PSO.

Parameter Value Unit

ωO 0.0011 rads−1

Jx 35 kgm2

Jy 16 kgm2

Jz 25 kgm2

τx,y,z 0.001 Nm

d(t) sin(t) −
c1, c2 1.42 −
w 0.9 −

Next, the λn values for all axis (ψ, θ and φ) using PSO (6.5) where the
PSO coding is attached in Appendix 2 and output’s observation technique
are represent in Table 6.5. There are two periodic inputs given to each
parameters with the state’s initial condition as in Table 6.6.

Figure 6.4 shows the SAOM’s outputs using the DBLSF (Figure 6.4a) and
the PSO-DBLSF (Figure 6.4b) techniques. It clearly can be seen that the
transient response of the PSO-DBLSF improved compared to the DBLSF.
The rise time for the PSO-DBLSF’s first periodic input (0 ≤ t < 75s) are
2.746s, 3.912s and 3.207s for ψ, θ and φ respectively but the DBLSF shows
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Table 6.5: The λ values using DBLSF and PSO-DBLSF.

DBLSF PSO-DBLSF

λψ 0.2500 2.4567

λθ 0.2500 2.1442

λφ 0.2500 1.6229

Table 6.6: Inputs characteristics on the SAOM with states initial condition.

Initial Condition
Targeted Outputs

0 ≤ t < 75s 75 ≤ t ≤ 150s

Roll (ψ) -0.50 0.50 1.00

Pitch (θ) -0.87 1.05 0.25

Yaw (φ) 0.35 -1.57 -0.25

over than 8s for all states. In term of accuracy, the outputs error compared
to the desired inputs are slightly comparable for both methods. The PSO-
DBLSF recorded less maximum-error among the states (0.2095%) compared
to the DBLSF (2.0200%) algorithm. On the other hand, both methods effec-
tively eliminate the chattering in the control inputs (Figure 6.5b and Figure
6.5c) compared to the classical SMC algorithm (Figure 6.5a). Besides that,
the control inputs are bounded within 1Nm for DBLSF and PSO-DBLSF.
The detailed summary for all observations in term of the outputs accuracy
comparison, control torque results and transient characteristics between the
DBLSF and the PSO-DBLSF is shown in Table 6.7, Table 6.9 and Table 6.8.
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(a) DBLSF: SAOM’s outputs
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Figure 6.4: DBLSF and PSO-DBLSF: SAOM’s outputs with pattern control
torque inputs.
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(b) DBLSF: SAOM’s control torque.
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(c) PSO-DBLSF: SAOM’s control torque.

Figure 6.5: The SAOM’s control inputs using the classical SMC, DBLSF and
PSO-DBLSF.
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Table 6.7: The outputs accuracy comparison between the DBLSF and the
PSO-DBLSF compared to the target output.

Output
Time (s)

Desired DBLSF PSO-DBLSF

Parameters
Output
(rad)

Output
(rad)

Error
(%)

Output
(rad)

Error
(%)

Roll (ψ)
75 0.5000 0.4899 2.0200 0.4991 0.1800

150 1.000 0.9997 0.0300 0.9999 0.0100

Pitch (θ)
75 1.0500 1.0402 0.9333 1.0478 0.2095

150 0.2500 0.2503 0.1200 0.2504 0.1600

Yaw (φ)
75 −1.5700 −1.5628 0.4586 −1.5678 0.1401

150 −0.2500 −0.2521 0.8400 −0.2496 0.1600

Table 6.8: DBLSF and PSO-DBLSF: The SAOM’s transient comparison.

Rise Time / Fall Time (s)

0 ≤ t < 75s

SMC Approaches DBLSF PSO-DBLSF

Roll (ψ) 8.713 2.746

Pitch (θ) 8.753 3.912

Yaw (φ) 8.753 3.207

Table 6.9: Classical SMC, DBLSF and PSO-DBLSF: The control torque
performance.

SMC Technique Chattering
Bounded
Input (Nm)

Classical SMC Yes 2.40

DBLSF No 1.00

PSO-DBLSF No 1.00

6.3.3 Conclusion

SMC approaches can produce high control accuracy, but the occurrence
of chattering phenomena is a significant drawback. The proposed DBLSF
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method in [19] can eliminate chattering; however, did not offer optimisation
in the transient characteristics. Implementing a PSO on a DBLSF, then,
capable of optimizing the performance of the output while maintaining the
accuracy and eliminate the chattering in the control input. Besides that,
the PSO algorithm also can contain the control inputs within the acceptance
range for an application, which in this case is 1Nm.
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6.4 Higher-order Sliding Mode Control: Super-

twisting Sliding Mode Control

STSMC is one of the HOSMC family. The STSMC formulation can be
reffered in section 4.3. In this section, the STSMC and PSO-STSMC are
applied on the SAOM. The objective of this study to investigate the DBLSF
method compared to the STSMC for the SAOM application.

6.4.1 STSMC and PSO-STSMC

Consider a sliding variable and its dynamics in Eq. 6.6 and 6.7.

σi = ėi + λstri, (6.6)

σ̇ = φ(σ, t) + γ(σ, t)ust. (6.7)

where |φ| ≤ Φ, 0 ≤ Γm ≤ γ(σ, t) ≤ ΓM and i = 1, 2, 3. The STSMC
controller algorithm as in Eq. 6.8 to 6.11.

ust = u1ss + u2ss, (6.8)

with

˙u1ss =

−ustri, if |ustri| > Uss,

−Wstrisgn(σi), if |ustri| ≤ Uss,
(6.9)

and

u2ss =

−Lstri|s0tri|
0.5sgn(σi), if |stri| > s0tri,

−Lstri|stri|0.5sgn(σi), if |stri| ≤ s0tri.
(6.10)

with s0 is boundary layer width around the sliding surface and Uss is the
maximum control input. In (6.9) and (6.10), the Wstri and Lstri are constant
and can be computed based on Eq. 6.11.
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Wstri =
Φ

Γm
,

Lstri =
4Φ

Γ2
m

ΓM(Wstri + Φ)

Γm(Wstri − Φ)
.

(6.11)

Then, the STSMC and PSO-STSMC numeric parameters setup as in Ta-
ble 6.10. The STSMC parameters are tuning manually using output observa-
tion technique while PSO-STSMC values are auto-adjusted using PSO code
(Appendix 2). Table 6.11 shows the desired outputs with the state-variables
initial condition.

Table 6.10: The super twisting parameter values for STSMC and PSO-
STSMC on the SAOM.

STSMC PSO-STSMC

λstr

λstr1 0.2500 0.2620

λstr2 0.2500 0.5955

λstr3 0.2500 0.3039

Wstr

Wstr1 44001.0 18566.0

Wstr2 18334.0 30478.0

Wstr3 31429.0 4269.6

Lstr

Lstr1 91915.0 97086.0

Lstr2 36390.0 92533.0

Lstr3 67959.0 70670.0

s0tr

s0tr1 0.01 0.1

s0tr2 0.01 0.2

s0tr3 0.01 0.01
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Table 6.11: STSMC and PSO-STSMC: States desired outputs with initial
conditions.

Initial Condition Targeted Outputs

Roll (ψ) -0.50 0.50

Pitch (θ) -0.87 1.05

Yaw (φ) 0.35 -1.57

6.4.2 Results

Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 present the SAOM’s control outputs and inputs
accordingly, with STSMC and PSO-STSMC techniques. The PSO-STSMC
drives the states to the desired outputs faster than STSMC. However, the
STSMC method is not appropriate for the SAOM due to the control torque
performance. The STSMC and PSO-STSMC recorded the maximum control
torque at least 7000Nm which is inlogical for the SAOM operation. Thus,
the STSMC in not suitable for the SAOM.
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(a) SAOM outputs using STSMC method.
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(b) SAOM outputs using PSO-STSMC method.

Figure 6.6: SAOM outputs with STSMC and PSO-STSMC.
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(a) SAOM control inputs using STSMC method.
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Figure 6.7: SAOM control inputs with STSMC and PSO-STSMC.
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6.5 Conclusion

This chapter introduced, designed and analysed the SMC approaches (LOSMC
and HOSMC) to eliminate the chattering drawbacks in SMC. The conven-
tional SMC and the LOSMC (RSG and LFSG) switching surface are de-
veloped using SESS-SMC and SVSS-SMC. SESS-SMC, however, performed
better than SVSS-SMC subjected to the control torque and outputs tran-
sient. Furthermore, SESS-SMC needs only three parameters to construct
the swicthing surface algorithm while SVSS-SMC requires eighteen parame-
ters. Then, a new LOSMC boundary layer technique (DBSLF) is proposed
and designed using SESS-SMC switching surface. The algorithm used error
to control the boundary layer width to suppress the chattering and produced
high-accuracy outputs. However, a cost function is required to contain the
DBLSF on the SAOM control torque within |1Nm| and improved the tran-
sient trajectory. Hence, a PSO is introduced to the system. As the results,
the PSO able to enhance the DBLSF weakness. For comparison, a STSMC
(HOSMC) is applied on the SAOM. The results show that the STSMC and
PSO-STSMC is unsuitable for the SAOM application due to the control
torque performance. In conclusion, the new DBLSF computes the best re-
sults compared to the classical SMC, RSG, LFSG and STSMC with PSO
existance.
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Chapter 7

Spacecraft’s Rendezvous and
Docking Manoeuvres with
Sliding Mode Control Methods
Formulation and Results

7.1 Introduction

A rendezvous and docking manoeuvres involved a passive (target) and active
(chaser) vehicles [3]. International space station (ISS) is one of the non-
maneuvring (passive) vehicles where the space shuttle is the nominal chaser.
Then, an insensitive control approach with high-accuracy and fast response
is a must for this attitude control subsystem (ACS) application. Hence, this
chapter is organised as per below:

1. Spacecraft’s rendezvous and docking manoeuvres (SRDM) formulation
begin with the model developement using the equations of motion be-
tween the target and chaser vehicles. Then, the relative acceleration
formula between the chaser (moving-frame) and ECI (fixed-frame) is
constructed. Then, the outcomes of the formulation is translated to a
state-space form for further investigation and analysis.

2. Based on Chapter 4, the DBLSF performed better than other SMC
approaches on the SAOM. Thus, the DBLSF is chosen for the SRDM
control design. However, the STSMC also is injected to the SRDM to
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investigate the effect of HOSMC to the application. Then, the com-
parison of the methods are compared. Moreover, the PSO is applied
on both methodologies to enhance the SRDM performance.
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7.2 Spacecraft’s Rendezvous and Docking Ma-

noeuvres Formulation

The SRDM formulation is divided into three stages. In the end, a sixth-order
of SRDM system is expected due to the spacecraft’s direction in x, y and
z-axis. Then, the modeling system’s converted to the state-space form for
the controller implementation and analysis.

7.2.1 First Stage

The equations of relative motion between B and C can be derived based on
Fig. 7.1. Using Newton’s first law, the total forces between B and C as in
Eq. 7.1.

Figure 7.1: The forces act between two vehicles.

FBC = −FCB, (7.1)

However, according to Newton’s gravitational law,

FBC = mB
¨RBA = G

mBmC

r2
ûR, (7.2)
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FCB = mC
¨RCA = G

mCmB

r2
(−̂ur, )

= −G
mCmB

r2
ûr,

(7.3)

where r = RBA − RCA, mB is mass of vehicle B and mC is mass of vehicle
C. Next, multiply Eq. 7.2 with mC and Eq. 7.3 with mB and get Eq. 7.4

and Eq. 7.5 respectively with ûr =
r

r
.

mBmC
¨RBA = G

mBm
2
C

r2
r

r
,

= G
mBm

2
C

r3
r,

(7.4)

mCmB
¨RCA = −G

m2
BmC

r2
r

r
,

= −G
m2
BmC

r3
r,

(7.5)

Then, subtracting Eq. 7.4 and Eq. 7.5 to get Eq. 7.6.

mBmC( ¨RBA − ¨RCA) = −GmBmC

(mB +mC)

r3
r, (7.6)

Hence, cancelling mB and mC on both sides and attain the equations of
motion as in Eq. 7.7.

r̈ = −G
(mB +mC)

r3
r,

= −
µ

r3
r,

(7.7)

where µ=G(mB +mC) which is gravitational parameter.
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According to Fig. 7.2, the position of vehicle C as in Eq. 7.8, the accel-
eration as in Eq. 7.9 and the forces per unit mass acted on chaser as in Eq.
7.10.

RCA = RBA + δRCB, (7.8)

¨δRCA = ¨RBA + ¨δRCB, (7.9)

FC = FδRCB + FRCA ,

mC
¨RCA = FδRCB − µmC

RCA

R3
CA

,

¨RCA =
FδRCB
mC

− µ
RCA

R3
CA

,

(7.10)

Replaced Eq. 7.9 and 7.8 into Eq. 7.10 to get the acceleration between chaser
and target as in Eq. 7.11.

¨RBA + ¨δRCB =
FδRCB
mC

− µ
(RBA + δRCB)

R3
CA

,

¨δRCB =
FδRCB
mC

− µ
(RBA + δRCB)

R3
CA

− ¨RBA,

(7.11)

However, Eq. 7.11 can be simplified by using the properties as in Eq. 7.12.

R2
CA = RCA.RCA = (RBA + δRCB).(RBA + δRCB),

= R2
BA + 2RBA.δRBC + δRCB

2,

= R2
BA

(
1 +

2RBA.δRBC

R2
BA

+
δRCB

2

R2
BA

)
,

(7.12)

However, the distance between B and C (δRCB) is too small compared to

RBA and RCA. Hence
δRCB

RBA

<<< 1. Then, Eq. 7.12 becomes Eq. 7.13
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Figure 7.2: Trajectory of target and chaser object using Clohessy-Wiltshire
frame.

R2
CA = R2

BA

(
1 +

2RBA.δRCB

R2
BA

)
, (7.13)

In order to make Eq. 7.13 comparable to Eq. 7.11, thus, Eq. 7.13 becomes
Eq. 7.14.

R2
CAR

−3/2
CA = R2

BA

(
1 +

2RBA.δRCB

R2
BA

)
R
−3/2
CA ,

R−3CA = R−3BA

(
1 +

2RBA.δRCB

R2
BA

)−3/2
,

(7.14)

Applying binomial theorem on Eq. 7.14, hence becomes Eq. 7.15.

(
1 +

2RBA.δRCB

R2
BA

)−3/2
=

(
1 +

(
−

3

2

)(
2RBA.δRCB

R2
BA

))
,

= 1− 3

(
RBA.δRCB

R2
BA

)
,

(7.15)

Replaced Eq. 7.15 into Eq. 7.14 and produces Eq. 7.16.
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R−3CA = R−3BA

(
1− 3

(
RBA.δRCB

R2
BA

))
,

1

R3
CA

=
1

R3
BA

−
3RBA.δRCB

R5
BA

,

(7.16)

Substituted Eq. 7.16 into Eq. 7.11 and get Eq. 7.17.

δ ¨RCB = − ¨RBA − µ

(
1

R3
BA

−
3RBA.δRCB

R5
BA

)
.(RBA + δRCB) +

FδRCB
mC

,

= − ¨RBA − µ
RBA

R3
BA

− µ
δRCB

R3
BA

− µ
3RBA.δRCB

R5
BA

.(RBA + δRCB) +
FδRCB
mC

,

= − ¨RBA − µ
RBA

R3
BA

− µ
δRCB

R3
BA

− µ
3(RBA.δRCB).RBA

R5
BA

+
FδRCB
mC

,

(7.17)

with (RBA.δRCB)δRCB can be neglected because of δRCB
2. On the other

hands, ¨RBA = −µ
RBA

R3
BA

. Finally, Eq. 7.17 becomes Eq. 7.18.

δ ¨RCB = −
µ

R3
BA

(
δRCB + 3

(RBA.δRCB)RBA

R2
BA

)
+
FδRCB
mC

. (7.18)
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7.2.2 Second Stage

The second stage begin with finding the relative acceleration formula between
point C with respect to point A as in Eq. 7.19 to Eq. 7.25. The position of
C relatives to A as in Eq. 7.19.

RCA = RBA + δRCB, (7.19)

where δRCB = xî+ yĵ + zk̂. Next, Eq. 7.20 shows the dynamic of Eq. 7.19
in term of velocity.

˙RCA = ˙RBA + ˙δRCB, (7.20)

But,

˙δRCB = ẋî+ ẏĵ + żk̂ + x˙̂i+ y ˙̂j + z
˙̂
k,

= δvCB + Ω×δRBC ,
(7.21)

Replaced Eq. 7.21 into Eq. 7.20 and becomes Eq. 7.22.

vRCA = vBA + δvCB + Ω×δRCB, (7.22)

The acceleration between point C and A is given in Eq. 7.23.

˙vRCA = ˙vBA + ˙δvCB +
d

dt
(Ω×δRCB),

aRCA = aBA + ˙δvCB + Ω̇× δRCB + Ω× ˙δRCB,

(7.23)

However, from Eq. 7.21, δvCB = ẋî + ẏĵ + żk̂. Hence, the dynamic of this
term as in Eq. 7.24.

˙δvCB = ẍî+ ÿĵ + z̈k̂ + ẋ˙̂i+ ẏ ˙̂j + ż
˙̂
k,

= δaCB + Ω×δvCB,
(7.24)

Substituted Eq. 7.21 and Eq. 7.24 into Eq. 7.23 and produces Eq. 7.25, the
relative acceleration formula between C with respect to A.
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aRCA = aBA + δaCB + Ω×δvCB + Ω̇× δRCB + Ω×(δvCB + Ω×δRCB),

= aBA + δaCB + 2Ω×δvCB + Ω̇× δRCB + Ω×Ω×δRCB.
(7.25)
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The next stage is to obtain the relationship between kinematics and equa-
tions of motion based on Eq. 7.25 which refer to δRCB. The orbit of the
target (A) is assumed in circular which is a good assumption for a space
station in LEO [3]. Thus, the angular velocity of target vehicle as in Eq.
7.26.

Ω = nk̂ =

√
µ

R3
BA

k̂ = constant,

Ω̇ = 0,

(7.26)

Previously,

δRCB = δxî+ δyĵ + δzk̂,

δvCB = δẋî+ δẏĵ + δżk̂,

δaCB = δẍî+ δÿĵ + δz̈k̂,

(7.27)

Then, Eq. 7.26 and Eq. 7.27 are replaced in Eq. 7.25 and produces Eq. 7.28.

δ ¨RCB = δẍî+ δÿĵ + δz̈k̂ + 2nk̂ × (δẋî+ δẏĵ + δżk̂)

+nk̂ × nk̂ × (δxî+ δyĵ + δzk̂),
(7.28)

From Eq. 7.28, thus

2nk̂ × (δẋî+ δẏĵ + δżk̂) = −2nδẏî+ 2nδẋĵ, (7.29)

nk̂ × nk̂ × (δxî+ δyĵ + δzk̂) = −n2δxî− n2δyĵ, (7.30)

Replaced Eq. 7.29 and Eq. 7.30 into Eq. 7.28, generates Eq. 7.31 where the
equations of motion based on Eq. 7.25.

δ ¨RCB = δẍî+ δÿĵ + δz̈k̂ − 2nδẏî+ 2nδẋĵ − n2δxî− n2δyĵ,

= (δẍ− 2nδẏ − n2δx)̂i+ (δÿ + 2nδẋ− n2δy)ĵ + (δz̈)k̂.
(7.31)
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7.2.3 Third Stage

Replaced Eq. 7.27 into Eq. 7.18 with

RBA = RBAî,

RBA.δRCB = (RBAî).(δxî+ δyĵ + δzk̂) = RBAδx,

µ

R3
BA

= n2,

FδRCB = Fδxî+ Fδy ĵ + Fδzk̂,

to get Eq. 7.32.

δ ¨RCB = −n2((δxî+ δyĵ + δzk̂)−
3

R2
BA

(RBAδx).(RBAî)) +
(Fδxî+ Fδy ĵ + Fδzk̂)

mC

,

= −n2((δxî+ δyĵ + δzk̂)− 3δxî)) +
(Fδxî+ Fδy ĵ + Fδzk̂)

mC

,

=

(
2n2δx +

Fδx

mC

)
î+

(
Fδy

mC

− n2δy

)
ĵ +

(
Fδz

mC

− n2δz

)
k̂,

(7.32)

Lets combine Eq. 7.31 (equations of motion) and Eq. 7.32 (a kinematic
relationship) to produce Eq. 7.33.

δẍ− 2nδẏ − n2δx)̂i+ (δÿ + 2nδẋ− n2δy)ĵ + (δz̈)k̂ =(
2n2δx +

Fδx

mC

)
î+

(
Fδy

mC

− n2δy

)
ĵ +

(
Fδz

mC

− n2δz

)
k̂,

(7.33)

Finally, the relative dynamic model of SRDM by following Clohessy-Wiltshire
based on Eq. 7.33 as in Eq. 7.34.
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δẍ− 2nδẏ − 3n2δx =
Fδx

mC

,

δÿ + 2nδẋ =
Fδy

mC

,

δz̈ + n2δz =
Fδz

mC

.

(7.34)

For control algorithm implementation and further analysis, Eq. 7.34 can
be represented in state-space form below.


ẋ1
ẋ2
ẋ3
ẋ4
ẋ5
ẋ6

 =


0 1 0 0 0 0

3n2 0 0 2n 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 −2n 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 −n2 0




x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6

+



0 0 0
1

mC

0 0

0 0 0

0
1

mC

0

0 0 0

0 0
1

mC



ux + wx
uy + wy
uz + wz



(7.35)

where[
δx δ̇x δy δ̇y δz δ̇z

]T
=

[
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6

]T
[
δ̇x δ̈x δ̇y δ̈y δ̇z δ̈z

]T
=

[
ẋ1 ẋ2 ẋ3 ẋ4 ẋ5 ẋ6

]T
(ux, uy, uz) = (Fδx, Fδy, Fδz)

(wx, wy, wz) are the component of the external
disturbances.
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7.3 Decaying Boundary Layer and Switching

Function Thorough Error Feedback on the

SRDM

SMC is one of the established tools to deal with the uncertain system while
robust insensitive towards unmatched uncertainties [75]. SMC manipulates
the inputs of a system by introducing a control input (usmc(t)) comprises two
important basis, sliding surface (ueq(t)) and switching surface (un(t)), as in
Eq. 7.36 [88].

usmc(t) = ueq(t) + un(t). (7.36)

The SMC control input algorithm is developed using the DBLSF due to
the advantages obtained from Chapter 4 where SESS-SMC is basis for the
switching surface design. Therefore, the DBLSF and PSO-DBLSF strengths
and weakness are obtained and presented at the end of this topic. Moreover,
the SRDM requires force input to move the chaser to the target. Thus, a
different SRDM outcomes contrast to the SAOM are predicted.

7.3.1 The DBLSF Parameter Setup on the SRDM

The DBLSF algorithm is introduced and explained in section 5.4. The SRDM
model (Eq. 7.35) parameters are set as in Table 7.1. Table 7.2 presents
the λsfm values for the SESS-DBLSF-SMC switching surface design and its
dynamic (Eq. 7.37). The λsfm values for the DBLSF and PSO-DBLSF are
chosen using output observation technique and PSO respectively.

σ(t) = ˙e(t) + λsfme(t),

˙σ(t) = ¨e(t) + λsfm ˙e(t).
(7.37)
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Table 7.1: Numeric Paramater of the Spacecraft Rendezvous and Docking
Manoeuvres System [7].

Parameter Value Unit

n 7.2722× 10−5 rads−1

mC 300 kg

[x1(0), x2(0), x3(0)] [800,600,500] m

[x2(0), x4(0), x6(0)] [0,0,0] m

Wx,y,x 10sint(t) 0 < t < 30s

Umax 4000 N

Table 7.2: The λsfm values for DBLSF and PSO-DBLSF on SRDM.

DBLSF PSO-DBLSF

λsfm1 0.0100 0.0035

λsfm2 0.0100 0.0052

λsfm3 0.0100 0.0043

7.3.2 Results

Figure 7.3 and 7.4 illustrate the DBLSF and PSO-DBLSF control outputs
and inputs on the SRDM. The PSO-DBLSF converge the chaser to the target
faster than DBLSF improved at least almost 40%. There is no chattering
observed in the control force where less than |2N | recorded for both methods.
Besides that, the phase plane potrait for the PSO-DBLSF (Figure 7.5b) com-
pared to the DBLSF (Figure 7.5b) is almost identical to the ideal switching
surface trajectory (Figure 7.6).
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(a) SRDM outputs using DBLSF method.
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(b) SRDM outputs using PSO-DBLSF method.

Figure 7.3: SRDM outputs with DBLSF and PSO-DBLSF approaches.
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(a) SRDM control inputs using DBLSF technique.
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(b) SRDM control inputs using PSO-DBLSF technique.

Figure 7.4: SRDM control inputs with DBLSF and PSO-DBLSF algorithms.
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Table 7.3: The transient comparison between DBLSF and PSO-DBLSF on
SRDM.

Rise Time / Fall Time (s)

DBLSF PSO-DBLSF Improvement (%)

Relative Position, x 1985.000 961.977 51.54

Relative Position, y 1505.000 898.384 40.31

Relative Position, z 1273.000 770.299 39.49

7.4 STSMC and PSO-STSMC

This topic presents the analysis results for the STSMC and PSO-STSMC
on the SRDM with SRDM numeric parameters as in Table 7.1. Then, the
STSMC and PSO-STSMC parameters are setup as in Table 7.4.

Table 7.4: The super twisting parameter values for STSMC and PSO-STSMC
on the SRDM.

STSMC PSO-STSMC

λstr

λstr1 0.7500 0.3834

λstr2 0.7500 0.5449

λstr3 0.7500 0.7500

Wstr

Wstr1 3000.5 2644.5

Wstr2 3000.5 3229.5

Wstr3 3000.5 3000.5

Lstr

Lstr1 2166.7 4458.9

Lstr2 2166.7 3575.9

Lstr3 2166.7 2166.7

s0tr

s0tr1 0.01 0.05

s0tr2 0.01 0.10

s0tr3 0.01 0.15
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(a) DBLSF-SRDM: Phase plane potrait.
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(b) PSO-DBLSF-SRDM: Phase plane potrait.

Figure 7.5: Phase plane potrait for the DBLSF and PSO-DBLSF on the
SRDM.

7.4.1 Results

In this topic, the SRDM results using STSMC and PSO-STSMC are pre-
sented. The analysis is referred to the control force, control outputs and
phase-plane trajectory performance. Figure 7.7 shows that both methods
produced similar control outputs settling time, at least 55s. The PSO-
STSMC keeps the states maintained at their targeted output, but STSMC
computes an oscillating output at the finite time. Besides that, the PSO-
STSMC (Figure 7.8a) needs at most 3262.27N to enforce the states to achieve
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Figure 7.6: Phase portrait when m|ẋ| < 1 and σ(x, ẋ) = 0.

the desired outputs. However, STSMC requires (Figure 7.8b) 3595.28N but
both control inputs are within the SRDM input range specification (Table
7.4). Furthermore, the SRDM states slide on the switching surface for PSO-
STSMC compared but not for the STSMC after 30s.

Figure 7.9 presents the phase-plane portrait for both approaches. The
PSO helps in tuning the STSMC parameters where the trajectory of the
state travel smoothly from the initial condition to the desired outputs (Figure
7.9b). For the STSMC-SRDM, a spiral pattern can be observed in Figure 7.9a
where the relative position at 0m and the relative velocity between −10ms−1

and 10ms−1.
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(a) SRDM outputs using STSMC method.
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(b) SRDM outputs using PSO-STSMC method.

Figure 7.7: SRDM outputs with STSMC and PSO-STSMC approaches.
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Figure 7.8: SRDM control inputs with DBLSF and PSO-STSMC algorithms.
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(a) STSMC-SRDM: Phase plane potrait.
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(b) PSO-STSMC-SRDM: Phase plane potrait.

Figure 7.9: Phase plane potrait for the STSMC and PSO-STSMC on the
SRDM.

7.5 Conclusion

The DBLSF and STSMC can drive the SRDM outputs to achieve the desired
position infinite time. However, DBLSF requires high rise time (961.977)
compared to the STSMC (40s) with the existence of the PSO algorithm. In
contrast, DBLSF needs low input force (less than 2N) while STSMC requires
(3595.28N). Moreover, the DBLSF produces a clear control inputs trajectory.
In conclusion, the DBLSF generates a useful control inputs reference while
the STSMC produces a fast response system.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Works

8.1 Conclusions

A spacecraft’s position is essential to make sure the missions are successful,
although there exist challenges in space, such as uncertainties and distur-
bances produced by either internal of the spacecraft or space phenomena.
Hence, a robust attitude and orientation control must complete the space-
craft missions and benefit human needs.

ACS, one of the spacecraft subsystems, consists of actuators, helps about
maintaining or obtaining the spacecraft at a target orbit. However, the
actuators could suffer damage, such as LOE, LIUT and FFPT. As one of the
solutions, SMC introduced to the ACS to minimise the possible implications.

The SMC comes with benefits. For instance, low sensitivity towards per-
turbations, low cost, low computational burden, energy efficiency and low
complexity were suitable for small spacecraft operation. Classical SMC’s
control law structure developed from two important parts, which are ueq(t)
and un(t). The ueq(t) can be constructed using either SVSS or SESS. On the
other hand, although SMC has these major contributions, the switching func-
tion in the conventional SMC’s control inputs generate chattering that can
cause damage to the mechanical parts. Thus, many modification techniques
in the switching function have been introduced to tackle this drawback, using
LOSMC or HOSMC.

LOSMC is a low complexity algorithm that only produces a robust con-
troller when the state variables hit the sliding surface. For improvement,
HOSMC is replaced with the LOSMC, but the techniques require high com-
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plexity algorithm. Thus, a new LOSMC (DBLSF) is developed and compared
to LOSMC and HOSMC techniques. These controllers are designed and im-
plemented on two ACS applications, SAOM and SRDM, considered both
SVSS and SESS for the ueq(t) development.

For the SAOM, SESS have advantages compared to SVSS in term of the
sliding surface coefficients complexity, and the output’s error converged to
zero in finite time. Then, the DBLSF controller used SESS for ueq(t) de-
sign and well-performed compared to the existing LOSMC, but the system’s
control input exceeded the allowable value, |1Nm|. However, PSO able to
enhance the DBLSF weakness. In contrast, the STSMC (HOSMC) is un-
suitable for the SAOM application due to the control input’s performance.
Hence, DBSLF with PSO existence computes the best results compared to
the conventional SMC, LOSMC and HOSMC approaches investigated in the
thesis.

Next, the DBLSF and STSMC can converge the SRDM’s output to
achieve the desired position in finite time with or without PSO tuning.
Though, the DBLSF generates a useful control inputs reference while the
STSMC produces a fast response time.

In conclusion, the DBLSF performed well compared to other LOSMC
and HOSMC methods discussed in the thesis on SAOM. However, in SRDM,
the DBLSF performance is better in control inputs reference, but not the
response time criteria, compared to STSMC.
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8.2 Direction for Future Works

In the thesis, the SMC algorithms only explored and validated the space
applications using simulation-based. Thus, for future works, the DBLSF
technique is suggested to be implemented on the actual system (experiment),
and the results are contrasted with the existing SMC approaches. In this
case, a gimbal system (Figure 8.1) holds the specification of rotation along x
(roll), y (pitch) and z (yaw) axis, which can be used to almost mimicking the
spacecraft’s characteristics. Thus, use a gimbal system for the experiment
purpose.

Figure 8.1: A gimbal system: rotating, precessing, and nutating gyro [3].

Beforehand, a simulation validation can be checked on the gimbal model.
As an alternative, quaternion (Eq. 8.1) [89] suggested being used to deter-
mine the rotational motion of the rigid body instead of Euler’s equations.
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q1 = `1
β

2

q2 = `2
β

2

q3 = `3
β

2

q4 = cos
β

2

(8.1)

where q ∈ <4, ` =
[
`1 `2 `3

]
denotes a unit vector called the Euler axis,

and β is the magnitude of the Euler axis rotation.
Literatures show that the quaternion-based tecniques have been widely

use for SMC on space applications [90–93]. Furthermore, the quaternion’s
information also proposed to develop a new LOSMC. In details, the DBLSF
used e(t) value to control the boundary layer width in SMC. The newly pro-
posed technique can use the magnitude value in the quaternion to determine
the boundary layer size. Finally, this will provide useful technical information
to researchers about the possible control strategies with their performances
on the gimbal system.
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27/02/20 03:54 C:\Users\Rizal\Desktop\...\dblsfpsosrdm.m 1 of 4

% Symbols directory

% A/G/Pe - Agent (or Particle in PSO)/Global Best/Personal Best

% F/P/V  - Fitness/Position/Velocity

% s/c    - Social Coefficient/Congnitive Coefficient

% iw     - Inertia Weight

% i      - Iteration

% p      - Particle

% d      - Dimension

% N      - Number of

 

% 4 Tempat Perlu Di Ubah

 

clc;

clear all;

close all;

for Np = 5:5:10

    for Ni = 20:10:20

        for computation = 1:1:1

            

            save('memoryindahdaunpisang.mat','Np','Ni','computation');

            

            % Clear previous data

            clc;

            clear;

            rand('twister',sum(100*clock))

            % Problem Parameters/Information

            

             load('memoryindahdaunpisang.mat')

            

            Np

            Ni

            computation

            

%             m=0.33;

%             S=10;

%             f=27.5;

%             k=1000;

%             w=0.05;

%             Pa=2100;

%             rho=8.8665e-6;

%             cd=0.63;

%             Kl=2.381e-3;

%             Kc=2.5e-4;

%             c=cd*w*sqrt(2/rho);

%             Kv=0.017;

%             Fo=10000;

            

              LS1=0.01;

              LS2=0.01;

              LS3=0.01;

%             Q =1000;

%             k1 =1000;

%             c1 =5000;

%             c2 =5000;
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            % Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Parameters

            % Model PSO: A = [k1, k2, k3, rho1, rho2, rho3];

            

            tic;%start stopwatch

            s = 1.42;

            c0 = 1.42;

            iw = 0.9;

            %Np = 5;

            Nd = 3;

            %Ni = 100;

            

            uP = [10 10 10];

            lP = [0 0 0];

            

            AP = zeros(Np,Nd);

            AV = zeros(Np,Nd);

            GP = zeros(Ni,Nd);

            PeP = zeros(Np,Nd);

            

            % Initialize PSO Algorithm

            GF(1) = 9999;

            for p = 1:Np

                for d = 1:Nd

                    AP(p,d) = lP(d) + (uP(d) - lP(d)) * rand();

                    AV(p,d) = rand();

                end

                PeF(p) = 9999;

            end

            

            % AP(1,1) = 200;

            % AP(1,2) = 80;

            % AP(1,3) = 1.5;

            % AP(1,4) = 400;

            % AP(1,5) = 0.033;

            % AP(1,6) = 1;

            

            % Start Iteartion of PSO Algorithm

            for i=1:Ni

                i

                

                iw = 0.4 + 0.5 * (Ni - i)/Ni;

                

                for p = 1:Np

                    p;

                    GF(i);

                    % Calculate Particle Fitness

                      LS1=AP(p,1);

                      LS2=AP(p,2);

                      LS3=AP(p,3);

%                     Q=AP(p,1);

%                     k1=AP(p,2);

%                     c1=AP(p,3);

%                     c2=AP(p,4);

%                   

                    sim('srdmmodeldblsfpso.slx');
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                    v1=open('psodblsfsrdm1.mat');

                    v2=open('psodblsfsrdm2.mat');

                    v3=open('psodblsfsrdm3.mat');

% 

                    [row1 col1]=size(v1.ans1)

                    [row2 col2]=size(v2.ans2)

                    [row3 col3]=size(v3.ans3)

 

                    tempsum1=0;

                    tempsum2=0;

                    tempsum3=0;

 

                        for r1=1:col1

                            tempsum1=0.00001*(tempsum1+v1.ans1(2,r1));

                        end

 

                    tempsum2=tempsum1;

                        for r2=1:col2

                            tempsum2=0.00001*(tempsum2+v2.ans2(2,r2));

                        end

 

                    tempsum3=tempsum2;

                        for r3=1:col3

                            tempsum3=0.00001*(tempsum3+v3.ans3(2,r3));

                        end

                          

                    tempsum3;

                    

                    AF(p) = tempsum3;

                    

                    % Update Personal Best Record

                    if AF(p) < PeF(p)

                        PeF(p) = AF(p);

                        for d=1:Nd

                            PeP(p,d) = AP(p,d);

                        end

                    end

                  

                   

                end

                

                for p = 1:Np

                    % Update Global Best Record

                    if AF(p) < GF(i)

                        GF(i) = AF(p);

                        for d=1:Nd

                            GP(i,d) = AP(p,d);

                        end

                    end

                end

                

                for p = 1:Np

                    for d = 1:Nd

                        % Update Particle Velocity

                        AV(p,d) = iw * AV(p,d) + c0 * rand() * (PeP(p,d) - AP(p,d)) + 
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s * rand() * (GP(i,d) - AP(p,d)); %%%

                        

                        % Update Particle Position

                        AP(p,d) = AP(p,d) + AV(p,d);

                        

                        % Check For Constraints

                       % if AP(p,d) > uP(d)

                       %     AP(p,d) = uP(d)-rand (100,1000);

                       % end

                        if AP(p,d) < lP(d)

                            AP(p,d) = -AP(p,d);

                        end

                        

                    end

                end

                

                % Check For Constraints

                

                % Update Information Of Global Best

                GF(i+1) = GF(i);

                GF(i)

                for d=1:Nd

                    GP(i+1,d) = GP(i,d);

                end

            end

            

            elapsed_time=toc; % time taken for this algorithm

            

          

            % Display Best Found Result %%%%%% UBAH DI SINI %%%%%%%%%%

            plot(1:Ni,GF(1:Ni));

            save('data.mat');

              LS1=GP(Ni,1);

              LS2=GP(Ni,2);

              LS3=GP(Ni,3);

%             Q=GP(Ni,1);

%             k1=GP(Ni,2);

%             c1=GP(Ni,3);

%             c2=GP(Ni,4);

                      

                    sim('srdmmodeldblsfpso.slx');

                    v1=open('psodblsfsrdm1.mat');

                    v2=open('psodblsfsrdm2.mat');

                    v3=open('psodblsfsrdm3.mat');

                savename = sprintf('Ni %d, Np %d, Com %d.mat',Ni,Np,computation);

            save(savename);

        end

    end

end
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Abstract—This paper presents a survey of different control
methods deployed for spacecraft attitude control with a focus on
strengths, weaknesses and opportunities for improvement. Com-
mon methods discussed include Sliding Mode Control (SMC),
Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) and Adaptive Control. Common
challenges are the disturbances and uncertainties in space and
produced by the spacecraft. This overview is used as a foundation
for proposing useful research directions for developing improved
control methods for the spacecraft attitude and orientation,
with core requirements being low cost, robustness, precision,
high efficiency and low computational load. The paper also
summarises key actuation types used for satellite orientation,
magnetics actuator and reaction wheels actuator, as the control
strategy deployed, robustness and performance have strong links
to the actuation.

Keywords: SMC, spacecraft attitude control, actuator, robustness,
disturbances and uncertainties

I. INTRODUCTION

A spacecraft is a vehicle which travels in outer space in
order to accomplish a variety of missions and purposes such as
communications, earth observation, meteorology, navigation,
space colonization, planetary exploration and transportation
of humans and cargo. The development of manned or auto
manoeuvring spacecraft has and continues to have a huge
impact on human civilisation. One of the criteria to make
sure spacecraft are capable of completing their missions is
the ability to control precisely the spacecraft orientation and
attitude. The orientation of a defined spacecraft body uses
system coordinates with respect to a defined frame of Geo-
centric Inertial System (GCI) and Heliocentric Inertial System
(HCI). Attitude control is the maintenance of desired, specified
attitude within a given tolerance [1]. The location and position
of a spacecraft is linked to the choice of orbit which in
turn depends on their mission. Based on these requirements,
effective control of satellite attitude is one of the critical parts
to make sure these missions are accomplished successfully.

Many researchers have proposed various controllers to
achieve the precision and optimisation of satellite attitude. A
few common specifications for assessing these strategies have
been robustness, energy efficiency, minimum maintenance and
weight reduction.

Attitude control can be categorized into two parts. The
first part is the orientation of the spacecraft with respect
to selected reference objects or directions, e.g., earth, sun,
stars, and flight directions. The second is the dynamics of

the spacecraft where some parts of the spacecraft need to
change their orientation over time, for example to rotate about
a dedicated axes or to stabilise the orientation after separation
from a launcher. Besides that, the orbit control consists of all
aspects of maintaining or acquiring a target orbit [2].

Common control strategies include Sliding Mode Control
(SMC), Kalman Filter (KF), Extended Kalman Filter (EKF),
Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF), Adaptive Fuzzy Control; all
these methods are elaborated on in this paper. A key aim
is to evaluate their effectiveness in meeting mission criteria
alongside other requirements. In order to test the robustness
of the designed attitude satellite system, various types of
disturbances and uncertainties are introduced to the system
where these problems are based on real case scenarios which
can have origins either internal or external to the spacecraft.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the
orbits relative to the earth and the spacecraft challenges in
maintaining the orientation and attitude in the presence of
uncertainties and disturbances in space. Section 3 describes
different types of spacecraft actuators and the reliability,
capability and expense of these actuators. Section 4 elaborates
the development of the control strategies for spacecraft orien-
tation and attitude along with a discussion of strengths and
weaknesses. In Section 5, brief conclusions are given along
with proposals for future work, that is where improvements
of the control strategies are possible.

II. EARTH’S ORBITS AND CHALLENGES

Across space, there are 3 orbit classifications relative to
earth; Lower Earth Orbit (LEO), Medium Earth Orbit (MEO)
and High Earth Orbit (HEO). For each of these Kepler’s Law
can be used to explain the planetary or object motion. The
definition of these orbits is shown in Table I.

Table I
ORBITS DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH

Orbit Distance from the Earth’s surface
Low Earth Orbit (LEO) 2 000 km
Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) 2 000 km to 20 350 km
High Earth Orbit (HEO) over 20 350 km
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A. Earth’s Orbits

Weather forecasts, communication, broadcasting, earth
imaging, surveillance of a pre-selected region, military pur-
poses, global positioning satellite (GPS) are all common
uses of satellites which gather and distribute information. To
accomplish these tasks, the satellites must be in their correct
orbit region.

Objects inside the LEO, orbit the Earth as fast as 50 times
a day. Most satellites such as the International Space Station
(ISS), the space shuttle and Hubble space telescope are located
in this orbit. The object must travel at more than 8 km/s
to avoid being dragged back to the earth by gravity. Unfor-
tunately, there is also atmospheric drag inside this region.
Although the amount is very small, it will cause a slow
movement of the object towards the earth if not counteracted
effectively. Also, since the satellite speed is very fast, it cannot
maintain its position long enough in any pre-specified region
to be used for surveillance tasks, earth imaging and military
missions.

An object orbiting the earth twice a day will be in a MEO.
The information from GPS navigation, which is widely used
in society is provided by satellites inside the MEO. The GPS
navigation requires 4 satellites to give an accurate position.

Weather forecast, communication and broadcasting are suit-
able tasks for satellites inside a HEO also known as the
High Altitude Geostationary region since the satellite orbits
the earth once a day. These satellites maintain their location
relative to a point on the earth all the time. For instance, a
television antenna can always point in the same direction since
the satellite location does not change relative to the television
antenna.

Table II [3] shows the relationship between gravitational
acceleration and the distance from the earth’s surface and also
compares this with gravitational forces due to the sun (which
do not change on this scale). The greater the distance from
the earth’s surface the lower the gravity acceleration. In LEO,
the gravity is 9ms−2 while for a distance over 200,000 km
from earth this is as low as 10mms−2.

Table II
GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION DUE TO THE EARTH AND THE SUN

Location Earth Sun
Earth’s Surface 9.81ms−2 6mms−2

LEO 9ms−2 6mms−2

200 000 km from the Earth 10mms−2 6mms−2

6 million km from the Earth 10µms−2 6mms−2

B. Orbital Manoeuvres

Sometimes, the spacecraft need to change its altitude from
one orbit to another due to the different circumstances. The
orbital transfer can be dramatic, such as transfer from an
initial parking orbit to the final mission orbit, rendezvous
with or intercept another spacecraft or correct the orbital
elements in order to adjust the for the perturbations. There
are two ways to maneuver the orbital either by changing

the spacecraft velocity vector or the spacecraft direction. The
Hohmann transfer method, impulsive maneuvers method, bi-
elliptic Hohmann transfer method, phasing maneuvers method
and apse line rotation method are common transfer techniques
have been used to accomplish this task [4]. Minimum energy
consumption must be considered when designing the orbital
transfer. It is important to maintain the spacecraft have enough
energy to perform the manoeuvring.

C. Spacecraft Challenges in Space

When spacecraft are orbiting the earth, there are external
disturbances and uncertainties impacting on the spacecraft
[5] as shown in Table III. International Space Station (ISS)
operating in LEO requires re-boosting several times every
year because of the atmospheric drag is constantly decreasing
ISS attitude by a kilometer every 12 days. The solar storms
heat the upper atmosphere which increases the ISS drag and
accelerates the orbit decay [6]. This symptom makes the
spacecraft experience inadequate aerodynamic torque indeed.

Solar storm happens when particles that are thrown out from
the sun under solar activity (the sum of all variable and short-
lived disturbances on the sun, as sunspots, prominences and
solar flares) [7]. Besides that, the chosen position in space
can change the behaviour away from a pure Keplerian orbit
because not only of the gravitational field of the earth but
also the influence of the gravity of the Sun and the Moon [5].
Therefore, robust control strategies are required to make sure
the spacecraft position and attitude is insensitive towards these
influences.

Table III
DISTURBANCES AND UNCERTAINTIES IN SPACE

Disturbances/Uncertainties Affect to the Spacecraft

Sun UV

Ultra violet light from the sun will darken
the solar panel and ultimately reduce the ef-
ficiency and thus power output produced by
the solar panel. Hence, the satellites must be
energy efficient to counter this degradation.

Solar Storm

The solar wind consists of high speed parti-
cles of protons and electrons. The particles
put the pressure on spacecraft (this phe-
nomenon also creates the aurora). However
in the South Atlantic, the magnetic field is
anomalously low and thus spacecraft in this
area are exposed to more energy particles
and hence suffer more damage.

Atmosphere Drag in LEO

The spacecraft altitude will change because
of atmospheric drag slowing the speed.
Thus in LEO, the spacecraft consumes high
power to counter the earth gravitational field
in order to maintain altitude by using their
thrusters to maintain the speed.

Sun and Moon Gravita-
tional Force

The gravitational forces of the sun and
the moon cause periodic variations in all
of the orbital elements, but only the right
ascension of the ascending node, argument
of perigee, and mean anomaly experience
secular variations.

III. SPACECRAFT ACTUATORS AND CHALLENGES

Generally, there are 6 subsystems in a satellite structure; a
structural subsystem, a telemetry subsystem, a power subsys-



tem, a thermal control subsystem, a communication payload
and attitude/orbit control subsystem. The attitude and orbit
subsystem is used to determine and control the orientation of
the satellite in order to accomplish the missions. One of the
components to determine the attitude and orbit control of the
spacecraft is actuator. The actuator will apply the necessary
forces to re-orient the spacecraft to the desired attitude accord-
ing to the deviation between desired orientation and current
position, as detected by sensors, until the deviation is equal
to zero [8]. There are two common types of actuator to be
discussed in this paper; reaction wheels and magnetic torquers.
Researchers model the linear and non-linear satellite systems
and design the controller based on these actuators. A common
challenge for researchers is the effective consideration and
rejection of the disturbances and uncertainties which exist in
space and on the spacecraft as shown in Table III and Table
IV.

A. Reaction Wheels

Reaction wheels, also known and operated as a momentum
wheel, consist of a rotating mass attached to an electric motor;
devices on a spacecraft are aligned on X (pitch), Y (roll) and
Z (yaw) axis as shown in Figure 1. Sometimes, the reaction
wheels have the fourth device which is used for redundancy
purpose. The pointing accuracy of reaction wheels can achieve
up to 0.0010 precision [9]. Unfortunately, reaction wheels
suffer from degradation, for example, loss of effectiveness
(LOE), stuck fault (lock in unknown time or LIUT) and failure
for a period time (FFPT) [10]. One of the malfunctions to a
reaction wheel happened to the Mars Odyssey Spacecraft in
2012. The Mars Odyssey detected one of its three reaction
wheels, which are used to control orbiter orientation in space
produced unusual readings. It makes the spacecraft gone into
safe mode before the recovery actions are taken. The orbiter
carries a spare reaction wheel onboard, in case one of the three
in use fails. Besides that, reaction wheels are heavy and thus
require substantial space inside the spacecraft. Moreover, they
have low power efficiency, require high energy to operate and
also are unsuitable for small satellites. Furthermore, flywheels
or batteries are required to supply the power to reaction wheels
during an eclipse. Nevertheless, researchers have developed
spacecraft using reaction wheels as the main actuator in MEO
and HEO since, in these orbits, the interaction between a
spacecraft and the earth magnetic field is very low.

B. Magnetic Torquer

Magnetic torquers, also known as magnetorquers, utilise an
electrical current run around a piece of metal (torque rods with
an iron core or air coils [2]); this creates an electromagnet.
Within space in LEO, this electromagnet will be subject to
a force causing it to align itself along the Earths magnetic
field and thus generate a torque on the spacecraft. These
magnetic controls are relatively light but low accuracy (10)
[1]. They also can be used to compensate for the natural
magnetic effects of satellite components [9]. A magnetic
torquer is available as long as sufficient electric power is

Figure 1. Reaction Wheels Direction

available. With the advantages of smaller size, less weight and
energy and negligible degradation due to no moving parts,
magnetorquers are widely used for small satellites in LEO.
Nevertheless, magnetorquers require more complex control
design since various uncertainties exist such as non-clean
magnetic fields inside the spacecraft that interfere with the
magnetic interaction between the spacecraft and the earth
[11]. The use of magnetorquers also introduces challenges,
for example the system is only controllable in two axes at any
time; the axes being perpendicular to the local geomagnetic
field vector [12].

C. Summary of between Reaction Wheels and Magnetic Tor-
quer Actuator

Based on the description of both actuators, it can be
said these actuators have advantages and disadvantages. The
selection of actuator type when designing the spacecraft is
dependent on their missions, for example considering the
reliability, accuracy and location in space. A summary of
spacecraft actuator characteristics is shown in Table IV.

D. Actuators Challenges in Space

There are several issues which from challenges for an
attitude controller. Some actuators are made from mechan-
ical moving parts and one main component is a motor. A
motor will degrade in time thus affecting spacecraft attitude
performance. Fault-tolerant strategies to cope with scenarios
such as LOE, LIUT and FFPT may come at the price of a
significant disruption to a satellite’s performance [13]. Besides
that, internal noise from sources within a satellite will have
impact similar to a disturbance torque form.

For magnetic actuators, the magnetic field generated by the
coil will be affected by the material within the magnetorquers
since non-clean magnetics exists where the currents flowing in
the harness, solar panels, permanent magnets, solenoid valves
etc. can lead to unwanted disturbances to the spacecraft’s
attitude [14]. This problem will be a huge challenge for
spacecraft to maintain their attitude and orientation.

IV. CONTROL STRATEGIES

A lot of criteria must be taken into account when designing
an attitude control system: computational time, control power
consumption, the robustness of the designed control towards



Table IV
CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY OF REACTION WHEELS AND MAGNETIC

TORQUER ACTUATORS

Actuator Reaction Wheels (RW) Magnetics

Characteristics

The RW has a high point-
ing accuracy of 0.0010.
However, the RW requires
high energy consumption,
large size and requires
a separate power source
(flywheel or battery) dur-
ing an eclipse.

The Magnetic actuator is
small, low weight and
consumes low power but
low accuracy (10). It also
free of degradation due to
having no moving parts.
However, the control de-
sign for the Magnetics ac-
tuator is complex.

Orbit

The RW have been im-
plemented on spacecraft
in LEO, MEO and HEO
but is unsuitable for small
spacecraft due to the size
requirement.

The Magnetics actuator is
only suitable for space-
craft in LEO since near to
the earth there is a large
magnetic field compared
to MEO and HEO.

Challenges
The RW degrades over
time (LOE, LIUT, FFPT)
since it uses moving parts.

The magnetic actuator
produces non-clean
magnetic fields generated
by current flowing inside
the actuator that can cause
interference.

internal and external disturbances and uncertainties, accuracy
of the output, improvements from previously compensated
attitude control systems and capability of the spacecraft to
process the designed controller. Figure 2 shows the block
diagram for an attitude control subsystem which tackles these
objectives. By considering all these criteria it is possible to
ensure the spacecraft can accomplish its mission for long
periods and also to ensure the appropriateness of the designed
attitude control systems for specific spacecraft characteristics.

Sliding Mode Control (SMC), Fuzzy SMC, Unscented
Kalman Filter (UKF) (improvement of Kalman Filter and
Extended Kalman Filter) and Adaptive Control are examples
of spacecraft attitude controllers. The performances and ca-
pability of these controllers are reviewed here in order to
compare and contrast their efficacy. These controllers are
tested with linear and non-linear spacecraft models and various
types of disturbances and uncertainties.

Figure 2. Attitude Control Subsystem Components and Cycles

A. Adaptive Sliding Mode Control

Sliding Mode Control (SMC) is a robust control strategy
known to be relatively insensitive towards disturbances and
uncertainties. Besides that, SMC is easy to implement and
has low computational costs. Due to these advantages, SMC

is convenient for small spacecraft in LEO but it suffers from
a chattering phenomena which is a drawback. The chattering
causes wear and tear on the actuator. In response, researchers
proposed Fuzzy SMC, Minimum Sliding Mode Error Feed-
back, Adaptive Non-Singular Terminal SMC, Adaptive Fuzzy
SMC and Integral SMC as alternatives to suppress this chatter-
ing phenomena and improved overall performance, including
the transient response, effectiveness and accuracy. The mod-
ified SMC approaches have been implemented on reaction
wheels [10], [13], [15] and magnetic actuators [16]. Adaptive
SMC has been shown to give good precision, effectiveness
and convergence to the desired position in finite time, in the
presence of various disturbances and modelling uncertainties.

1) Adaptive Fuzzy Sliding Mode Control: The Adaptive
Fuzzy Sliding Mode Control (AFSMC) [15] was introduced
because fixed fuzzy rules contribute to a non-robust system.
Hence, Adaptive Fuzzy was integrated inside SMC to improve
robustness for less disturbances and uncertainties. However,
this method requires a high computing burden which limits
the on-line spacecraft application. As such, the AFSMC is
unsuitable to be implemented inside small spacecraft. The
AFSMC is divided into two components where equivalent
control terms are used to deal with the uncertainties while
hitting control is used to achieve the attitude precision. The
equivalent control term is the approximation of the control
law to achieve zero steady-state value. Furthermore, hitting
control functions are the chattering remover. Finally, based on
the result, the AFSMC is able produced precise attitude control
subject to less disturbances and uncertainties. The AFSMC is
unsuitable for huge disturbances and uncertainties challenge.

2) Minimum Sliding Mode Error Feedback Control: The
Adaptive Non-Singular Terminal SMC [10] produced robustly
and high-efficiency attitude control of the spacecraft but this
control method also required a heavy computational burden
since it used more fuzzy parameters. In order to overcome
this effect, researchers developed the Minimum Sliding Mode
Error Feedback Control (MSMEFC) [13]. The uncertain dis-
turbances are offset by an equivalent control error in order
to improve the control performance. A cost function contains
all the information of sliding mode error and the equivalent
control error is derived in order to estimate the optimal
equivalent control error where this estimation will feedback
to the conventional SMC to produce the MSMEFC result.
As result, the MSMEFC not only results in energy efficiency
but also is robust towards faults (LOE, LIUT and FFPT
inside the actuator) and perturbations. The MSMEFC have not
considered the orbital manoeuvres inside the analysis because
sometimes orbital manoeuvres is required due to the serious
perturbations.

3) Integral Sliding Mode Control: Small satellites due to
their small size and weight require less energy consumption.
Most researchers considered magnetic actuation to fulfil these
criteria. Integral Sliding Mode Control [16] used purely mag-
netic attitude control with realistic non-linear parameters. The
control torque vector at the output of the controller acts on
the spacecraft after successive manipulations. As the result, the



disturbances can’t be fully eliminated because of the difference
between the control torque vector generated by the controller
and the applied control torque vector.

B. Unscented Kalman Filter

Some researchers introduced an Unscented Kalman Filter-
ing (UKF) controller [17] as an improvement on a Kalman
Filter (KF) and Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [18] for
spacecraft attitude state and parameter estimation. The im-
provement has been made since KF is used for estimating
a linear system while EKF limited estimating up to first-order
terms for nonlinear systems by neglecting higher-order terms.
Neglecting the higher-order terms can lead to the instability.
Based on the result, UKF was able to converge, despite
poor initial estimates of the parameters, through numeric
simulation; using simulated noisy measurements brings better
convergenc characteristics and greater accuracy than the EKF
[17]. Furthermore, UKF is also easier to implement because
this control method is derivative-free [19]. EKF computes
the output by using a Jacobian; the Jacobian leads to more
complexity and computational demand. Compared to UKF,
this method approximates the state/measurement estimate and
the associated uncertainty by a statistical linear regression
through a well-chosen set of a set of samples determined from
the apriori mean and covariance of the state known as ”sigma
points” and thus is less complex [20].

C. Proposed Control Method (A State-Dependent Boundary
Layer Method for SMC

Since the SMC effectively can be implemented on both
magnetics and reaction wheels actuator, insensitivity towards
to perturbation in space and the spacecraft and fast response
controller, hence, the modification inside the SMC switching
function is proposed as proven by MSMEFC. The modification
must eliminate the chattering drawback and also produce the
precise and effective spacecraft attitude and at the same time
maintaining the minimum energy consumption. Furthermore,
the low computational burden is required and as an example,
the spacecraft capable perform the orbital maneuver in order
to withstand the serious perturbation. One of the modification
methods in order to accomplish these targets is the imple-
mentation of the state-dependent boundary layer method. The
boundary layer in the SMC is used to remove the chattering
phenomena. In the principle, a constant boundary layer around
sliding surface, s = 0 (ideal case for control input of SMC
where along of this surface,the steady state error of the output,
ess = 0) as in Figure 3 is used to remove the chattering
phenomena but it leads to the imprecise output. Therefore,
variable or decaying boundary layer width is required in order
to overcome the problem. As the result, the boundary layer
width is determined by the states of the system where this
boundary layer is decaying towards to the sliding surface,
s = 0. When the states lie on this surface, the preciseness of
the output is guaranteed where ess = 0. The state-dependent
boundary layer design is proven to eliminate the chattering

phenomenon while ensuring almost perfect control accuracy
at the same time [21].

Figure 3. SMC with Constant and Decaying/Variable Boundary Layer

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

Table V summarises the strengthens and weaknesses of
common approaches to spacecraft attitude control and hence
gives insight to where improvements would be beneficial.

SMC is robust but it has chattering as the drawback. One
proposed alternative of Adaptive Fuzzy requires an additional
cost function inside the SMC thus increasing complexity and
computational load more than is allowable. Integral SMC can-
not adequately eliminate disturbances and uncertainties which
bring to the impreciseness output of the spacecraft attitude.
According to the MSMEFC advantages, this method is suitable
to be implemented for both small and huge spacecraft due to
the energy efficiency and high robustness. This can be achieved
because the MSMEFC do modification inside the SMC algo-
rithm by adding cost function without compound with another
type of controllers. As such, in order to minimize the size, low
the complexity and optimize the small spacecraft performance
with greater accuracy, modification in SMC algorithm is one
of the ways to achieve the objectives while implement on
magnetics actuator.

Overall, some of the control strategies discussed in Section
IV manage to control the linear and non-linear attitude and ori-
entation of spacecraft systems. The controllers must be robust
against the disturbances and uncertainties which exist in space
and the spacecraft. Besides that, the spacecraft attitude and
orientation outputs must be precise, effective and can converge
to the desired position in finite time, while being efficient
with the spacecraft’s power consumption. A low computational
process load, small size, and ease of implementation must also
be taken into account when designing a controller, especially
for the small spacecraft. Based on Table V, the MSMEFC
and UKF demonstrate these criteria better than the alternative
controllers. Nevertheless, although the results shown by both
methods give precise attitude output, these methods also can
consider serious perturbations and how to maintain the desired
attitude and orientation in space. Hence, one of the possible
methods to resist the serious perturbations by using the orbital
manoeuvre. The orbital manoeuvre required a control method
in order to achieve precise new desired attitude by using the
minimum energy consumption. One of the solutions is using
state-dependent boundary layer method of SMC.
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Table V
COMPARISON BETWEEN SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE CONTROLLER

Controller Advantages Disadvantages Improvement

Sliding Mode
Control (SMC)

The SMC is a low complexity, low computational burden,
less weight and low cost control method. The SMC also
a robust control method where the output can converge
in finite time with sufficient precision. Hence, the SMC
is suitable for various type of the attitude and orientation
spacecraft control.

The SMC produces a chattering
effect to the system. It caused
wear and tear to the actuator.

A modification in the SMC
switching function is required in
order to remove the chattering
drawback.

Adaptive
Fuzzy Sliding
Mode Control
(AFSMC)

Fixed fuzzy rules lead to limited robustness which makes
the system become unstable. However, it solved the chat-
tering phenomena caused by the SMC. Then, adaptive
fuzzy rules are introduced not only to counter instability
but also produced the precise attitude of the spacecraft.

The AFSMC is a complex fuzzy
parameter which leads to a high
computational load. As such, the
AFSMC is unsuitable to use in
small spacecraft. Besides that, it
also only robust towards to mini-
mum disturbances and uncertain-
ties in space and the spacecraft.

To use in small spacecraft,
a modification inside switching
function of SMC is proposed
instead of combine the SMC
with the other controller meth-
ods, such as Fuzzy. The modifi-
cation can minimize the compu-
tational burden of the spacecraft.

Minimum
Sliding Mode
Error Feedback
Control
(MSMEFC)

The MSMEFC is an energy efficiency and robust control
method suitable for realistic disturbances and uncer-
tainties generated by the spacecraft and in space. The
MSMEFC contains a cost function which is used to offset
the disturbances and uncertainties to improve the control
performance. Hence, the MSMEFC is suitable for small
spacecraft.

The MSMEFC considered fault
actuator as uncertainties but
sometimes there are serious per-
turbations happens in space.

One of the ways to reject the se-
rious perturbations effect is intro-
ducing orbital manoeuvres with
minimum energy consumption to
the spacecraft.

Integral Sliding
Mode Control
(ISMC)

The ISMC is implemented on a magnetic actuator. This
controller has small size and weight and low energy
consumption, thus is suitable for small spacecraft.

The ISMC is influenced by
the disturbances and uncertain-
ties because the difference of the
control torque (the ideal case,
sliding surface, s = 0) and
the applied control torque vec-
tor which resulting imprecise-
ness output.

More research on fundamental
problem specific to the purely
magnetic attitude control prob-
lem is required in order to over-
come the disadvantages.

Unscented
Kalman Filter
(UKF)

The UKF is able to converge and estimate higher or-
der non-linear parameter which bring better converge
characteristics and greater accuracy than the the EKF
with poor initial estimates. Furthermore, the UKF is easy
to implement since it uses no derivatives. This control
method has low computational requirements and low
complexity.

The UKF have not been tested
with real case perturbations in
space and the spacecraft.

The UKF can be tested with the
real case of disturbances and un-
certainties such as fault-tolerant
in actuator.

conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are
those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the
MOHE.
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Abstract—Effective operation of small spacecraft implies pro-
cessors with low cost, energy efficiency and low computational
burdens while retaining accurate output tracking. This paper
presents the extension of work in [1] on eliminating the chattering
for Sliding Mode Control (SMC) using a decaying boundary layer
design which is able to achieve these small spacecraft operation
needs. The extension is applied on a spacecraft’s attitude control,
while orbiting the earth with angular velocity, ω0. In SMC,
chattering is a main drawback as it can cause wear and tear to
moving mechanical parts. Earlier work on a decaying boundary
layer design was capable of reducing the chattering phenomena
for a limited time only and hence this paper proposes a novel
decaying boundary layer and switching function to improve
the earlier version. The proposed technique is shown to reduce
chattering permanently and also retain control output accuracy.

Keywords: small spacecraft, spacecraft’s attitude, SMC, chatter-
ing, decaying boundary layer, switching function, control accuracy

I. INTRODUCTION

A spacecraft or satellite is an object that is orbiting larger

objects such as the earth. Currently there are more than 1000

operational man-made spacecraft and satellites in orbit around

earth [2]. In this paper, the focus is on control strategies to

maintain the spacecraft attitude; consequently there will be

some discussion of dynamics and kinematics to determine the

angular velocity with respect to the earth.

The spacecraft’s attitude can be as important to control

as its position. A spacecraft needs a motion control system

to position and orientate itself correctly, especially when

disturbances and uncertainties occur. The attitude motion of

a spacecraft can be described as a set of differential equations

[3]. The motion is given by the spacecraft body rotation with

respect to different frames of motion. In space, there are

disturbances and uncertainties that influence the coordinates

of the spacecraft such as the gravitational force of the earth

and moon and atmospheric drag in low earth orbits (LEO)

[4]. Hence, a robust controller is required to make sure the

spacecraft remains at the correct altitude and longitude and

at the right time, moreover while producing high control

accuracy.

Many control methods have been developed for a space-

craft’s attitude. In this paper, Sliding Mode Control (SMC) is

chosen as the basic control method for spacecraft’s attitude

control due to its advantages especially for small spacecraft

space exploration, such as LunarSat [5]. Specifically, SMC

is well-known as a robust controller, it is low complexity,

can have low computational burden, low weight and low

cost [6] [7]. Methods such as Adaptive Fuzzy Sliding Mode

Attitude Control (AFSMC) [8], that is SMC combined with

Adaptive Fuzzy rules and require a high computational load

because of a complex fuzzy parameter and are not pursued.

On the other hand, Minimum Sliding Mode Error Feedback

Control (MSMEFC) [9] is an energy efficient, low complexity,

low computational load, high control accuracy and robust

control method. Moreover, MSMEFC is suitable for realistic

disturbances and uncertainties experienced by a spacecraft in

space and includes a cost function to offset the disturbances

and uncertainties to improve the control performance.

In SMC, the controller input is u(t) = u(t)eq+u(t)n where

u(t)eq and u(t)n are denoted as equivalent control input and

natural control input (switching function) respectively. u(t)eq
is used to force the state trajectories to move to the sliding

surface (si(x) = 0) as in figure 1 (in this time, u(t)n is off).

When the state trajectories hit the sliding surface, u(t)n is on

and ensures the state trajectories move along the sliding sur-

face (in this time, u(t)eq is off). Unfortunately, using just the

basis concept of SMC, chattering (figure 1) is a main drawback

that can cause wear and tear in the moving mechanical parts.

Chattering is produced by the switching function (1) inside

the s-plane of the sliding surface (si(x) = 0).

ui(t) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
u+
i (x, t) with si(x) > 0

0 with si(x) = 0

u−i (x, t) with si(x) < 0

(1)

In spacecraft operation a common actuation device is a

reaction wheel. Reaction wheels consist of a rotating mass

attached to an electric motor and are used to align the

spacecraft’s attitude on X (pitch), Y (roll) and Z (yaw) axis.

Given the mechanical design, chattering will cause shorter

lifespans to reaction wheels and reducing accuracy of the

spacecraft’s attitude. For example, in 2002, the Mars Odyssey
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Figure 1. Chattering phenomena on s-plane in SMC

spacecraft moved to safe mode because one of the reaction

wheels produced unusual readings [10]. It took time before

the recovery action was taken and this problem delayed the

Mars Odyssey mission and increased the operational cost.

Hence, many methods have been developed by researchers

to overcome the chattering phenomena, while maintaining

high control accuracy, such as a modification to the switching

function.

A boundary layer technique is one of the most popular

methods for chattering elimination in SMC. This technique

strikes a trade off between invariance of system trajectories

and smoothness of control [11]. The boundary layer is added

inside u(t)n in u(t). In [1], three boundary layer techniques

around the sliding surface are introduced and discussed. The

techniques are:

• A constant boundary layer (CBL): CBL (figure 2) is

introduced to overcome the chattering problem but the

control accuracy is dependent on the boundary layer

width since the steady state error, ess = 0 if only if

the state trajectory lies on s = 0.

• A decaying boundary layer (DBL): Subsequently, DBL

(figure 3) was developed and this method produced

greater control accuracy when the state trajectory lies on

s = 0 but the chattering is only eliminated for a short

period.

• A state-dependent boundary layer design (SDBL): Fi-

nally, for further improvement of DBL, SDBL was pro-

posed which produces chattering-free and high control

accuracy. However, SDBL requires a high complexity

algorithm.

Hence, this paper proposes an alternative improvement

method to the DBL work in [1] on eliminating chattering using

a decaying boundary layer and switching function thorough

error feedback (DBLSF) instead of using SDBL. DBLSF

has less complexity compared to SDBL in [1] but produces

chattering-free and high control accuracy.

Originally, in the DBL design, the boundary layer width

varies with time. When the time approaches infinity, the

boundary layer width becomes zero and hence the chattering

reappears. Then, an initial improvement technique is proposed

to the DBL, a decaying boundary layer thorough error feed-

Figure 2. Constant boundary layer concept in SMC

Figure 3. Decaying boundary layer concept in SMC

back (DBLEF). DBLEF is proposed in order to introduce a

boundary layer concept where the boundary layer width is

not dependent on time. In this concept, boundary layer width

will be generated every time when the error between the actual

output and the required output, |d0| > 0 to achieve high control

accuracy.

Finally, DBLSF is introduced. DBLSF is a method where

the boundary layer width and switching function are propor-

tional to and depends upon the |d0|. In DBLSF, the boundary

layer width reappears every time |d0| > 0. Hence, the control

accuracy (|d0| = 0) can be guaranteed when the disturbances

and uncertainties reappear. Then, when |d0| = 0, the switching

function will be off in order to eliminate the chattering in the

controller input.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section

II constructs the spacecraft’s attitude model orbiting around

earth. Section III reviews and examines the existing boundary

layer designs of DBL and SDBL in a linear uncertain system.

Section IV proposes and analyses the DBLEF. Next, Section

V introduces and analyses the DBLSF. Finally, conclusions

are presented in Section VI.

II. SPACECRAFT’S ATTITUDE MODEL ORBITING AROUND

EARTH

In this section, the angular velocity of spacecraft’s attitude

is modelled and presented in state space form. A rigid body

spacecraft, orbiting the earth with respect to an Earth Centered
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Inertial (ECI) at an angular velocity, ω0 with three rotational

degrees of freedom is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Spacecraft’s attitude in moving frame B with respect to an orbiting
reference frame O, both moving in ECI

The dynamic equations, concerning the effects of forces on

the motion of the spacecraft [12] are:

Jω̇ = Jω×ω+τ (2)

where J = diag(Jx, Jy, Jz) is the constant inertia matrix

in the body-fixed reference frame, ω is spacecraft angular

velocity orbiting around Earth and τ = diag(τx, τy, τz) is

applied torque. The kinematics of the rigid body (Figure 4)

using Euler’s angles [12] ψ, θ and φ are denoted as yaw,

pitch and roll angle respectively (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Sequence of Euler’s angles according moving frame B orientation
with respect to an orbiting frameO

The absolute angular velocity ωB of moving frame B is:

ωB = ωBO + ωO (3)

where ωBO is the velocity of B with respect to O and ωO is

the velocity of O with respect to ECI . ωBO (4) depends on

the sequence of rotations (Euler’s angles sequence) that the

orbit frame has to perform in order to reach the body frame

and hence:

ωBO = ω
′′
BO + ω

′′
Oω

′
O + ω

′
OωO (4)

where ω
′
O is the particular reference frame obtained from O

after a first rotation of angle ψ along the first axis and ω
′′
O is

the angular velocity obtained from ω
′
O after a second rotation

of angle θ. Consequently:

ωBO =

⎡
⎢⎣
sφθ̇ + cθcφψ̇

cφθ̇ − cθsφψ̇

φ̇+ sθψ̇

⎤
⎥⎦ (5)

where s, c denote sine and cosine, ψ̇ = ω
′
OωO, θ̇ = ω

′′
Oω

′
O

and φ̇ = ω
′′
BO. ωO must be expressed in body coordinates as

in eqn.(7) below. R is the rotation matrix with sequence 1-

2-3 that synodic frame O to frame B and ωO is the angular

velocity of O with respect to ECI . Hence, ωB is given in

eqn.(8).

ωO = R

⎡
⎢⎣

0

0

ωO

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣
(sψsθ − cψsθcφ)ωO

(sψcφ+ cψsθsφ)ωO

cψcθωO

⎤
⎥⎦ (6)

R =

⎡
⎢⎣

cθcφ sψsθcφ+ cψsφ sψsφ− cψsθcφ

−cθsφ cψcφ− sψsθsφ sψcφ+ cψsθsφ

sθ −sψcθ cψcθ

⎤
⎥⎦ (7)

ωB =

⎡
⎢⎣
sφθ̇ + cθcφψ̇ + (sψsθ − cψsθcφ)ωO

cφθ̇ − cθsφψ̇ + (sψcφ+ cψsθsφ)ωO

φ̇+ sθψ̇ + cψcθωO

⎤
⎥⎦ (8)

With a small angle displacement assumption between B and

O, the following parameters can be linearised into cos(φ) =
cos(ψ) = cos(θ) � 1, sin(φ) � φ, sin(ψ) � ψ, sin(θ) � θ.

Then, eqn.(8) becomes:

ωB =

⎡
⎢⎣
ψ̇ − ωOθ

θ̇ + ωOψ

˙phi+ ωO

⎤
⎥⎦ (9)

Finally, eqn.(9) is subsituted into eqn.(2) thus:

Jxψ̈ = (Jy − Jz)ω
2
0ψ + (Jx + Jy − Jz)ω0θ̇ + τx (10)

Jy θ̈ = (Jz − Jy − Jx)ω0ψ̇ − (Jz − Jx)ω
2
0θ + τy (11)

Jzφ̈ = τz (12)

The model eqns. above are presented in state space form

(ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t)) as follows.⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ẋ1(t)
ẋ2(t)
ẋ3(t)
ẋ4(t)
ẋ5(t)
ẋ6(t)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 1 0 0 0 0
h 0 0 i 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 j k 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x1(t)
x2(t)
x3(t)
x4(t)
x5(t)
x6(t)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
τx
Jx

0
τy
Jy

0
τz
Jz

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
u(t)

(13)

where

h = (
Jy−Jz

Jx
)ω2

0 ; i = (
Jx+Jy−Jz

Jx
)ω0;

j = (
Jz−Jy−Jx

Jy
)ω0; k = −(Jz−Jx

Jy
)ω2

0 ;

[x1(t) x2(t) x3(t) x4(t) x5(t) x6(t)]
T = [ψ ψ̇ θ θ̇ φ φ̇]T

[ẋ1(t) ẋ2(t) ẋ3(t) ẋ4(t) ẋ5(t) ẋ6(t)]
T = [ψ̇ ψ̈ θ̇ θ̈ φ̇ φ̈]T

III. EXISTING BOUNDARY LAYER DESIGNS FOR SMC

In this section, two existing boundary layer methods for

controlling the angular velocity of a spacecraft’s attitude are

presented: (i) decaying boundary layer (DBL) for SMC [1]

and (ii) state-dependent boundary (SDBL) layer for SMC [1].

The performance of the controller input and angular velocity

output are observed in terms of chattering elimination and

control output accuracy.
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A. DBL or Decaying Boundary Layer Design for SMC

Consider a linear system with matching uncertainties is

given as:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +B(u(t) + ΔEx(t) + d(t)) (14)

where x(t) ∈ Rn is the system state, u(t) is the scalar control

input, A ∈ Rn×n and B ∈ Rn are the nominal system matri-

ces satisfying the controllability condition, uncertainty ΔE is

possibly time varying and d(t) an unknown disturbance. The

system uncertainties are bounded by two unknown constants:

||ΔE|| ≤ Ē ||d(t)|| ≤ D̄ (15)

The controller input equation for a DBL was introduced in [1]

as in (16) below where -ρ(x)f1(s) is u(t)n while the rest of

the parameter is u(t)eq .

u(t) = −σs(t)− c0x1(t)− CAx(t)− ρ(x)f1(s) (16)

where s(t) (17) is a sliding variable, C (18) incorporates

coefficients ci who’s values are chosen such that the differ-

ential equation (19) is stable (poles in the left half plane),

ρ(x) = ρ0(Ē||x|| + D̄) with ρ0 > 1 and f1(s) (20) is a

switching function with DBL design.

s(t) = Cx(t) + c0v(t) (17)

C = [c1, c2, c3, ...., 1] (18)

s(t) = x1(t)
n−1+cn−1x1(t)

n−2+ · · ·+c1x1(t)+c0

∫ t

0

x1dτ

(19)

f1(s) =
s(t)

|s(t)|+ ε0e−πt
(20)

B. Application of DBL to a Spacecraft’s Attitude Model

For the DBL design [1], consider a linear system with

matching uncertainties (14) with ω0 = 0.0011rads−1, J =
diag(35, 16, 25)kgm2, |τ |max = 1× 10−3N , the disturbance

d(t) = sin(t) and system uncertainties ΔE = 0. The

boundary layer parameters are applied to the system with

π = 0, ρ0 = 1.5, σ = 2, Ē = 0, D̄ = 1 and the coefficients

ci are C = [29, 57, 58, 32, 19, 1] with c0 = 6. The boundary

layer width tested in this example is ε0 = 0.1. These values

are replaced in eqns.(12,14,16).

From figure 6 it is seen that the DBL can eliminate the

chattering for a while (here upto t = 25s). However, in

this technique, the boundary layer width depends on a time

determined by ε0e
−πt and thus, as time approaches infinity,

then this term becomes close to zero and the chattering

appears again. Nevertheless, the control accuracy (figure 7)

is guaranteed.

Figure 6. DBL Technique for Spacecraft’s Attitude Controller Input

Figure 7. DBL Technique for Spacecraft’s Attitude Output

C. SDBL or State-Dependent Boundary Layer Design for
SMC

An alternative SDBL design for SMC is proposed in [1].

This will be used as a benchmark for proposed controller

design of section V. In SDBL the controller input defined as

follows:

u(t) = −σs(t)− c0x1(t)− CAx(t)− ρ(x)f4(s)

+ η21G
TPz(t) + η0η1G

TPez(t) (21)

where P ∈ Rn×n is a positive definite matrix satisfying the

Lyapunov inequality (22) with F as in (23), G as in (24), z(t)
as in (25), η1 as in(26), η0 as in (27), ez = z(t)/||z(t)||p and

f4(s) as in (28) below.

(−F − σI)TP + P (−F − σI) ≤ 0 (22)

F =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 1 · ·
· 0 1 ·
· · · ·

−c0 · · −cn−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (23)

G =
[
0 0 · · · 1

]T
(24)

z(t) =
[∫ t

0
x1dτ x1 · · · xn−1

]T
∈ Rn (25)
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η1 =
ε1

ρ0 − 1
> 0 (26)

η0 =
ε0

ρ0 − 1
> 0 (27)

f4(s) =
s(t)

|s(t)|+ ε1||z(t)||p + ε0
(28)

D. Application of SDBL to a Spacecraft’s Attitude Model

Consider the same parameters value and analysis as in

section III-B. Here try ε0 = 0.001 and ε1 = 0.1 while

||z||p ≡ √
z(t)TPz(t). Figures 8,9 show that the chattering is

eliminated and control output accuracy is maintained.

Figure 8. SDBL Technique for Spacecraft’s Attitude Controller Input

Figure 9. SDBL Technique for Spacecraft’s Attitude Output

E. Conclusion

Overall, the DBL design has a simpler controller input

compared to the SDBL design which has a more complicated

controller input, however the former is not a chattering-free

technique. Using SDBL one is able to eliminate the chattering

in the controller input but there are many parameters (21)

which have to be determined thus increasing the complexity of

the controller input algorithm. Hence, an alternative controller

input algorithm which has less controller input complexity but

is still an improvement of the DBL technique is proposed.

Critically, both existing boundary layer methods produce high

control output accuracy for angular velocity in the spacecraft’s

attitude.

IV. DECAYING BOUNDARY LAYER THOROUGH ERROR

FEEDBACK (DBLEF) FOR SMC

In this section, a minor modification is made to the DBL

technique. DBLEF is an initial improvement technique to the

DBL. In DBL, the boundary layer width is dependent on

time and chattering reappears when time approaches infinity.

However, in DBLEF, the boundary layer width is dependent

on the error between the actual output and the required

output, |d0|. Ideally, in this concept, the boundary layer width

reappears every time |d0| > 0. Hence, the control accuracy

can be guaranteed even when disturbances and uncertainties

reappear. Thus, DBLEF is defined below. Controller input and

control output accuracy performances are observed by using

similar analysis as in Section III.

Algorithm DBLEF: The boundary layer width will be per-

manently on and proportional to the error between the desired

output and actual output , |d0| > 0. Function f1(s) in (16) is

replaced with f2(s) as in (29).

u(t) = −σs(t)− c0x1(t)− CAx(t)− ρ(x)f2(s) (29)

where the time t in (20) is replaced with 1
|d0| in (30).

f2(s) =
s(t)

|s(t)|+ ε0e
−π
|d0|

(30)

Figure 10. DBLEF Technique for Spacecraft’s Attitude Controller Input

Figure 10 shows that the chattering in controller input start

around t = 23s when error, |d0 = 0|rad but the chattering

pattern is uniformly shaped compared to DBL. The space-

craft’s angular velocity output converges to zero (figure 11)

with similar performance to the DBL. In summary, the minor

modification inside the switching function produced minor

significant change in controller input performance compared

to the DBL.
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Figure 11. DBLEF Technique for Spacecraft’s Attitude Output

V. DECAYING BOUNDARY LAYER AND SWITCHING

FUNCTION THOROUGH ERROR FEEDBACK (DBLSF) FOR

SLIDING MODE CONTROL

In section IV, the DBLEF design shows the chattering

pattern is uniformly shaped compare to the DBL but unable

to eliminate the chattering in spacecraft’s attitude controller

input. Hence, another modification based on DBLEF method

is required to achieve the aims of this research. At the end of

this section, the controller input and control output accuracy

performance are investigated.

A. Proposed SMC algorithm

In figure 6, the DBL for SMC is seen to eliminate the

chattering until t = 25s and a new decaying boundary layer

thorough error feedback for SMC, the chattering appeared at

t = 23s. Thus, a new decaying boundary layer and switching

function thorough error feedback (DBLSF) for sliding mode

control is introduced to overcome this problem. This proposed

method is less complex compared to the state-dependent

boundary layer for SMC technique in Section VI.

Algorithm DBLSF: The boundary layer and switching func-

tion in control input (31) will occur when |d0| > 0 (32). When

|d0| approach to zero, the boundary layer will converge to zero

while switching function will decaying off. Thus the input is

given as

u(t) = −σs(t)− c0x1(t)− CAx(t)− ρ(x)f3(s) (31)

where the DBL f1(s) (20) is replaced by the DBLSF

f3(s) =
s(t)e

−π
|d0|

|s(t)|+ ε0e
−π
|d0|

(32)

Figure 12 shows that the chattering is totally eliminated

in the spacecraft’s attitude controller input while the control

accuracy is good, see figure 13. This control method is thus

proven able to eliminate the chattering while maintain the

control output accuracy.

Figure 12. DBLSF Technique for Spacecraft’s Attitude Controller Input

Figure 13. DBLSF Technique for Spacecraft’s Attitude Output

B. Review of all four SMC algorithms

Overall, four SMC controller input algorithms for space-

craft’s attitude control are discussed in this paper. DBL is

a simple controller input algorithm (16) but the chattering

(figure 6) is reappears when time approaches infinity. SDBL

is an improvement to the DBL which produces chattering-free

(figure 8) for controller input performance but SDBL requires

high complexity (21) controller input algorithm. Hence, the

DBLEF and DBLSF are proposed as the alternative methods

of SDBL in order to eliminate the chattering for SMC in

spacecraft’s attitude system.

The first proposed design, DBLEF is unable to eliminate

the chattering (figure 10) since the chattering reappears when

|d0| = 0. Then, DBLSF is proposed to eliminate the chattering

(figure 12). DBLSF performances are comparable to the SDBL

design but have a less complex algorithm (31) which thus

is suitable to be implemented on small spacecraft operation.

On the other hand, all four SMC controller input algorithms

produce high control accuracy (figure 7,9,11,13).

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

SMC approaches can produce high control accuracy but the

occurrence of chattering phenomena is a significant drawback.

The proposed DBLSF method in this paper is able to elimi-
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nate chattering to a level comparable with more complicated

methods such as SDBL.

However, in space, there are a few substantive and rigorous

scenarios such as fault tolerant cases (actuator degradation

scenario where the actuator work efficiency degrades by time

(LOE), actuator fault after a certain time scenario (LIUT)

and actuator failure for a short time period scenario (FFPT)

[13], debris (encompasses by natural (meteoroid) and artificial

(man-made) particles) avoidance in space [14] and spacecrafts

formation [15]. Future work intends to investigate and justify

the capability and robustness of DBLSF design on these

scenarios. The spacecraft’s attitude and orientation controller

design must be low cost, robust, achieve high precision, high

efficiency and low computational in order to be suitable to be

implemented on small spacecraft.
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Abstract—Sliding Mode Control (SMC) is well known as
a robust control approach and is proven to be able to deal
with nonlinear systems. To achieve this capability, the SMC
controller input design is divided into two parts: a sliding surface
design (continuous control) and a switching function design
(discontinuous control). A spacecraft’s attitude model is a multi-
input and multi-output (MIMO) system and thus control design
is difficult for some methodologies, however, in this case a SMC,
is straightforward to construct. In this paper, for the continuous
part, a reduction of order method (ROOM) is used to construct
the sliding surface. For the discontinuous control, three different
switching functions are designed and evaluated such as relays
with constant gains, relays with state dependent gains and linear
feedback with switched gains. The main contribution of this
paper is to both analyse and investigate the limitations of these
three switching functions at two different points (critical gains
and proper gains) on a spacecraft’s attitude model. The gains are
selected using trial and error techniques as long as these gains
meet the sufficiency conditions for the existence of a sliding mode.
The discontinuous control is a high-speed switching function that
produces chattering in the control input; however, solutions for
chattering drawbacks are not discussed here. The best switching
function is chosen based on the spacecraft’s attitude transient
performance requirements.

Keywords: SMC, switching function, sliding surface, spacecraft’s
attitude

I. INTRODUCTION

In space, spacecraft positioning is challenged by distur-
bances and uncertainties such as sun UV, solar storms, atmo-
spheric drag in low earth orbits and, sun and moon gravita-
tional forces [1]. Hence, a robust controller is required to main-
tain the orientation of the spacecraft when these challenges
occur. Criteria such as computational time, control power
consumption and control output accuracy must be considered
when designing an appropriate robust controller. These criteria
are very important to make sure a spacecraft is successfully
able to accomplish its missions in the prescribed period.

Among the possible robust control strategies, Sliding Mode
Control (SMC) attributes such as low complexity, low compu-
tational burden, less weight and low cost control method make
this a suitable approach to be implemented as a spacecraft
attitude controller [2]. Adaptive Fuzzy SMC [3], Minimum
Sliding Mode Error Feedback [4] and Integral SMC [5]
have been successfully proposed for spacecraft attitude and
orientation model. Furthermore, as spacecraft’s attitude model

is a multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) system, using SMC,
the compensated system is easy to design. Thus, in this paper,
SMC is chosen as the base methodology for designing a
spacecraft attitude and orientation control law.

SMC control law design can be divided into two charac-
teristic features (as expanded in Section III); the continuous
and discontinuous control parts. The continuous part will
drive the state trajectories of the controlled system onto the
sliding surface in a prescribed manner while the discontinuous
feature will maintain the states on the sliding surface [6].
There are various approaches to design the continuous part
such as regular form and the reduced order dynamics, method
of hierarchy and diagonalization methods [7] for a MIMO
system. This paper, however, will use the reduction of order
method (ROOM) to design the continuous part. The rationale
for this is that in the ROOM method, the sliding surface
coefficients can be chosen flexibly and thus looser assumptions
can be made as long as the characteristic equation of the
compensated system is comparable to the design criteria. For
the discontinuous part (switching function), three approaches
(relays with constant gain, relays with state dependent gains
and linear continuous feedback) are evaluated on a known
spacecraft attitude model [7].

It is important to understand the range of limitations of
these SMC methods before further improvements can be
made. Hence, the main novelty of this paper is to design
and investigate the SMC control law with a focus on the
switching function (SFD) characteristics and capability at
two different points (critical gains and proper gains) for a
spacecraft’s attitude control. A notable part of the proposed
approach is that some of the gains can be tuned using trial
and error while satisfying some mild conditions to ensure the
existence of a sliding mode. Characteristics such as chattering
in the control inputs and transient response in the outputs
are observed. Consequently, the switching function with most
advantages is chosen as a basis for proposed improvements.
On the other hand, ideally, the discontinuous control law must
produce chattering due to a fast switching mechanism and
discontinuous control across the sliding surface [8]. In this
paper, approaches for chattering attenuation are not discussed
and elimination techniques are proposed for future work.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
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II constructs the spacecrafts attitude model orbiting around
earth. Section III designs and examines the SMC control law
(ROOM and SFD) in a nonlinear uncertain MIMO system at
two different situations. Next, Section IV analyses and evalu-
ates the designed methods with special attention on potential
improvements. Finally, conclusions and future proposals are
presented in Section V.

II. SPACECRAFT’S ATTITUDE AND ORIENTATION MODEL

In this section, the rotational equation of motions (EOM) [9]
of a spacecraft’s rigid body in the body-fixed frame orbiting
the earth with respect to an Earth Centered Inertial (ECI)
(figure 1) are presented.

Figure 1. Spacecraft’s attitude orbiting reference frame O, in moving frame
B. Both are moving in ECI [10].

Consider the general form of a nonlinear system in state-
space as in (1).

ẋ(t) = f(t, x) +B(u(t) + d(t)) (1)

where x(t) ∈ Rn is a set of state variables, f(t, x) ∈ Rn is a
nonlinear function, B ∈ Rm×n matrix, u(t) ∈ Rm is a set of
inputs and d(t) ∈ Rm is the disturbances. Then, the EOM of
a spacecraft are summarised as:

Jω̇ = Jω×ω + τ (2)

where J=diag(Jx, Jy , Jz)∈ RN×M is the inertia tensor of
rigid body, ω ∈ RM is spacecraft angular velocity, ω̇ ∈ RM
is angular acceleration and τ ∈ RM is torque control input
generated by the spacecraft’s actuators. The vector ω has three
rotational degrees of freedom (Z, Y , and X axes are denoted
as yaw (ψ), pitch (θ) and roll (φ) respectively).

The absolute angular velocity ωB of moving frame B is
represented as follows where ωBO is the velocity of B respect
to O and ωO is the velocity of O with respect to ECI .

ωB = ωBO + ωO; ωB =

ψ̇ − ωoθθ̇ + ωoψ

φ̇+ ωo

 (3)

Then, (3) is substituted into (2) with ω replaced by ωB .
Finally, the nonlinear spacecraft’s attitude system is given by
a form similar to (1) with:

ẋ(t) =
[
ẋ1 ẋ2 ẋ3 ẋ4 ẋ5 ẋ6

]T
f(t, x) =

[
x2 j̄ x4 k̄ x6 l̄

]T

B =



0 0 0

1 0 0

0 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0

0 0 1


u(t) =

[
τx
Jx

τy
Jy

τz
Jz

]T

(4)

where
[
ψ ψ̇ θ θ̇ φ φ̇

]
are replaced by[

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
]

respectively and

j̄ = (
Jy−Jz+Jx

Jx
)ωox4 − (

Jy−Jz
Jx

)(x4x6 + x1x2ωo + x1ω
2
o);

k̄ = (
Jz−Jx−Jy

Jy
)ωox2 + (Jz−JxJy

)(x2x6 − x3x5ωo − x3ω2
o);

l̄ = (
Jx−Jy
Jz

)(x2x4 − x3x4ωo + x1x2ωo − x1x3ω2
o);

In conclusion, the spacecraft’s attitude model is a MIMO
system where the inputs u(t) are the torques τx, τy, τz gener-
ated by actuators while the outputs are the spacecraft’s angular
velocity in the X , Y and Z directions.

III. CONTROL LAW DESIGN IN SMC

In this section, the constructions of SMC control law are
presented. There are two stages to design the control law (Ui)
that is continuous (Ueq) and discontinuous (UN ) control.

Ui = UN + Ueq (5)

In this paper, the first part (continuous control (Ueq)) is
designed by manipulating the inputs of the uncompensated
system using ROOM by introducing sliding surfaces. ROOM
is chosen because this method is suitable and easy to design
for a MIMO system.

The main contribution of this paper is focussed on the
second part of the control design. In the discontinuous control
(UN ) component, three alternative approaches are designed
and deployed; relays with constant gains (RCG), relays with
state dependent gains (RSG) and linear feedback with switched
gains (LFSG) [7]. Practically, the gains are estimated adapting
upper bound of the matching uncertainties [11]. Hence, the
specific novelty in this section is the construction of the
switching function at two different gain points (critical gains
and proper gains) in order to observe their constraints.The crit-
ical gains are referred to the conditions where the spacecraft’s
angular velocity produces uniform steady state chattering
outputs when torques and disturbances are given to the system
while for the proper gains, the steady state error of the outputs
are zero. For both situations, the gains for all approaches are
estimated using trial and error technique by observing the
outputs pattern until fulfill the critical gains and proper gains
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criteria. The gains are tuning using trial and error techniques
as long as the values are fulfill the conditions for the existence
of a sliding mode (as expanded in Section III-C). Thereafter,
the performances of the alternative switching functions are
evaluated and compared.

A. Switching Surface Design using Reduction of Order
Method

The basic method in SMC is to design a set of switching
surfaces (σ(x)). The switching surface equation and the dy-
namics equation where S is the switching surface coefficients
are summarised as:

σ(x) = Sx = 0 (6)

σ̇(x) = Sẋ = 0 (7)

The spacecraft’s attitude model is a multi-input (3 inputs)
and multi-output (3 outputs) system. Hence, three set of
switching surface coefficients (S1, S2, and S3) are required
for the spacecraft’s attitude model:

S =

S1

S2

S3

 =

s11 s12 s13 s14 s15 s16

s21 s22 s23 s24 s25 s26

s31 s32 s33 s34 s35 s36

 (8)

In this paper, and with the spacecraft’s attitude model to be
used, it is appropriate to have the characteristic equation at
λ3+6λ2+11λ+6 with poles at −1, −2 and −3; the selection
of the characteristic equation is made in order to allow the
spacecraft’s attitude converge to the zero less than 100 seconds
[12]. Thus, some assumptions on the switching surface coef-
ficients (sij) are needed to ensure this characteristic equation
is achieved.

B. ROOM design

The switching surface design using ROOM is as follows.
Firstly, (1) is replaced in (7) and produces:

Sẋ = S(f(t, x) +B(Ueq + d(t))) = 0 (9)

Now, u(t) become control law Ueq (the continuous part).
Hence:

Ueq = −(SB)−1(Sf(t, x) + SBd(t)) (10)

Then, (10) is substituted into (1) and produces :

ẋ = [I −B(SB)−1S]f(t, x) (11)

In ROOM, assumptions can be made on the sij values and
can be chosen flexibly. First define SB

SB =

s12 s14 s16

s22 s24 s26

s32 s34 s36

 (12)

The determinant of SB can be set to any value as long as
|SB| 6= 0 and sij ≥ 0. To simplify the design process, assume
|SB| = 1. One of the combinations to set |SB| = 1 is to let

s12 = s14 = s22 = s26 = s32 = s34 = s36 = 1, s24 = 2 and
s16 = 0.

Thus, based on these selections, then:

(SB)−1 =

 1 −1 1

0 1 −1

−1 0 1

 (13)

Next, substitute (4), (8) and (13) into (11) so the dynamic
model is reduced to:

ẋ1

ẋ2

ẋ3

ẋ4

ẋ5

ẋ6


=



0 1 0 0 0 0

0 a 0 b 0 c

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 d 0 e 0 f

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 h 0 i





x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6


(14)

where

a = s21 − s11 − s31; b = s23 − s13 − s33;
c = s25 − s15 − s35; d = s31 − s21;
e = s33 − s23; f = s35 − s25;
g = s11 − s31; h = s13 − s33;
i = s15 − s35;

Finally, using (7) and (14), the reduced order model of the
spacecraft’s attitude system is:

˙̂x =


˙̂x1
˙̂x2
˙̂x3

 =

a b c

d e f

g h i


x̂1x̂2
x̂3

 (15)

where ˙̂x1 = ẋ2, ˙̂x2 = ẋ4 and ˙̂x3 = ẋ6.
In this design, the characteristic equation of (15) is matched

to λ3+6λ2+11λ+6, in order to achieve zero steady state error
less than 100 seconds [12]. Hence, the expanded characteristic
equation of (15) is given as:

∆( ˙̂x) = λ3 + (s11 − s15 − s21 + s23 + s31 − s33 + s35)λ2

+(s11s23 − s13s21 − s11s25 + s15s21 + s13s25
−s15s23 − s11s33 + s13s31 + 2s11s35 − 2s15s31
−s13s35 + s15s33 − s21s35 + s25s31 + s23s35
−s25s33)λ+ (s11s23s35 − s11s25s33 − s13s21s35

+s13s25s31 + s15s21s33 − s15s23s31)
(16)

and the implied constraints on the values sij are given as:

s11 − s15 − s21 + s23 + s31 − s33 + s35 = 6

s11s23 − s13s21 − s11s25 + s15s21 + s13s25
−s15s23 − s11s33 + s13s31 + 2s11s35 − 2s15s31
−s13s35 + s15s33 − s21s35 + s25s31
+s23s35 − s25s33 = 11

s11s23s35 − s11s25s33 − s13s21s35
+s13s25s31 + s15s21s33 − s15s23s31 = 6

(17)
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In this paper we will define s13 = 0.5, s15 = 4, s23 = 3,
s25 = 2, s31 = 1 and s35 = 2 and then use these values in
combination with (17) to solve for the remaining coefficients
sij . Thus:

s11 − s21 − s33 + 2 = 6
5s11 + 1.5s21 + 2s33 − s11s33 − 11.5 = 11
6s11 − s21 − 2s11s33 + 4s21s33 − 11 = 6

(18)

Solving (18), then s11 = 5.5303, s21 = 0.0623 and s33 =
1.468. Finally, the switching surface design of (8) is given as
follows:

S =

5.5303 1 0.5 1 4 0

0.0623 1 3 2 2 1

1 1 1.468 1 2 1

 (19)

In conclusions, using the ROOM approach there are 18 co-
efficients which have to be selected to define the switching
surface design. This gives a huge amount of flexibility to the
designer. In principle one can meet the required dynamics for
the sliding mode by choosing 15 coefficients and then solving
for the remaining 3 to ensure sure the compensated system
meets the design criteria. This paper does not explore how
this flexibility might be exploited in general. However, the
further details can be referred in [7].

C. Switching Function Design (SFD)

There are three popular variants of SFD (RCG, RSG and
LFSG) which are discussed in this section and for two different
scenarios which are critical gains and proper gains. The
general form of RCG, RSG and LFSG are shown in Table
I.

Table I
EXISTING SWITCHING FUNCTION CONTROL ALGORITHM

SFD Algorithm Condition

RCG UiN (x) =

{
αisgn(σi(x)),

0

σi(x) 6= 0
σi(x) = 0

RSG UiN (x) =

{
αi(x)sgn(σi(x)),

0

σi(x) 6= 0
σi(x) = 0

LFSG UN (x) = −Lσ(x)

L is sym-
metric posi-
tive definite
constant ma-
trix

1) Relays with constant gains (RCG): The rules to meet
the sufficiency condition for the designed SMC is σσ̇ =
αiσi(x)sgn(σi(x)) < 0, if σi(x) 6= 0. αi is a constant tuning
gain (||αi|| ≤ D̄, D̄ is upper bound of matching uncertainties)
where the value must be negative αi < 0. The stability
condition for RCG is:

σi(x)σ̇i(x) = αiσi(x)sgn(σi(x)) < 0

= αi
σ2
i (x)
|σi(x)|

Let,
αi < 0

Then,
σi(x)σ̇i(x) = −αi σ

2
i (x)
|σi(x)|

< 0

(20)

Thus, the switching surface is meet the sufficiency condi-
tions for the designed SMC. By observing the pattern outputs
(as expanded in Section I), the critical gains and proper gain
values for RCG are shown in Table II.

2) Relays with state dependent gains (RSG):
The stability rules for the RSG controller are
σσ̇ = αi(x)σi(x)sgn(σi(x)) < 0, if σi(x) 6= 0. αi(x)
is a variable states function where αi(x) = βi(σ

2k
i (x) + γi)

with βi < 0, γi > 0 and k is an integer number.

σi(x)σ̇i(x) = αi(x)σi(x)sgn(σi(x)) < 0
αi(x) = βi(σ

2k
i (x) + γi)

Let,
βi(x) < 0, γi > 0, k = positive integer

Then,
σi(x)σ̇i(x) = −βi(σi(x)2k + γi)

σi(x)
2

|σi(x)|
< 0

(21)
Hence, the stability rules are fulfill in term of sliding mode

existence. Table II shows the critical gains and proper gains
as discussed in Section I.

3) Linear feedback with switched gains (LFSG): The sta-
bility condition for LFSG is σT (x)σ̇(x)=−σT (x)Lσ(x) < 0,
if σ(x) 6= 0, L is a symmetric positive definite constant matrix,
L ∈ Rm×m. In this paper, L is a 3× 3 matrix

L =

w y z
y w y
z y w

 (22)

w, y and z values are given in Table II in order to produce
uniform chattering and zero steady state in spacecraft’s angular
velocity outputs for critical gains and proper gains analysis
respectively.

Table II
GAIN SELECTION FOR SFD

SFD RCG RSG LFSG
αi β γ L

Critical Gain -0.01 -1 0.01 w=0.02, y=0.01, z=0

Proper Tuning -0.000001 -1.0 0.000001
w=0.000002,
y=0.000001,
z=0

4) Critical Gains and Proper Gains: There are two differ-
ent gains (critical gains and proper gains) where analysis of
performance are made on these switching functions designs
listed in Table I. The aims is to explore the limitations of
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the SFD performances an gain insight into how alternative
proposals may be better suited to the given application. A
particular noteworthy point is that the gains in Table II are
typically selected using trial and error techniques to meet the
conditions in Table I and there is clearly a need for a more
systematic approach and insight into the repercussions of the
decisions taken.

IV. RESULTS

To perform and evaluate the designed control law with a
real case situation, next this paper considers the spacecraft’s
attitude model in (4) with numeric parameters as in Table III.
The selection of inertia tensor, Jx, Jy and Jz is based on
the International Space Station (ISS) [9] values. This section
will present the simulation results of the nonlinear system
with and without the SMC switching function approaches. The
results are divided into two parts; angular rate response at
critical gains, and proper gains and control input. For the first
subsection the transient response of the angular rate for both
gains selections are observed while the chattering phenomena
is analyzed in the second subsection.

Table III
NUMERIC PARAMETERS OF SPACECRAFT’S ATTITUDE SYSTEM

Parameter Value Unit
ωo 0.0011 rads−1

Jx 127538483.85 kgm2

Jy 201272329.17 kgm2

Jz 106892554.98 kgm2

τx, τy , τz 1× 10−3 N
d(t) sin(t) N

A. Angular Velocity of Spacecraft’s Attitude System

Figures 2 and 3 show the angular rate response of the
uncompensated (open-loop) spacecraft’s attitude system and
the same system in closed-loop with RCG, RSG and LFSG,
for critical gains and proper gains respectively.

• For critical gains, the uncompensated system shows that
the outputs for yaw, pitch and roll do not settle at zero
steady state error and thus closed-loop control is needed.

• For RCG, the outputs settle around 120 seconds with
chattering at an amplitude at 0.02 rads−1.

• RSG shows a chattering amplitude similar to RCG (0.02
rads−1) but converges faster in around 40 seconds.

• With LFSG, the angular velocity shows no chattering in
the outputs, but the convergence is somewhat slower at
280 seconds.

For the proper gains selections in figure 3, all the SFD methods
show zero steady state error with no discernible chattering.
With RCG and LFSG the angular rates converge to the
equilibirium point in around 10 seconds whereas RSG takes
around 100 seconds to achieve the equilibirium point. Again
the open-loop response does not converge. The summary of
SFD performances is summarised in Tables IV and V.
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Figure 2. Angular Rate Response of the Uncompensated and Compensated
System at the Critical Gain
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Table IV
ANGULAR RATE RESPONSE AT THE CRITICAL GAIN

Original
System RCG RSG LFSG

Steady State
Error

Yes Yes Yes No
Chattering Yes Yes Yes No
Chattering
Amplitude 0.02rads−1 0.02rads−1 0

Settling Time 120 s 40 s 280 s

Table V
ANGULAR RATE RESPONSE AT THE PROPER GAIN

Original System RCG RSG LFSG
Steady State Error Yes No No No

Settle Time 10 s 100 s 10 s

B. Control Inputs of Spacecraft’s Attitude System

Looking at the control inputs in figure 4, all the SFD
methods show some chattering with an amplitude of 0.1
rads−1. RSG, however, takes 5 seconds to converge to the
chattering amplitude compared to RCG and LFSG methods
where the chattering begins immediately.
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Figure 4. Control Input of the Compensated System

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

This paper has focused on the potential uses of SMC
methods for spacecraft attitude control and specifically designs
and contrasts three common algorithms.

In conclusion, the LFSG method shows a better performance
as there is no chattering in the angular velocity outputs at the
critical gains compared to RCG and RSG (both are producing
chattering in the outputs) for spacecraft’s attitude model (see
Table IV). Thus, LFSG will be the preferred option to design
the SMC control law for this system. However, it is noted

that a modification in LFSG is required in order to attenuate
the chattering in the control input. Some of the modifications
to eliminate the chattering can cause high complexity to the
control input. Hence, a proper approach must be chosen to
make sure the control input is low complexity algorithm. It is
important to reduce the operating power consumption in space-
craft. Thus, some possible modifications to explore include
higher order sliding mode control [13], variable gain super-
twisting sliding mode control [14] and decaying boundary
layer, and switching function method thorough error feedback
[2]. Besides that, the most difficult part in this design is tuning
the critical gains. However, as long as the range of matching
uncertainties are known, thus it can reduce the probability
number of the gains since the gains are bounded in the
matching uncertainties (see Section II).
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Abstract. Small spacecraft requires capable processors with energy efficiency, low cost and low
computational burden while maintaining the output tracking accuracy. This paper presents the
extension of work in [1], to enhance the transient performance using particle swarm optimization
(PSO) on decaying boundary layer and switching function thorough error feedback (DBLSF)
in Sliding Mode Control (SMC). Generally, SMC is known for having chattering as the main
drawback which can introduce wear and tear to moving mechanical parts. As a solution, a
DBLSF proposed in [1] and capable of eliminating the chattering in SMC while considering
the essential requirements for small spacecraft operation. Then, the extension implemented on
spacecraft’s attitude, which is one-of-six subsystems in spacecraft, used to orient the spacecraft
referred to reference objects and control the dynamics of a spacecraft time-to-time according
to the needs. However, the SMC’s transient response can be tuned using some coefficients in
the SMC algorithm. The parameters in [1] were tuned using outputs observation technique. In
this paper, then, an improvement is introduced to optimize the outputs by adding a PSO in
the SMC-DBLSF in term of transient performances and accuracy while reducing the chattering
permanently.

Keywords: small spacecraft, spacecraft’s attitude, SMC, chattering, switching
function error feedback, PSO, control accuracy

1. Introduction
A spacecraft or satellite is an object that is orbiting larger objects such as the earth. Currently,
there are more than 1000 operational human-made spacecraft and satellites in orbit around
earth [2]. One of the spacecraft operations in space is position control. Then, a spacecraft
critically needs a motion control system to position and orientate itself correctly, mainly when
disturbances and uncertainties occur. Hence, a robust control method is required to ensure that
this task successfully is done.

A small spacecraft needs processors with energy efficiency, low cost and low computational
burden while operating in space. Thus, Sliding Mode Control (SMC) is one of the robust control
methods, capable of providing the requirements [3][4][5]. SMC, however, produces chattering in
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the controller inputs, specifically in the switching function (Eq. 1) which it can cause wear and
tear to the actuator [6].

un =


−1 for s > 0

0 for s = 0

1 for s < 0

(1)

where s is a sliding surface as in Eq. 2.

s = (
d

dt
+ λ)n−1e (2)

with λ represents as a set of sliding surface coefficients, n denotes the order of the system and
e is the error between the desired input and the measured output.

Thus many researchers proposed a modification in SMC techniques to overcome this problem
[7][8][9][5]. One of the solutions is implementing a boundary layer around the sliding surface.

A boundary layer technique is one of the most popular methods for chattering elimination in
SMC. Initially, a constant boundary layer (CBL) introduced by the researchers, but the control
output accuracy cannot be maintained [10]. Then, a decaying boundary layer (DBL) where
the boundary layer existing is dependent on time is proposed to solve the accuracy issue. As
results, the chattering only can be eliminated for finite time [11]. As a solution, thus, a decaying
boundary layer and switching function thorough error feedback (DBLSF) is proposed in [1] to
eliminate the chattering while maintaining the accuracy outputs. DBLSF, however, needs an
optimization algorithm to enhance the transient performances by tuning the λ parameter (Eq.
2) in the DBLSF control algorithm. Hence, in this paper, a particle swarm optimization (PSO)
is introduced to the DBLSF to improve the small spacecraft attitude and orientation (SAOM)
transient performance.

PSO is a straightforward concept, requires only primitive mathematical operators and needs
less memory and speed of computational load where can be coded using only a few lines in the
program code. Besides, PSO also suitable implements on nonlinear functions [12]. In PSO, there
are two primary components used to determine the optimization of the state, which is particle
and swarm. Each particle updates their coordinates referred to the best solution (fitness) it has
achieved so far, which known as pbest. On the other hands, the swarm keeps tracking the best
value and location so far among all the particles in the population, known as (gbest).

Since SMC and PSO sharing similar important specifications (simple mathematical operators,
required low computational load and inexpensive), thus, the combination of the PSO-DBLSF is
suitable to implement on small spacecraft operation.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the orbits relative to the earth with
possible disturbances and uncertainties in state-space form. Section 3 describes the SMC
general model and introduces the DBLSF control algorithm. Section 4 elaborates the PSO
techniques and the development control strategies for SAOM alongside the PSO-DBLSF. Section
5 demonstrates the comparison results between DBLSF and PSO-DBLSF. In Section 6, brief
conclusions are given along with proposals for future work, that is where improvements of the
control strategies are possible.

2. Spacecraft’s Attitude and Orientation Model around Earth
In this section, the angular velocity of the spacecraft’s attitude is designed and translated into
state-space form. Figure 1(a) represents a rigid body spacecraft, orbiting the earth concerning
Earth Centered Inertial (ECI) at an angular velocity, ωO with three rotational degrees of
freedom. The general dynamics equation [13] for Figure 1(a) as in Eq. 3.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Spacecraft’s attitude in moving frame B with respect to an orbiting reference
frame O and both are moving in ECI
(b) Sequence of Euler’s angles,(Rx(ψ)→ Ry(θ)→ Rx(ψ)), according moving frameB orientation
relative to an orbiting frame O

Jω̇ = Jω×ω + τ (3)

where J = diag(Jx, Jy, Jz) represents the constant inertia matrix in the body-fixed frame,
τ = diag(τx, τy, τz) is the applied torque and ω is the spacecraft angular velocity orbiting around
the Earth.

The kinematics of the rigid body (Figure 1(a)) are designed using Euler’s angles with the
sequence rotation (Figure 1(b)) as in Eq. 4 with each axis denoted as angular velocity for ψ̇
(roll), θ̇ (pitch) and φ̇ (yaw).

Q = RZ(φ) ∗RY (θ) ∗RX(ψ)

=

 cφcθ cψsinφ+ cφsinψsθ sψsφ− cψcφsθ
−cθsφ cψcφ− sψsφsθ cφsψ + cψsφsθ

sθ −cθsψ cψcθ


=

 cφcθ cψsφ+ cφsψsθ sψsφ− cψcφsθ
−cθsφ cψcφ− sψsφsθ cφsψ + cψsφsθ

sθ −cθsψ cψcθ


(4)

with (cψ cθ cψ) and (sψ sθ sψ) denote the sin and cos for each axis respectively.
Finally, the spacecraft’s attitude model [1] in state-space form as in Eq. 5.

ẋ1(t)
ẋ2(t)
ẋ3(t)
ẋ4(t)
ẋ5(t)
ẋ6(t)

 =


0 1 0 0 0 0
h 0 0 i 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 j k 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0




x1(t)
x2(t)
x3(t)
x4(t)
x5(t)
x6(t)

 +



0
τx
Jx
0
τy
Jy

0
τz
Jz

u(t) (5)

where
h = (

Jy−Jz
Jx

)ω2
O; i = (

Jx+Jy−Jz
Jx

)ωO;

j = (
Jz−Jy−Jx

Jy
)ωO; k = −(Jz−JxJy

)ω2
O;

[x1(t) x2(t) x3(t) x4(t) x5(t) x6(t)]
T = [ψ ψ̇ θ θ̇ φ φ̇]T

[ẋ1(t) ẋ2(t) ẋ3(t) ẋ4(t) ẋ5(t) ẋ6(t)]
T = [ψ̇ ψ̈ θ̇ θ̈ φ̇ φ̈]T
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3. Sliding Mode Control
In this section, the general SMC’s approach is elaborated. Then, the advantages and
disadvantages of the DBLSF are discussed with a possible solution. In SMC, a compensated
system guaranteed to achieve the robustness once hitting around a sliding surface (determine
the transient performance) and achieve the equilibrium point by the switching surface (un)
expression. The switching function, however, produces chattering in control input as a drawback.
Hence, many modifications in switching function developed and proposed to overcome this issue.
Then, a decaying boundary layer and switching function thorough error feedback (DBLSF)
[1] is proposed and can solve the chattering problem. The DBLSF used outputs observation
techniques to determine the λ parameter (Eq. 8) in the sliding surface, which influenced the
transient output characteristics.

Consider a linear system with matching uncertainties in (6).

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +B(u(t) + d(t)) (6)

with x(t)∈Rn is the system state, u(t) is the scalar input, A ∈ Rn×n and B ∈ Rm are the
nominal system matrices satisfying the controllability condition and d(t) an unknown bounded
disturbance.

In general, SMC’s control input algorithm (usmc) (7) is construct by two parts; sliding surface
(continuous, ueq) and switching surface (discontinuous, un).

usmc = ueq + un (7)

with ueq is an equivalent estimation control (Eq. 8) derived from Eq. 6 [1] and un from Eq. 1
which can be simplified into Eq. 9. However, Eq. 9 generates chattering in the control inputs.

ueq = −(λB)−1(λAx(t))− d(t) (8)

where λ is a set of sliding surface coefficients.

un =
s

|s|
(9)

Initially, the CBL in SMC can eliminate the chattering, however, reduce the output accuracy,
which depends on the boundary layer width [1]. Thus, the DBLSF (Eq. 10) is introduced to
solve this disadvantage where the boundary layer width is dependent on the error, d0. In
DBLSF, when the time converges to finite, then the d0 ≈ 0. As a result, the output accuracy is
guaranteed [1].

undblsf =
se
−π
|d0|

|s+ ε0e
−π
|d0| |

(10)

where |d0| is the error between actual output and desired output and ε0 is the boundary layer
width.

Finally, the SMC-DBLSF control strategy as in Eq. 11.

usmc = −(λB)−1(λAx(t))− d(t)− se
−π
|d0|

|s+ ε0e
−π
|d0| |

(11)

Besides, the transient response of the SAOM outputs depends on the λ value in Eq. 11. In
[1], an output observation technique is used to determine the λ value, which did not optimize
the outputs transient. As a solution, the λ can be tuned using the PSO approach to enhance
transient optimization.
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4. Particle Swarm Optimization
In this section, the PSO concept is elaborated, and the control strategies for PSO-DBLSF on
SAOM is developed. In PSO, a swarm represents by a population while a particle denotes by
an individual [14]. Each particle produces two parameters, which are position and velocity. The
relationship between the current position and next iteration position, and velocity as in Eq. 12.

si(k + 1) = si(k) + vi(k + 1) (12)

where i is the particle number, k refers to the number of iteration, si(k + 1) and vi(k + 1)
represent the next iteration value for particle’s position and velocity respectively and si is the
current iteration for particle’s position.

Then, the vi(k + 1) term can be obtained using Eq. 13 [14].

vi(k + 1) = wvi(k) + c1r1(pbesti − si(k)) + c2r2(gbesti − si(k)) (13)

where w denotes the inertia weight for current particle’s velocity, vi(k) represents the current
iteration for velocity of particle, c1, and c2 are the cognitive and social component which are
known as learning factors and r1 and r2 are random number between 0 and 1.

In this paper, the objective function in the SAOM model is to minimize the error value for
each state (ψ, θ, φ). Hence, the PSO used the error values from the simulation to tuning the λ,
which act as the particle to improve the transient performance.

5. Results
In this section, the spacecraft’s position model (Eq. 5) is analyzed using DBLSF and PSO-
DBLSF. Then, the transient performances and the outputs accuracy for both approaches are
compared. The numeric parameters are set up for the SAOM, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Numeric parameters of the spacecraft’s attitude system and PSO
Parameter Value Unit

ωO 0.0011 rads−1

Jx 35 kgm2

Jy 16 kgm2

Jz 25 kgm2

τx,y,z 0.001 Nm
d(t) sin(t) −
c1, c2 1.42 −
w 0.9 −

Next, the λ values for all axis (ψ, θ and φ) using PSO (13) and output’s observation technique
are represent in Table 2. There are two periodic inputs given to each axis with the state’s initial
condition as in Table 3.

Table 2. The λ values using DBLSF and PSO-DBLSF
DBLSF PSO-DBLSF

λψ 0.2500 2.4567
λθ 0.2500 2.1442
λφ 0.2500 1.6229
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Table 3. Inputs characteristics on the SAOM with states initial condition

Initial Condition
Inputs

0 ≤ t < 75s 75 ≤ t ≤ 150s
Roll (ψ) -0.50 0.50 1.00
Pitch (θ) -0.87 1.05 0.25
Yaw (φ) 0.35 -1.57 -0.25

Figure 2 shows the SAOM’s outputs using the DBLSF (Figure 2(a)) and the PSO-DBLSF
(Figure 2(b)) techniques. It clearly can be seen that the transient response of the PSO-DBLSF
improved compared to the DBLSF. The rise time for the PSO-DBLSF’s first periodic input
(0 ≤ t < 75s) are 2.746s, 3.912s and 3.207s for ψ, θ and φ respectively but the DBLSF shows
over than 8s for all states. In term of accuracy, the outputs error compared to the desired
inputs are slightly comparable for both methods. The PSO-DBLSF recorded less maximum-
error among the states (0.2095%) compared to the DBLSF (2.0200%) algorithm. On the other
hand, both methods effectively eliminate the chattering in the control inputs (Figure 3(b) and
Figure 3(c)) compared to the classical SMC algorithm (Figure 3(a)). The detailed summary
for both observations in term of the outputs accuracy comparison and transient characteristics
between the DBLSF and the PSO-DBLSF is shown in Table 4 and Table 5.
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Figure 2. The SAOM’s outputs using the DBLSF (a) and the PSO-DBLSF (b)

Table 4. The outputs accuracy comparison between the DBLSF and the PSO-DBLSF compared
to the target output

Output
Time (s)

Desired DBLSF PSO-DBLSF
Parameters Outputs (rad) Output (rad) Error (%) Output (rad) Error (%)

Roll (ψ)
75 0.5000 0.4899 2.0200 0.4991 0.1800
150 1.000 0.9997 0.0300 0.9999 0.0100

Pitch (θ)
75 1.0500 1.0402 0.9333 1.0478 0.2095
150 0.2500 0.2503 0.1200 0.2504 0.1600

Yaw (φ)
75 −1.5700 −1.5628 0.4586 −1.5678 0.1401
150 −0.2500 −0.2521 0.8400 −0.2496 0.1600
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Figure 3. The SAOM’s control inputs using the classical SMC (a), the DBLSF (b) and the
PSO-DBLSF (c)

Table 5. The transient comparison between the DBLSF and the PSO-DBLSF
Rise Time / Fall Time (s)

0 ≤ t < 75s
SMC Approaches DBLSF PSO-DBLSF

Roll (ψ) 8.713 2.746
Pitch (θ) 8.753 3.912
Yaw (φ) 8.753 3.207

6. Conclusions and Future Recommendations
SMC approaches can produce high control accuracy, but the occurrence of chattering phenomena
is a significant drawback. The proposed DBLSF method in [1] can eliminate chattering; however,
did not offer optimization in the transient characteristics. Implementing a PSO on a DBLSF,
then, capable of optimizing the performance of the output while maintaining the accuracy and
eliminate the chattering in the control input.

In space, however, some scenarios and applications need drastic changing in the inputs,
for instance, debris (encompasses by natural and artificial particles produced from meteoroid
and human-made respectively) avoidance in space [15], spacecraft formation [16] and spacecraft
rendezvous and docking manoeuvres (SRDM) [17]. Then, PSO-DBLSF is proposed to validate
therobustnessandcapabilitytoencounterthechallengesonthesescenariosforfutureresearch.
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